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MANUSCRIPT DIVISION 
Scope Note 
 
 
 E. Franklin Frazier was a sociologist, educator, author, lecturer, and head of the Department 
of Sociology at Howard University from 1934-1959.  The papers, which consist of personal and 
family materials, correspondence, subject files, writings by Frazier and others, research projects 
and notebooks, photographs, memorabilia, awards, certificates, and scrapbooks, were donated 
by his wife, Marie Brown Frazier, in 1977.  The materials span the years 1908-1962 and total 75 
linear feet. 
 Subject files comprise a major portion of the Frazier Papers. Included in these files are 
topics pertaining to the Negro family, Negro youth and race relations.  There are files related to Dr. 
Frazier's books, as well as files documenting his very active career in sociology and education.  Of 
note are the files related to Dr. Frazier's involvement with UNESCO (United Nations Educational 
Social and Cultural Organization).  During Dr. Frazier's tenure with UNESCO, he served as 
chairman of the Committee of Social Scientists (1949) and as chief of the Division of Applied 
Sciences (1951-1953).  Also included in the subject files are materials related to the many 
organizations with which Dr. Frazier was affiliated.  Some of the organizations documented are the 
African Studies Association, American Association of University Professors, and the American 
Sociological Society.  
 Another important series in the Frazier Papers is the writings of Dr. Frazier which include 
materials relating to the following books: The Negro in Chicago, The Negro in the United States, 
Race and Culture Contacts, The Black Bourgeoisie, The Evolution of Religion Among American 
Negro, and The Negro Church in America.  There are also unpublished manuscripts, numerous 
articles, chapters in books and public statements which include speeches and lectures. 
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Scope Note continued 
 There is an extensive amount of research material in the Frazier Papers.  These materials 
include background research, surveys, reports and notes related to the many research projects 
Frazier conducted.  These materials are arranged into three series: research projects, research 
project notebooks, and research material. 
 Some of the projects documented in this series are: the Negro family in the United States, 
an exhaustive study into the social origins of the Black family, the Negro in Harlem (the Mayor's 
Commission oil Conditions in Harlem), and the Negro Youth Study. Here are also numerous 
research materials pertaining to Brazil, Haiti and the Caribbean. 
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Biographical Sketch 
 
 
1894 September 24  Born Baltimore, MD 
 
1908         Completed Baltimore Public Schools, Baltimore, MD 
 
1912       Graduated, Baltimore High School, Baltimore, MD 
 
1916       Received A.B; cum laude Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
 
1916-1917         Teacher of Mathematics, Tuskegee Institute, AL 
 
1917-1918   Teacher, English and History, St.Paul's School, Lawrenceville, VA 
 
1918-1919   Teacher, Mathematics and French, Baltimore High School,   
    Baltimore, MD 
 
1920    Received A.M., Sociology and Psychology, Clark University,                             
    Worchester, MA 
 
1920-1921              Research Fellow, New York School of Social Work, New York 
 
1921-1922   Fellow, American-Scandinavian Foundation. Studied at University 
    of Copenhagen, Denmark 
 
1922 September 14  Married Marie Ellen Brown 
 
1922-1924                    Professor of Social Sciences, Morehouse College, Atlanta, GA 
 
1922-1927   Director, Atlanta School of Social.Work, Atlanta, GA 
 
1927-1929                  Research Assistant, Department of Sociology, University of 
                Chicago, IL 
 
1931                       Received Ph.D., Philosophy, University of Chicago, IL 
 
1931-1934   Research Professor, Department of Sociology, Fisk University, 
    Nashville, TN 
 
1934-1959                    Head of Department of Sociology, Howard University, Washington,  
    D.C. 
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Biographical Sketch continued  
 
 
 
1935-1936        Director, Economic and Social Survey of Harlem for Mayor  
    LaGuardia's Commission on Conditions in Harlem 
 
1940-1941   Fellow, John Simon Guggenheim Foundation 
 
1942-1943   Research Fellow, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
 
1943-1944   President, D.C. Sociological Society 
 
1944-1945    President, Eastern Sociological Society 
 
1945       Received Alumni Achievement Award Howard University,  
    Washington, D.C. 
 
1948            President, American Sociology Society 
 
1949              Chairman, Committee of Social Scientists, UNESCO, Paris 
 
1951     Independent research in the West Indies on race and culture contacts 
 
1951-1953   Chief, Division of the Applied Sciences at UNESCO, Paris 
 
1955    Honorary Member, Phi Beta Kappa, Howard University 
    Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree, Morgan State College, Baltimore,  
    MD 
 
1957    Lecturer, Johns Hopkins University, School of Advanced   
    International Studies, Washington, D.C. 
 
1960      LL.D. (Honorary) University of Edinburgh, Great Britain 
 
1962  March   Howard University lecture series in honor of E.F. Frazier 
    established 
 
1962 May 17             Died, Washington, D.C. 
 
 
 
 
Source: This information was compiled from biographic (data, in Dr. Frazier's personal papers) 
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Series Description 
 
 
 
Series A   Personal and Family Papers 
Box 131-1  This section contains the personal papers of E. Franklin Frazier including  
to Box 131-5  biographical information, commemorative materials, academic and career  
   related materials, diaries, memorabilia, newspaper clippings, programs, legal 
   and financial papers. Also contained here are materials concerning the  
   dedication of the E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School in June of 1972, and 
   the E. Franklin Frazier lecture series held at Howard University in1962. 
   The family papers contain personal correspondence, mostly letters of  
   condolence to his wife, Marie Brown Frazier, upon Dr. Frazier's death.   
   There are also articles, clippings, legal and financial papers, diaries and other 
   memorabilia which relate to Mrs. Frazier and her husband's affairs.  Other  
   family papers consist of personal materials of Calvin S. Brown, Mrs.  
   Frazier's father who was founder and President of the Water's training  
   School in Winton, North Carolina. 
 
 
Series B          Correspondence 
Box 131-6  The correspondence series is an alphabetical listing of letters, telegrams,  
to Box 131-18  postal and greeting cards, announcements, bulletins, invitations and.  
   messages to and from E. Franklin Frazier.  It spans the years 1917 to 1962. 
   This series consists of general correspondence pertaining to Frazier's work as 
   a sociologist, lecturer, professor and head of the Sociology                 
   Department at Howard University.  There are some materials in connection  
   with his early years at Tuskegee Institute and the Atlanta School of Social  
   Work.  Although the largest portion of correspondence is contained in this  
   series, other correspondence may be found throughout this collection,  
   particularly in the subject files (see Series C). 
 
 
Series C          Subject Files 
Box 131-19  The subject files comprise a major portion of the Frazier Papers.  The files  
to  Box 131-56 are arranged alphabetically, and cover a broad range of subjects.  This series 
   represents the office files of Dr. Frazier and have been maintained as close as 
   possible to the original order.  Many of the subjects overlap with materials in 
   other series, particularly those in connection with Frazier's major   
   publications.  The subject files also contain a significant amount of  
   correspondence, that may overlap with materials in other series, particularly 
   the correspondence series.  For example: correspondence related to speaking 
   engagements may be found in Series B Correspondence "Cards and  
   Invitations" (Box 131-17 to 131-18) as well as in Series C Subject Files  
   "Speaking Engagements" (Box 131-50 to 131-54) and "Inquiries" (Box 131-
   33 to 131-34). 
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Series Description 
 
Series C          Subject Files continued  
Box 131-19  Some of the more important subjects high-lighted in the 
to Box 131-56  subject files are the numerous organizations for which Dr. Frazier was active 
   such as the African Studies Association, American Association of University 
   Professors, and the American Sociological Society.  Also highlighted in this 
   series are files with reference to his books, including Black Bourgeoisie,  
   Negro in the U.S. and Negro Youth at the Crossways.  Other notable subjects 
   are Negro Youth Study, UNESCO, and the conference on Race Relations in 
   World Perspectives, 1954 
 
 
Series D          Writings by E.F. Frazier 
Box 131-57         Within this series can be found writings and public statements written or  
to Box 131-81  made by E.F. Frazier.  This series includes arranged and unarranged  
   materials.  The writings include: books, chapters in books, articles, and book 
   reviews.  The form of these writings vary.  In some cases an outline, a hand-
   written draft, a typed manuscript, as well as a copy of the published writing 
   can be found within the collection.  In other cases Only the manuscript, the 
   rough draft, or the published articles have survived with the collection.   
   Another group of materials in this series are unarranged rough drafts.  No  
   attempts have been made to impose arrangement on these writings.  Public 
   statements which include speeches and lectures have also been placed in this 
   series.  Of special interest in this series are several works by Frazier that are 
   unpublished or in some cases published but seldom mentioned in   
   bibliographies as Fraziers' writings, A good example of this is an early  
   Frazier pamphlet, "God and War." 
 
 
Series E          Research Projects 
Box 131-81         This series contains materials which document various research projects  
to Box 131-122 conducted or directed by E.F. Frazier.  The materials are numerous and  
   include: case studies, family histories, census data, questionnaires, interviews 
   field reports from project investigators, correspondence, noted and in some 
   cases reports on the projects. Within this series, the Negro family in the  
   United States research project, is of special interest.  This extensive study  
   into the social origins of the Black family is rich with biographical and  
   genealogical information.  It is just as rich with information documenting  
   Black social history, family life and traditions.  Also of note is the research 
   project, "The Negro In Harlem," (officially titled "The Mayor's Commission 
   on Conditions in Harlem," and sometimes referred to as the "Harlem  
   Survey").  In conducting this sensitive project which came into being  
   following the Harlem "riot" of 1935, Frazier received worldwide recognition 
   as a prominent Black sociologist.  
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Series Description 
 
 
Series F     Research Project Notebooks 
Box 131-123        This series consist of materials which document research conducted or  
to Box 131-132 directed by E.F. Frazier.  Most voluminous are the NegroYouth Study and  
   the Harlem Survey, (The Mayor's Commission on Conditions in Harlem:  
   Survey of Conditions in Harlem).  Items in this series duplicate in some  
   cases materials within the research projects series. Included are case studies, 
   census data, questionnaires, interviews, field reports, correspondence, and  
   photographs.  Some materials within the Negro Youth Study appear to have 
   been collected originally for the Harlem Survey, and later used to complete 
   the profile of the Negro Youth Study.  The materials in this series were  
   originally filed in loose leaf notebooks. Folder titles with the container listing 
   reflect the titles of the original notebooks  
 
 
Series G      Research Materials 
Box 131-133        This series includes notes, bibliographies and some documentary materials  
to Box 131-137   such as reports, charts, maps, and census information.  Notes which  
   document Frazier's interest in Brazil, Haiti, and the Caribbean can also be  
   found in this series. 
 
 
Series H          Writings by Others 
Box 131-138        This series is devoted to writings by persons other than E.F. Frazier. It  
To Box 131-140  includes mimeographed, typed and printed articles.  Many of the items in this 
   series were given to Frazier due to his knowledge of and interest in a  
   particular subject or his association with the author.  In some cases the  
   articles are signed and include notes addressed to Frazier. Of special interest 
   is a typescript of an obscure 1876 pamphlet by John E. Bruce, Washington's 
   Colored Society. 
 
 
Series I          Photographs 
Box 131-141        This series includes photographs of E.F. Frazier, family members, associates,  
to Box 131-142 and places of interest, most notably Haiti and Bahia. 
 
 
Series J         Memorabilia 
Box 131-142        This is a small series consisting of: E.F. Frazier bookplates, Reichsbank 
                    notes, posters, a photograph of a letter addressed to Ollie Harrington and a 
   musical score.  
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Series Description 
 
 
Series K          Scrapbooks/Photo Albums 
Box 131-143        This series contains scrapbooks and photo albums, The scrapbooks appear 
to Box 131-145 to have been collected by James E. Frazier, father of E.F. Frazier.  They  
   contain newsclippings which document American and world events circa  
   1900-1903.  The three photo albums in this series contain photographs of  
   Frazier, his family, friends, and associates. The photo albums, which date  
   from 1947-1962, also include invitations to numerous social functions. 
 
 
Series L          Diplomas, Awards, Certificates 
Box 131-145  This series contain academic, professional, civic awards, and honors,  
to Box 131-147  presented to E.F. Frazier.  The series also contains the diploma of Marie  
   Ellen  Brown (Frazier), from Shaw University, class of 1917. 
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Container List 
 
 
Series A  Personal and Family Papers 
Box         Folder 
131-1              1  Biographical Sketches 
  2  Biographical - Curriculum Vitae 
                   3  Biographical – “E. Franklin Frazier (1894-1962): A Profile” by Arthur P. 
        Davis 
                   4  Eulogy for E.F. Frazier by Daniel G. Hill, May, 1962 
                   5  E.F. Frazier - In Memoriam 
  6  Academic records 
 
  Academic Notes 
  7  History of Social Theories, Dr. F. Hankins, 1919-1920 
  8  Social Reconstruction - Dr. F.H. Hankins, 1919-1920 
  9  Human Behavior, Dr. Glueck, 1920 
                   10 Labor Problems, Mr. Fitch, 1920 
                   11 General Sociology, Dr. Bernard, 1923 
                   12 Crime and its Social Treatment - Dr. Burgess, 1926 
                   13 The Crowd and the Public - Dr. Park, 1926 
                   14 The Growth of the City, Dr. Burgess, 1926 
                   15 Human Ecology - Prof. Park, 1926 
                   16 Social Attitudes - Prof. Faris, 1926 
                   17 The Family, Dr. Eubank, 1927 
                   18 General Introduction to Anthropology Prof.  Wallis, 1927 
                   19 Sociology and Anthropology 230- Prof. Paris 
                   20 Sociology 230 – “Conclusion Concerning the Relation of Race to Culture” 
                   21 Sociology/Anthropology 280 
                   22 General, 1920-1929 
 
131-2              1  Career - Letters of Recommendation re: E. Franklin Frazier 
                   2  Career - Correspondence re: acceptance rejections, and resignations of E. 
                         Franklin Frazier 
                   3  Travel log/notebook, 1949 
                   4  Addresses and address book 
                   5  Diary – 1924 
  6  Diary - 1950, 1956 - scattered entries 
                   7  E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School correspondence re: Dedication 
                   8  E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School Dedication - programs - June, 1972 
                   9  E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School Dedication Program - June 1972                       
   (cassette tape) 
                   10 E. Franklin Frazier Lecture Series Programs 
                   11 Medical Papers 
                   12 Newspaper clippings about Frazier general 
  13 Newspaper clippings about Frazier Bahia, Brazil, 1940 
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Container List 
 
 
Series A  Personal and Family Papers 
Box         Folder 
131-2  14 Newspaper clippings about Frazier Brazil (Foreign) 
 
131-3      1  Newspaper clippings about Frazier - Haiti 
                   2  Newspaper clippings - Brazil (general) 
                   3  Passports 
                   3a Programs on which his name appears 
 
  Financial Papers 
                  4  General 
                   5  Invoices and receipts 
                   6  Contributions paid by E.F. Frazier 
                   7  Royalties 
                   8  Earnings statements 
                   9  Correspondence re: purchases 
                   10 Correspondence and receipts re: book purchases 
                   11 Professional organization's fees 
                   12 Re: property - general 
                   13 Re: property - Aiken and Faulkner 
                   14 Atlanta and Lowry National Bank 
                   15 Atlanta Mutual Building Loan and Savings Association 
                   16 Chatham Savings, and Loan Co., Savannah, Ga.- 1927-1930 
                   17 Chatham Savings and Loan Co., Savannah, Ga. -1931-32 
                   18 Chatham Savings and Loan Co., Savannah, Ga. - 1933-35 
                   19 Citizens Federal Savings and Loan Association 
  20 Citizens Savings Bank and Trust Co. 
                   21 Citizens Trust Co. re: property 
                   22 Cornelius King and Son Renting Agents re: property 
                   23 Elyea, Inc., Georgia - re: property 
                   24 Industrial Realty Co., Atlanta Ga. 
                   25 Douglass National Bank, Chicago, Ill. 
                   26 Dunbar National Bank of New York 
                   27 Empire Trust Co.,  N.Y. 
                   28 Ennion G. Williams Hospital 
                   29 First National Bank of Washington 
                   30 Financial Independence Founders, N.Y.C. 
                   31 Fisk University 
                   32 George Washington University Cancer Clinic, Washington, D.C. 
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Container List 
 
 
Series A  Personal and Family Papers 
Box         Folder 
  Financial Papers  
131-4          1  Howard University 
                   2  Illinois Personal Finance Co. 
                   3  Industrial Bank of Washington 
                   4  Liberty National Bank of Washington 
                   5  Medical College of Virginia 
                   6  Morris Plan Bank of Washington 
                   7  Perpetual Building Association, Washington, D.C. 
                   8  Second National Bank of Washington 
                   9  Unpaid bills 
                   10 Financial papers of others 
                   11 Income Tax papers 
 
                      Insurance Policies 
                   12 American Alliance Insurance Co. 
                   13 Atlanta Title and Trust Co. 
                   14 The Baltimore American Insurance Co. of N.Y. 
                   15 Bankers Life and Casualty Co., Chicago, Ill. 
                   16 Broadway Insurance Agency 
                   17 Continental Casualty Co., Illinois 
                   18 Federal Life  Insurance Co. 
                   19 Fireman's Insurance Co. 
                   20 Gandy-McAlpin Enterprises, Inc. 
                   21 Home Indemnity Co. 
                   22 Howard University Employee's Group Life Insurance 
  23 Insurance Co. of the State of Pennsylvania 
                   24 Mutual Life Insurance Co., N.Y. 
                   25 National Benefit Life Insurance Co. 
                   26 National Retired Teachers Association, D.C. 
                   27 Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., MD 
                   28 New York Casualty Co. 
                   29 North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
                   30 Postal Life Insurance Co. 
                   31 Provident Life and Accident Insurance Co., Tennessee 
                   32 Royal Indemnity Co., N.Y. 
                   33 St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance 
                   34 Standard Life Insurance Co. 
                   35 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America 
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Container List 
 
 
Series A  Personal and Family Papers 
Box         Folder 
                     Legal Papers 
131-4     36 Re: property 
                   37 Re: Automobile 
                   38 Free paper of 21 year old (signed by Elliott Whitehead, 1830) 
                   39 Subpoena to appear before Internal Security Subcommittee of the U.S. 
                        Senate, March 29, 1955 
                   40 Estate of Stuart Frazier 
                   41 Loyalty Case re: E. Franklin Frazier 
                   42 General 
 
131-5          Family Papers - Marie Brown Frazier 
                   1  Correspondence -  A - D 
                   2  Correspondence -  E - F 
                   3  Correspondence -  Frazier, E. Franklin 
                   4  Correspondence -  G - H 
                   5  Correspondence -  I - L 
                   6  Correspondence -  M - P 
                   7  Correspondence -  Q - T 
                   8  Correspondence -  U - Z 
                   9  Correspondence -  Incomplete names 
                   10 Correspondence -  Illegible and no signature 
                   11 Correspondence -  Letters of Condolence A-L 
  12  Correspondence - Letters of Condolence M-Z 
                  13  Letters of Condolence - Incomplete names 
                  14  Letters of Condolence - Illegible signatures 
                  15  Telegrams  of Condolence - A-Z 
                  16  Announcements 
                  17  Envelopes 
                  18  Poetry - Christmas Card w/verse by M.B. Frazier 
                  19  Articles re: E. Franklin Frazier 
                  20  Newspaper clippings re: E. F. Frazier 
                  21  Newspaper clippings re: Dr. Frederick Funderbung 
                  22  Royalty Statements 
                  23  Receipts 
                  24  E.F. Frazier Library. University of Ghana, Legon 
   
  Family Papers - Calvin S. Brown 
                 25  Clippings 
                  26  Diary 
                  27  Travelogue - Africa - 1921-22; Stockholm, Sweden, 1923 
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Container List 
 
 
Series A  Personal and Family Papers 
Box         Folder 
                      Family Papers - Calvin S. Brown 
131-5  28  Programs 
 
 
Series B    Correspondence 
131-6              1  A-Ac 
  2  Ad-Ag 
  3  Al-Alexander, S. 
  4  Alexander,    Will W. 
  5  All - Allen, R. 
  6  Allen, S. - Allyn, C. 
  7  Am 
  8  An - Ap 
  9  Ar 
  10 As  - Ay 
  11 B - Bab 
  12 Bac - Bae 
  13 Bag 
  14 Bai 
  15 Bak 
  16 Bal 
  17 Ban 
  18 Bar 
  19 Barr, Stringfellow 
  20 Bat 
  21 Bea 
  22 Bec 
  23 Bee 
  24 Bel 
  25 Ben 
  26 Ber 
  27 Bet 
  28 Bi 
  29 Bla 
  30 Ble 
  31 Blo 
  32 Blu 
 
131-7             1  Blumer, Herbert 
  2  Bly 
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Container List 
 
 
 
Series B    Correspondence continued 
Box         Folder 
131-7  3  Bod 
  4  Boe 
  5  Bog 
  6  Boi 
  7  Boj 
  8  Bol 
  9  Bon 
  10 Bond, Horace 
  11 Boo 
  12 Bor 
  13 Bou 
  14 Bov 
  15 Bow 
  16 Bra 
  17 Bre - Bri 
  18 Bro - Brown, C.S. 
  19 Brown, Francis J. 
  20 Brown - Brownlee 
  21 Brown, William 0. 
  22 Bru 
  23 Bry 
  24 Bu 
  25 Burgess, Ernest 
  26 By 
  27 Ca 
  28 Ce 
                   29 Ch 
 
131-8       1  Ci 
  2  Cl 
  3  Clark, Edith 
  4  Co-Cof 
  5  Coh 
  6  Col 
  7  Com-Con 
  8  Coo 
  9  Corson, Samuel A., Dr. 
  10 Cos - Cou 
  11 Counts, George S. 
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Container List 
 
 
 
Series B    Correspondence  continued 
Box         Folder 
131-8  12 Cow - Cr 
  13 Crain, Lucy B. - Crane 
  14 Crawford  
  15 Crawford, John W. 
  16 Cre 
  17 Crisis, The 
  18 Cro 
  19 Cu-Cul 
  20 Cun 
  21 Cur-Cuy 
  22 D - Davie 
  23 Davis, B - Davis, J. 
  24 Davis,  John 
  25 Davis, L. - Davis, R. 
  26 Davis,  Ralph N. 
  27 Dau - Day 
  28 De 
  29 Di 
  30 Do - Dol 
  31 Dom - Dou 
 
131-9             1  Dov - Dow 
  2  Drake, St. Claire 
  3  Dre - Dri 
  4  Du   Du Bois, R. 
  5  Du Bois-,  W.E.B. - 1925 
  6  Du Bois,  W.E.B. - 1926-1931 
  7  Du Bois,  W.E.B. - 1932-1960 
  8  Dud - Dy 
  9  E - Ed 
  10 Edwards,  G. Franklin 
  11 Edwards, K. - Edwards, P. 
  12 Eh - El 
  13 Em - Es 
  14 Evans 
  15 Fair, James 
  16 Fairbanks - Far 
  17 Faris, Ellsworth 
  18 Farrell - Farrow 
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Container List 
 
 
 
Series B    Correspondence continued 
Box         Folder 
131-9  19 Fe 
  20 Fi 
  21 Fl 
  22 Fo - For 
  23 Foster, A.L. 
  24 Foster, L.H. 
  25 Foster, Robert G. 
  26 Foster, V. - Fow 
  27 Fra 
  28 Fre - Fri 
  29 Fro  - Fry 
  30 Fu 
  31 Ga 
  32 Ge 
  33 Gi - Gist 
  34 Git - Giv 
  35 Glass, Ruth and Dave 
 
131-10  1  Glazier - Glo 
  2  Go - Goo 
  3  Gor - Gow 
  4  Gr - Greenville 
  5  Greenwood - Gro 
  6  Groves, Ernest 
  7  Groves, G. - Gu 
  8  Guggenheimer, Ida E. (Mrs.) 
  9  Gui - Gw 
  10 H - Han 
  11 Hankins,  Frank H. 
  12 Hansen -  Hai, 
  13 Harriman, J. Borden (Mrs.) 
  14 Harris - Harrison 
  15 Hart - Hat 
  16 Hau -  Hay 
  17 He -  Hen 
  18 Henson, Francis A. 
  19 Her 
  20 Higginbotham, G.R. 
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Series B    Correspondence continued 
Box         Folder 
131-10       21 Hikida, Y. 
  22 Hil  -  Hir 
  23 Ho -  Hol 
  24 Holmes, D.O.W. 
  25 Holmes, E. - Hood, E. 
  26 Flood, Jane 
  27 Hooper - Hor 
  28 Hot - How 
  29 Hu 
  30 Hubert, James H. - Hudson, J. 
  31 Hughes, Everett C. 
  32 Hughes, Helen McGill 
  33 Hughes, Langston 
  34 Hunt, H.A. 
  35 Hunter, Charles A. 
  36 Hurst, John 
  37 I 
 
131-11       1  J - Jackson, J. 
  2  Jackson, Luther P. 
  3  Jacobs - Jas 
  4  Je 
  5  Jocher, Katherine 
  6  Johnson,  A. 
  7  Johnson,  B. 
  8  Johnson,  C. 
  9  Johnson,  Charles  S.  - 1924 
  10 Johnson,  Charles  S.  - 1925 
  11 Johnson,  Charles  S.  - 1927 
  12 Johnson,  Charles  S.  - 1928 
  13 Johnson,  Charles  S.  - 1929 
  14 Johnson,  Charles  S.  - 1930-1932 
  15 Johnson,  Charles  S.  - 1933-1947 
  16 Johnson,  Charles  S.  - Incomplete 
  17 Johnson.  Guy B. 
  18 Johnson,  Gwendolyn   Z. 
  19 Johnson,  H. - Johnson, J. 
  20 Johnson,  J.W. 
  21 Johnson,  K - Johnson, M. 
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Container List 
 
Series B    Correspondence continued 
Box         Folder 
131-11  22 Johnson,  Mordecai W. 
  23 Johnson,  N. - Johnson, T. 
  24 Johnson,  G. - Johnston, H. 
  25 Johnston, V.D. 
  26 Jones, B. - Jones, D. 
  27 Jones,    Eugene Kinckle 
  28 Jones.,   G. - Jones, L. 
  29 Jones,    Lewis Wade 
  30 Jones,    M. - Jones R. 
  31 Jones,    Robert Cuba 
  32 Jones,    Scipio A. 
  33 Jones,    Thomas E. 
  34 Jones,    William N. 
  35 Jor - Ju 
 
 131-12        1  K -   Ka 
  2  Ke -    Kei 
  3  Kel  -  Ken 
  4  Kennedy,-  Kennedy, T. 
  5  Kenny - Kie 
  6  Kilson, Martin L. 
  7  Kin - King, M. 
  8  King, Willis J. 
  9  Kir - Kis 
  10 Kl 
  11 Kn 
  12 Ko 
  13 Kr 
  14 Ku 
  15 La 
  16 Lane, Layle 
  17 Lansburgh - Lar 
  18 Las -   Lay 
  19 Le -  Lewis, E. 
  20 Lewis, Hylan 
  21 Lewis, J - Lin 
  22 Little, Kenneth  - Lo 
  23 Locke, Alain 
  24 Locke, Harvey J. 
  25 Log - Loh 
  26 Lomack, Bertha B. 
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Container List 
 
 
 
Series B    Correspondence continued 
Box         Folder 
131-12  27 Lon - Loo 
  28 Lop - Low 
  29 Lu 
  30 Ly 
 
131-13         1  M - Mai 
  2  Man 
  3  Mar - Mas 
  4  Mat                                          
  5  Mayer, Albert J. 
  6  Mayer, M. - Max 
  7  Mb - Mc 
  8  McDougald, Elizabeth 
  9  Me - Mei 
  10 Mencken, H.L. 
  11 Mes  - Mey 
  12 Mia  - Mik 
  13 Mil  - Min 
  14 Mit 
  15 Mod  - Moe 
  16 Moll  - Mori 
  17 Moriartha - Morlet 
  18 Morris, A. - Morris, J. 
  19 Morrison - Ms 
  20 Mos 
  21 Mu - Mur 
  22 Murphy, Carl 
  23 Murray, Emma G. - Murrell 
  24 Muste, A.J. 
  25 Myrdal, Alva (UNESCO) 
  26 Nab - Nash., H. 
  27 Nash, India 
  28 Nass - Nat 
  29 Ne -   Nee 
  30 Neg -  Nelson, T. 
  31 Nelson, William Stuart 
  32 Nesbit, Lillian 
  33 Net - Neu 
  34 New 
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Series B    Correspondence continued 
Box         Folder 
131-13  35 Nichols, Franklin 0. 
  36 Nie -  Nn 
  37 No -   Nt 
 
131-14            1  O - Oc 
  2  Od 
  3  Odum, Howard W. 
  4  Ogburn, William F. 
  5  Oh - On 
  6  Op - Os 
  7  Ox 
  8  P - Park, C. 
  9  Park, Robert E. 
  10 Parker - Pav 
  11 Pe - Perry, R 
  12 Perry, T. - Pettingill 
  13 Pettit, Walter W. 
  14 Ph 
  15 Pi 
  16 Pi 
  17 Po 
  18 Pr - Pre 
  19 Price, J. St. Claire 
  20 Price,  Janet - Price, Maud 
  21 Price,  Mildred 
  22 Prin -  Pro 
  23 Pu 
  24 R- Ra 
  25 Re 
  26 Rh 
  27 Ri  -  Roberts 
  28 Robeson, Eslanda G. (Mrs. Paul Robeson) 
  29 Robinson, A. - Robinson, J. 
  30 Robinson, William A. 
  31 Robles - Ron 
  32 Rose, Alvin W. 
  33 Rose, Arnold 
  34 Rose, Ernestine 
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                  7  "Condition of Negroes in American 
                       Cities" Outline 
                  8  "Effects of New Deal on the Negro Farmer" 
                  9  "L'Evolution Recente Du Problem Racial 
                       Aux Etats - Unis" 
                  10 Howard Fast's Freedom Road 
                  11 "The Importance of Anthropology for 
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                       Guidance Workers" 
                  12 Introduction of the Honorable Norman 
                       W. Manley 
                  13 "The Problem of Intercultural Relations" 
                  14 "The Role of the Family in the Assimila- 
                       tion Process" 
                  15 "Some Problems of Africa" 
                  16 Smith College Address 
                  17 Theoretical Structure of Sociology 
 
                  18 Research Methods in Studies of Minorities 
                  19 Sociological Approach to Racial & 
                       Cultural Problems 
                  20 Speaking Engagements Jan. 1, - Dec. 31, 
                       1961 
                  21 The U.S. Negro Problem a Talk with 
                       Professor Frazier, E. Breuer 
                  22 Sports Illustrated March 21, 1960 
 
 
131-81                        E Research Projects 
 
                     The Negro in the United States General 
 
                  1  A Study of the Negro Family - Tentative 
                       Outline 
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                              E Research Projects 
 
                     The Negro Family in the United States 
                       General 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-81            2  Research Project for the Continuation 
                       of the Study of the Negro Family 
                  3  "Family Trees and the Negro" 
                  4  Proposal - The Negro in the Urban 
                       Environment 
                  5  Newsclippings 
                  6  Notes for Course Work 
                  7  Notes on Migration 
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                  8  "Tradition and Patterns of Negro 
                       Family Life in the United States" 
                       E.F. Frazier 
 
                     NFUS - Case Studies Chicago 
 
                  9  Criminal Court Proceedings 
                  10 Delinquency Cases 
                  11 Documents from Court of Domestic 
                       Relations 
                  12 Documents of Families coming to 
                       the Urban League 
                  13 Documents on Higher Class Families in 
                       Chicago 
 
131-82            1  Incidents and Characters in Chicago 
                       Community 
                  2  Illegitimate births 
                  3  Illegitimate births 
                  4  Report on the Angelus Relief Guild 
 
                     NFUS - Cases Studies Tennessee 
 
                  5  Community Documents 
                  6  Negro Juvenile Cases Nashville, 
                       1925-1929 
                  7  Negro Juvenile Cases Nashville, 
                       1925-1929 
                  8  Negro Juvenile Cases Nashville, 
                       1925-1929 
                  9  Miscellaneous Family Histories of 
                       Different Parts of Tennessee 
                  10 Mr. Hunter's Documents on Families in 
                       South Nashville, Miss Savage's 
                       Document on "Malloy's Alley" 
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                              E Research Projects (cont'd) 
 
                     The Negro in the United States - 
                       Case Studies Tennessee 
 
Box               Folder 
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l31-82            11 Student documents on "Choice of Mate" 
                       Etc. 
                  12 The "Hobo" - Interview with Earl Cart- 
                        wright 
 
                     NFUS - Case Studies Other 
 
                  13 What the Tenement Family Has and What it 
                       Pays For It. Carey Batchelor 
                  14 Red Cross Family Service Birmingham, 
                       Alabama 
                  15 Proposal - A Social and Economic Study 
                       of Negro Families In the District 
                       of  Columbia... 
 
                     NFUS  - Statistics, Graphs Charts 
 
131-83            1  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  2  Data  on illegitimate birth 
                  3  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  4  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  5  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  6  Code  for punch card 
                  7  Employment and profession charts 
                  8  Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  9  Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  10 Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  11 Rough tables from census cards 
                  12 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
 
131-84            1  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  2  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  3  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  4  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  5  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  6  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  7  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  8  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  9  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  10 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  11 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  12 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
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                     The Negro Family in the United States 
                       Statistics, Graphs Charts 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-34            13 Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  14 Statistics, graphs, charts 
 
                     NFUS - Family Histories 
 
131-85            1  Mamie Adams 
                  2  Geraldine B. Alves 
                  3  Eloise F. Anderson 
                  4  Sarah L. Anderson 
                  5  William G. Anderson 
                  6  Dorothy Ernestine Austin 
                  7  Muriel Avery 
                  8  Dorothy Baker 
                  9  James G. Banks 
                  10 Lula V. Battle 
                  11 Cris L. Beane 
                  12 Jennie Mae Beatly 
                  13 Louis Berry 
                  14 Constance Berryman 
                  15 James Blow 
                  16 Constance R. Bolling 
                  17 Hortense Booth 
                  18 Julia W. Boulding 
                  19 Jane Bowlas 
                  20 Carrie Brady 
                  21 Mildred Frances Bray 
                  22 Robert Brown 
                  23 Raymond A. Brownbow 
                  24 Wilma Jean Burton 
                  25 Violet B. Cates 
                  26 Helen R. Calloway 
                  27 Mary Cannaday 
                  28 Lily R. Carmely 
                  29 Kathryn Chapman 
                  30 Anthony Driver Chase 
 
131-86            1  Julie Spain Cheevers 
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                  2  Gloria Chevers 
                  3  Lewis Clymer 
                  4  Marcelyn R. Cobbs 
                  5  Dorcas C. Cofer 
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                              E Research Projects (cont'd) 
 
                     The Negro Family in the United States - 
                       Family Histories 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-86            6  Margaret Coleman 
                  7  Mary  Ethel Coleman 
                  8  Anna  Cook 
                  9  Mary  Wheeler Crowley 
                  10 Dora  R. Curtis 
                  11 Thelma M. Dale 
                  12 Harrietta Davenport 
                  13 Alberta H. Davis 
                  14 Florence Davis 
                  15 Marguery Davis 
                  16 R. Davis 
                  17 Day Family 
                  18 Olive Ann Dellaud 
                  19 Mary Jane Dickerson 
                  20 Phyllis Downing 
                  21 Lottie L. Drew 
                  22 Pauline L. Ellis 
                  23 Ella Louise English 
                  24 Hazel Fitzgerald Lee 
                  25 June L. Flippen 
                  26 Pearle Forman 
                  27 Lydia E. Gilmore 
                  28 Carrie B. Glover 
                  29 Leona Glover 
                  30 Dena T. Goodman 
                  31 Dewreatha V. Green 
                  32 Helen R. Green 
                  33 Martha H. Green 
                  34 M.F. Hainsworth 
 
131-87            1  Agnes Hardie 
                  2  Malcolm B. Harwood 
                  3  Alma S. Hastie 
                  4  Gracie L. Hawkins 
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                  5  Lula Mae Haynesworth 
                  6  Geraldin B. Herndon 
                  7  Edna M. Henry 
                  8  Oscar Herron 
                  9  Daisy T. Hicks 
                  10 Anti M. Hines 
                  11 Valors Deraughn Hines 
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                     The Negro Family in the United States - 
                       Family Histories 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-87            12 Esther S. Holloway 
                  13 Gertha L. Howell 
                  14 John M. Hubbard 
                  15 Josephine Hubbard 
                  16 Doris L. Hughes 
                  17 Katherine Irving 
                  18 Mildred Jackson 
                  19 Alice May James 
                  20 Juanita C. James 
                  21 Betsy R. Johnson 
                  22 Edith Johnson 
                  23 Elaine E. Johnson 
                  24 Eunice Johnson 
                  25 Gwendolyn Z. Johnson 
                  26 Jessye Johnson 
                  27 Lois P. Johnson 
                  28 Mildred V. Johnson 
                  29 Mignon P. Johnson 
                  30 William J. Johnson 
                  31 Isham Jones 
                  32 Grace Law Jover 
 
131-88            1  Katherine V. Kearney 
                  2  Jean M. Kemp 
                  3  Constance Kennedy 
                  4  Josephine E. King 
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                  5  V. Hortense King 
                  6  Patricia A. Lacey 
                  7  Patricia A. Lacey 
                  8  Eustace G. Landers 
                  9  Essie J. Lark 
                  10 Dorothy B. Lee 
                  11 Mary King Lee 
                  12 The Lewis Family 
                  13 Emile Lewis 
                  14 Charles Ira Liburd 
                  15 Harrison Lightfoot 
                  16 E. Emily Lippman 
                  17 Beatrice Wright Lochard 
                  18 Jeanne Mallette 
                  19 Loretta Marchman 
                  20 Novella Markham 
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                     The Negro Family in the United States - 
                       Family Histories 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-88            21 Maria W. Martin 
                  22 Majorie Maynard 
                  23 Bertha W. Miller 
                  24 Corinne Mitchell 
                  25 Doris Morrison 
                  26 Maelyn McClain 
                  27 Flora B. McClarty 
                  28 Alice L. McCoo 
                  29 Wendell L. McCowwell 
                  30 Patricia McGrew 
                  31 Katherine Nelson 
                  32 Susie L. Newman 
                  33 Elaine Pace 
                  34 Ernest Parkes Jr. 
                  35 Joseph Lenard Parker 
                  36 Sarah E. Parker 
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131-89            1  Grace E. Payne 
                  2  Bessie E. Peterson 
                  3  Edward Plummer 
                  4  Mary L. Pitts 
                  5  Ona Polk 
                  6  Esther G. Pollard 
                  7  Juanita M. Ponder 
                  8  B. Ruth Powell 
                  9  Ardelle Quarles 
                  10 Alfonso J. Radford 
                  11 Myrtle E. Redd 
                  12 Creola Dwin Reed 
                  13 Lilian M. Reynolds 
                  14 Lilias C. Rivera 
                  15 Lawrence E. Roberts 
                  16 Grace L. Robinson 
                  17 Juanita Robinson 
                  18 Velvalea H. Rogers 
                  19 Velvalea-H. Rogers 
                  20 Charles W. Roman 
                  21 Catherine R. Rowe 
                  22 Mildred Rowland 
                  23 Doris C. Sawyer 
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                       Family Histories 
 
Box                  Folder 
 
131-89            24 Alama J. Scott 
                  25 Jean LaFonde Scott 
                  26 Martha Settle 
                  27 Jenne Shields 
                  28 Elvena M. Shorter 
                  29 Louise Sills 
                  30 Alfredo M. Smith 
                  31 Constance Smith 
                  32 Ed Rose Smith 
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131-90            1  Maye Smith 
                  2  Nadine Smith 
                  3  Nelson J. Smith 
                  4  Shirley M. Smith 
                  5  Phyllis Simons 
                  6  The Smiths 
                  7  Thelma Spencer 
                  8  Catherine Darden Spruill 
                  9  Louella M. Stantan 
                  10 William M. Steen 
                  11 Martina Street 
                  12 Ruby L. Sullivan 
                  13 Edith M. Surff 
                  14 M. Alexine Tanner 
                  15 Fredrick Tate 
                  16 Madeline William Tate 
                  17 Kathyrn R. Taylor 
                  18 Sara D. Taylor 
                  19 Gene Thompson 
                  20 Lucille L. Thompson 
                  21 Evelyn C. Till 
                  22 Lucimarian Tolliver 
                  23 Percy W. Tucker 
                  24 Dorothy Urback 
                  25 Helen Vanderhoop 
                  26 Patricia Ruth Vines 
                  27 Gloria Vinson 
                  28 Lauretta Julia Wallace 
                  29 Mary Alice Ward 
                  30 John Wesley Washington 
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                     The Negro Family in the United States - 
                       Family Histories 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-91            1  Eva Lorraine Weeks 
                  2  Alma Francis West 
                  3  Majorie A. West 
                  4  Elizabeth Ann White 
                  5  Williene White 
                  6  Emma L. Wilkens 
                  7  Carmen Willette 
                  8  Emma J. Williams 
                  9  Grayer Williams 
                  10 Heloise West Williams 
                  11 Joaquine Williams 
                  12 Joshua Sloan Williams 
                  13 Peggy Ann Williams 
                  14 Ward Williams 
                  15 Mabel Wilson 
                  16 William E. Wilson 
                  17 Harvey Woods 
                  18 Anna Wrenn 
                  19 Lucille Young 
                  20 Ruby F. Young 
                  21 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  22 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  23 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  24 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  25 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  26 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  27 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  28 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  29 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  30 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  31 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  32 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  33 Family  Histories  -  No name 
 
131-92            1  The History of the Afro-American 
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                  2  The Hill Family 
                  3  The Moorland Family 
                  4  Mr. Moses' document 
                  5  Alabama 
                  6  The Jackson-Whites of New York State 
                  7  North Carolina 
                  8  Ohio 
                  9  Ohio 
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                     The Negro Family in the United States - 
                       Family Histories 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-92            10 Unarranged family histories 
                  11 Unarranged family histories 
 
131-93            1  Unarranged family histories 
                  2  Unarranged family histories 
                  3  Unarranged family histories 
                  4  Unarranged family histories 
                  5  Unarranged family histories 
                  6  Unarranged family histories 
                  7  Ex Slave Autobiographies 
                  8  Copies of printed documents from The 
                       Journal of Negro History 
                  9  Family histories of classes and miscellan- 
                       eous documents 
                  10 Interruptions in the Family by Lillian 
                       Nesbit 
 
                     NFUS - Correspondence 
 
131-94            1  Correspondence - field workers 
                  2  Expense vouchers 
                  3  Expense vouchers 
                  4  Suggested mailing list for question- 
                       nairs - business cards 
                  5  Suggested mailing list 
                  6  Family information from Who's Who in 
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                       Colored America 
                  7  Correspondence  - A-B 
                  8  Correspondence  - C-D 
                  9  Correspondence  - E-F 
                  10 Correspondence  - G 
                  11 Correspondence  - H 
                  12 Correspondence  - I-L 
                  13 Correspondence  - M 
                  14 Correspondence  - N-Q 
                  15 Correspondence  - R 
 
131-95            1  Correspondence  - S 
                  2  Correspondence  - T 
                  3  Correspondence  - V-Z 
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                     The Negro in the United States - 
                       Correspondence 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-95            4  Correspondence to City and State Departments 
                       of Vital Statistics A-L 
                  5  Correspondence to City and State Departments 
                       of Vital Statistics M-Z 
                  6  Correspondence from, City and State 
                       Departments of Vital Statistics A-N 
                  7  Correspondence from City and State 
                       Departments of Vital Statistics 0-Z 
                  8  Correspondence, Frank Notestein, Re:  
                       Census Data 
 
                                                                   
                     NFUS - Family History Questionnaires 
 
131-96            1 Blank questionnaires 
                  2 Information concerning distribution of 
                      family questionnaires 
                  3 Family questionnaires suggested for further 
                      investigation 
                  4 1 - 104 
                  5 105 - 199 
                  6 200 - 299 
                  7 300 - 400 
                  8 401 - 499 
                  9 500 - 599 
 
  131-97          1 600 - 699 
                  2 670 - 699 
                  3 700 - 750 
                  4 751 - 799 
                  5 800 - 850 
                  6 851 - 899 
                  7 900 - 950 
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  131-98          1 951 - 999 
                  2 1000 - 1050 
                  3 1051 - 1099 
                  4 1100 - 1150 
                  5 1151 - 1199 
                  6 1200 - 1250 
                  7 1251 - 1299 
 
  131-99          1  1300 - 1350 
                  2  1351 - 1399 
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                     The Negro Family in the Unites States - 
                       History Questionnaires 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-99            3  1400  -  1450 
                  4  1451  -  1499 
                  5  1500  -  1550 
                  6  1551  -  1599 
                  7  1600  -  1650 
                  8  1651  -  1699 
 
131-100           1  1700  -  1750 
                  2  1751  -  1799 
                  3  1800  -  1850 
                  4  1851  -  1899 
                  5  1900  -  1950 
                  6  1951  -  1999 
                  7  2000  -  2050 
                  8  2051  -  2099 
 
131-101           1  2100 -  2150 
                  2  2151 -  2199 
                  3  2200 -  2250 
                  4  2251 -  2299 
                  5  2300 -  2350 
                  6  2351 -  2399 
                  7  2400  - 2450 
                  8  2451 -  2499 
 
131-102           1  2500 -   2550 
                  2  2551 -   2599 
                  3  2600 -   2650 
                  4  2651 -   2699 
                  5  2700 -   2750 
                  6  Unnumbered 
 
 
                     NFUS - Questionnaire Cards 
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131-103           1  Hainsworth - Harris 
                  2  Harrison - Haynes 
                  3  Haywood - Hill 
                  4  Hilliard - Houston 
                  5  Howard - Hylton 
                  6  I 
                  7  Jackson 
                  8  Jacobs - Jewel 
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                     The Negro Family in the United States - 
                       Questionnaire Cards 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-103           9  Johnson 
                  10 Jones - Julks 
                  11 K 
                  12 La Brauche - Lester 
                  13 Levy - Lytle 
                  14 McAdams - McCullough 
                  15 McCurry - McWilliams 
                  16 Mable - Martin 
                  17 Mason - Miller 
                  18 Milton - Moore 
                  19 Moreland - Myrich 
                  20 N 
                  21 O 
                  22 Face - Peacock 
                  23 Pearson - Pinkett 
                  24 Pinkston - Pyle 
                  25 Q 
 
                     Negro Youth Study 
 
131-l04           1  "Status of Negro Youth" Robert Southland 
                  2  "On Being a Negro Youth" 
                  3  Memorandum concerning the Manuscript 
                       submitted by Dr. Frazier 
                  4  Racial Factor in the Personality of 
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                       Negro Youth Middle States Area. 
                       E. Franklin Frazier 
                  5  Youth Study carbon of lst copy (rejected) 
                  6  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  7  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  8  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  9  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  10 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  11 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  12 Unarranged  rough  draft 
 
131-105           1  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  2  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  3  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  4  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  5  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  6  Unarranged  rough  draft 
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                     Negro Youth Study 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-105           7  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  8  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  9  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  10 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  11 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  12 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  13 Unarranged  rough  draft 
 
131-l06           1  A tentative outline of the scope, 
                       organization, and budget of A 
                       Study of the Effect of the Minority 
                       Status of the Negro on the Person- 
                       ality Development of Negro Youth 
                  2  Outline of approach to the study of the 
                       Negro community 
                  3  Criticism of study 
                  4  Agenda of meeting to discuss study 
                  5  Methods of study 
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                  6  Report forms - Blank 
                  7  American Youth Commission forms 
                       being used 
                  8  Weekly work chart folders 
                  9  Expenses 
                  10 Memorandum to advisory committee 
                  11 Memorandum to Directors of the Negro 
                       Youth Study 
                  12 An Introductory Definition of the 
                       Research Problem, in the Chicago area. 
                  13 Methodology - Southern Rural area 
                  14 American Youth Commission printed 
                       material 
                  15 American Youth Council Bulletin 
                       June 1938 - Dec. l939 (issues missing) 
                  16 Press Release:  Mrs. Roosevelt's talk 
                       before second National Conference on 
                       the problem of the Negro and Negro 
                       Youth -                                     
                  18 Guided interviews 
 
131-107           1  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
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                     Negro Youth Study  
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-107           2  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  3  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  4  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  5  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  6  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  7  Untitled manuscript, author unknown 
                  8  Social Pathology, crime and delinquency 
                  9  Conference on the needs of Negro Youth 
                       1940 
                  10 The Negro Domestic Worker by Helen Levi 
                  11 Bernreuter's "Personality Inventory", 
                       completed test 
                  12 Bernreuter's "Personality Inventory", 
                       completed test 
                  13 Bernreuter's "Personality Inventory" 
                  14 Questions and student response 
                  15 Questions and student response 
                  16 Questions and student response 
 
131-108           1  Questions and student response 
                  2  Questions and student response 
                  3  "My opinion on Segregation" student 
                       response 
                  4  "My opinion on Segregation" student 
                       response 
                  5  "My opinion on Segregation" student 
                       response 
                  6  "My opinion on Segregation" student 
                       response 
                  7  A study of a maladjusted girl 
                  8  The case of Betty by Peter Blos 
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                  9  Assertive Mating for Color in the 
                       American Negro - Irene Barnes Taeuber 
                  10 Life History documents 
                  11 Life History Documents-Lyonel Florant 
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                              E Research Project  (cont'd 
 
                     Negro Youth Study 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-109           1  Correspondence July 11, 1938 - May 10, 1940 
                  2  Louisville unit 
                  3  Louisville: Community 
                  4  Louisville: Community 
                  5  Louisville: Community 
                  6  Maps - Louisville 
                  7  Boys and girls interviewed 
                       Louisville study 
                  8  Interviews - girls Louisville, Ky. 
                  9  Interviews - girls Louisville, Ky. 
 
131-110           1  Interviews - boys Louisville, Ky. 
                  2  Interviews - boys Louisville, Ky. 
 
                     Negro, Youth Study - Washington D.C. 
                       Study 
 
131-111           1  Field reports 
                  2  Field reports 
                  3  Note cards 
                  4  Note cards 
                  5  Note cards 
                  6  Maps District of Columbia 
                  7  Maps District of Columbia 
                  8  Church Publications 
                  9  Golden Rule Christian Endeavor Union. 
                  10 Minutes of the 62nd Annual Session of 
                       the Mount Bethel Baptist Association 
                       and Auxiliaries 
                  11 Washington Federation of Churches, l936 
                       Yearbook and Church Directory 
                  12 Interdenominational Council of 
                       Minister's Wives 
                  13 Health statistics 
                  14 Institutions - Recreation 
                  15 Institutions - Recreation 
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                  16 Institutions - Recreation 
                  17 Institutions - Recreation 
                  18 Institutions - Recreation 
                  19 Community 
                  20 Community 
                  21 Community 
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                              E Research Projects  (cont'd) 
 
                     Negro Youth Study - Washington D.C. 
                       Study 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-112           1  Civic associations 
                  2  Social and civic associations 
                  3  General Report of the Study of the 
                       Children's Program of the District 
                       of Columbia with Recommendations 
                       by The Child Welfare League of 
                       America 1937 
                  4  Public Institutions for Delinquent 
                       Children in the District of 
                       Columbia Ruth Bloodgood 
                  5  Names and addresses of boys and girls 
                       interviewed 
                  6  Interviews 
                  7  Interviews 
                  8  Interviews 
                  9  Interviews 
                  10 Interviews 
                  11 Interviews 
                  12 Interviews 
                  13 Interviews 
 
131-113           1  Interviews 
                  2  Interviews 
                  4  Interviews 
                  5  Interviews 
                  6  Interviews 
                  7  Interviews 
                  8  Interviews 
                  9  Incomplete  interviews 
                  10 Incomplete  interviews 
                  11 Incomplete  interviews 
                  12 Incomplete  interviews 
                  13 Incomplete  interviews 
                  14 Incomplete  interviews 
                  15 Incomplete  interviews 
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                     Negro Youth Study New York Study 
 
                  16 Field reports 
                  17 Field reports 
                  18 Field reports 
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                     Negro Youth Study - New York Study 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-113           19 Newsclippings 
                  20 Newsclippings 
                  21 Newsclippings 
                  22 Newsclippings 
 
131-114           1  Harlem Bulletin  Oct. 1, 1938 
                  2  Harlem Bulletin  Dec. 24, 1938 
                  3  Harlem Bulletin  Jan. 7 1939 
                  4  Harlem Bulletin  Jan. 14, 1939 
                  5  Harlem Bullet-in Jan. 21, 1939 
                  6  National Negro News Apr. 2, 1938 
                  7  National Negro News Apr. 16, 1938 
                  8  National Negro News May 14, 1938 
                  9  National Negro News July 23, 1938 
                  10 National Negro News Jan. 3, 1939 
                  11 The Voice of Ethiopia Jan. 7, 1939 
                  12 Cooperation 
                  13 Cultural activities 
                  14 Institutions Education 
                  15 Institutions Recreation 
                  16 Excerpts from Public Hearings 
                  17 Jobs and Employment 
                  18 Harlem Hospital 
                  19 Harlem Hospital 
                  20 1938 Elections 
                  21 Foreign born groups 
                  22 Social activities 
                  23 Social protest meetings 
                  24 Social moods and ideologies 
                  25 Non-traditional religious bodies 
                  26 Sufi Abdul Hamid 
                  27 Nationalist 
                  28 Modernized church programs to attract 
                       youth 
                  29 Rackets 
                  30 Y.W.C.A. activities 
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                  31 Literature for free distribution in 
                       Y.W.C.A. 
                  32 Literature for free distribution in 
                       Y.W.C.A. 
                  33 Aid to Spain 
                  34 "There are no Master Races" 
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                              E Research Projects (cont'd) 
 
                     Negro Youth Study - New York Study 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-115           1  Interviews 
                  2  Interviews 
                  3  Interviews 
                  4  Interviews 
                  5  Interviews 
                  6  Interviews 
                  7  Interviews 
                  8  Interviews 
                  9  Interviews 
                  10 Interviews 
                  11 Interviews 
                  12 Interviews 
                  13 Interviews 
 
131-116           1  Interviews 
                  2  Interviews 
                  3  Interviews 
                  4  Interviews 
                  5  Interviews 
                  6  Interviews 
                  7  Interviews 
                  8  Interviews 
                  9  Interviews 
                  10 Interviews 
                  11 Interviews 
                  12 Interviews 
                  13 Interviews 
                  14 Interviews 
                  15 Interviews - New York, Washington, 
                       Louisville 
 
                     The Negro in Harlem 
 
131-117           1  Harlem Project outlines 
                  2  The Negro in Harlem: A Report on Social 
                       and Economic Conditions Responsible 
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                       for the Outbreak of March 19, 1935 
                  3  The Negro in Harlem: A Report on Social 
                       and Economic Conditions Responsible 
                       for the Outbreak of March 19, 1935 
                  4  Harlem: The front line of the Negro 
                       struggle for freedom (rough draft) 
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                     The Negro in Harlem 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-117           5  Correspondence to E.F. Frazier A-K 
                  6  Correspondence to E.F. Frazier L-Z 
                  7  Correspondence from E.F. Frazier A-F 
                  8  Correspondence from E.F. Frazier I-Z 
                  9  Correspondence - Mayor Laguardia to 
                       Dr. Roberts 
 
131-118           1  Information and evaluations, Re: Staff 
                       Oct. 11, 1935 - March 9, 1936 
                  2  Memo's to and from staff 
                  3  Memo's to the commission 
                  4  Staff assignments 
                  5  Personnel report 
                  6  Reports and interviews 
                  7  Suggestions from Walter White 
                  8  Transcript - Raymond Spencer 
                  9  Bank statement 
                  10 Reports from N.Y. City agencies 
                  11 Organization of present community - 
                       Interview 
                  12 Preliminary Report on the Study of the 
                       Opportunities for the Medical 
                       Education of Negroes 
                  13 Information concerning Harlem Hospital 
                  14 The Journal of the A.M.A. Apr. 28, 1928 
                  15 Health and education 
                  16 Employment 
                  17 Employment 
                  18 Employment in the building trades 
                  19 Institutions 
 
131-119           1  Institutions 
                  2  Insurance and insurance companies 
                  3  Police and crime 
                  4  Voters directory 
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                  5  Notebook 
                  6  Leaflets 
                  7  E.R.B. News March 11, 1935 
                  8  The Negro Democrat July 1, 1935 
                  9  The Negro Democrat Aug. 20, 1935 
                  10 The Reporter Oct. 11, 1935 
                  11 The Workers Age July 6, 1935 
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                     The Negro in Harlem 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-119           12 Data available for the study of social 
                       problems in Negro Harlem 
                  13 "Twenty-Four Hundred Negro Families 
                       in Harlem" Ira De Reid 
                  14 New York charity organization society 
                       statistics by districts for under 
                       care cases 1928-1929 
                  15 Note cards - Population 
                  16 Selected Population Pyramids: Harlem 
                       1920 & 1930 
                  17 Age & sex of the Negro population in the 
                       Harlem area by census tracts (charts) 
                  18 Age & sex of the Negro population in the 
                       Harlem area by census tracts (charts) 
                  19 Housing and charts 
                  21 Maps of Harlem 
                  22 Data and statistics 
                  23 Data and statistics 
                  24 Statistics by districts 1930-1931 
                  25 Correlation problem 
                  26 Boro of Manhattan population study 
                       selected tracts 
 
                     The Need For a State University 
 
131-120           1  Areas of study for the New York State 
                       University Commission 
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                  2  "Barriers to post high school education 
                        in New York State due to discrimination 
                        on account of race, color, creed of 
                        national origin" 
                  3  Commuting To New York Colleges 
                       John W. Paige 
                  4  Correspondence - from E.F. Frazier 
                  5  Correspondence - to E.F. Frazier 
                  6  Data on out of state students 
                  7  Maps and charts 
                  8  Memorandum submitted to Dr. Floyd W. 
                       Reeves Director of Research 
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                     The Need For a State University 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-120           9  Memorandum submitted to Dr. Floyd W. 
                       Reeves... (rough draft) 
                  10 Migration of College Students to 
                       and from New York State John Dale 
                       Russell, John W. Paige 
                  11 Population estimates for New York 
                       State and City 
                  12 "Post-High School Education of Negroes 
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                  13 "Post-High School Education of Negroes 
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                  14 Preliminary Report of the Temporary 
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                       University 
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                  17 A Study of Factors Related to College 
                       Attendance in New York State 
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                  4  Hearings Vol. II 
                  5  Hearings Vol. II 
                  6  Part II Character of the Negro 
                       Community.  Chapter III Organiza- 
                       tion of the Present, Negro Community 
                  7  Part II Character of the Negro 
                       Community.  Chapter III Organization 
                       tion of the Present, Negro Community 
                  8  Part II Character of the Negro 
                       Community. Chapter III Organiza- 
                       tion of the Present, Negro Community 
                  9  Organization of  the Negro Community. 
                       Chapter III - Institutions Vol. II 
                  10 Organization of  the Negro Community. 
                       Chapter III - Institutions Vol. II 
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                       Chapter III - Institutions Vol. II 
                  12 Organization of  the Negro Community. 
                       Chapter III - Institutions Vol. II 
                  13 Organization of  the Negro Community. 
                       Chapter III - Institutions Vol. II 
                  14 Chapter V. The Problem of Relief 
                  15 Chapter V. The Problem of Relief 
                  16 Chapter V. The Problem of Relief 
                  17 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V. The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. 1 
                  18 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V. The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol.  I 
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                       Making a Living Vol.  I 
                  2  Part III, Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V. The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol.  I 
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                       Community Chapter V. The  Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. II 
                  5  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.   The  Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. II 
                  6  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.  The   Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. II Union Survey 
                  7  Part II Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.  The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. I  Union Survey 
                  8  Part II Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter II.  The Problem Of 
                       Making a Living Vol. I Union Survey 
                  9  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter II.  The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. II Union Survey 
                  10 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.  The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. II Union Survey 
                  11 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.  The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. II Union Survey 
                  12 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.  The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. III Union Survey 
                  13 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.  The Problem of 
                       Making a Living Vol. III Union Survey 
                  14 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter V.  The Problem of 
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                       Community Chapter VI.    The Problem 
                       of Finding Shelter 
                  5  Part III Social Problems   of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter VI.    The Problem 
                       of Finding Shelter - Tract descriptions 
                  6  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter VI.    The Problem 
                       of Finding Shelter - Tract descriptions 
                  7  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter VI.  The Problem 
                       of Finding Shelter - Tract descriptions 
                  8  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter VI.  The Problem 
                       of Finding Shelter - Tract descriptions 
                  9  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter VI. The Problem 
                       of Finding Shelter - Tract descriptions 
                       Vol.  II 
                  10 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter VI.   The Problem 
                       of Finding Shelter - Tract descriptions 
                       Vol.  II 
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                       Community Chapter X. The Problem 
                       of Recreation 
                  8  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter X. The Problem 
                       of Recreation 
                  9  Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter X. The Problem 
                       of Recreation 
                  10 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter IX. The Problem of 
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                  11 Part III Social Problems of  the Negro 
                       Community Chapter IX. The Problem of 
                       Education Vol.  I 
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                  12 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter IX. The Problem of 
                       Education Vol.  I 
                  13 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
                       Community Chapter IX. The Problem of 
                       Education Vol. II 
                  14 Part III Social Problems of the Negro 
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                  4  Part III Social Problems of the  Negro 
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                       of Social Control Vol. I 
                  5  Part III Social Problems of the  Negro 
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                  9  Institutions 
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                  5  Social pathology 
                  6  Social pathology 
                  7  Social pathology 
                  8  Social pathology 
                  9  Relation of the Negro community to 
                       the larger community 
                  10 Relation of the Negro community to 
                       the larger  community 
                  11 The specific  problem of the Negro 
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                  12 The specific  problem of the Negro 
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                  9  Social  organization  - Institutions 
                  10 Social  organization  - Social movements 
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                  11 Social pathology 
                  12 Relation of the Negro community to the 
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                  2  Intermarriage: A study in Black and- 
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                  3  The educated Negro - Outline 
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                  5  Bibliography and important dates 
                  6  Negro accultration in Brazil 
                  7  Notes - Brazil and West Indies May 1941 
                  8  Notes - Brazil and West Indies 
                  9  Notes - West Indian social survey 
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                  13 Social action groups - general information 
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                  15 Notes - The Negro family 
                  16 Advertisement for books 
                  17 Announcement of the National Negro 
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                  3  8-Point Program March on Washington 
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                  4  Proposal, draft 
                  5  Africa 
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                  7  Segregation  in  the Nation's  Capital 
                  9  Segregation  in  the Nation's  Capital 
                  10 Segregation  in  the Nation  Is  Capital 
                  11 Segregation  in  the Nation's  Capital 
                  12 Segregation  in  the Nation's  Capital 
                  13 Segregation  in  the Nation's  Capital 
                  14 Study of social effects of industria- 
                       lization in Africa" 
                  15 "Study of social effects of industria- 
                       lization in Africa" 
                  16 "Study of social effects of industria- 
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                  2  Supreme court of the United States: 
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                  3  Supreme court of the United States: 
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                  4  Baltimore study of health and adjust- 
                       merit Jan. 1955 the Johns Hopkins 
                       University 
                  5  "Income of families and individuals in 
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                  7  Population 
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                  17 Bibliographic  notes 
                  18 Bibliographic  notes 
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                  2  Notes  -  I 
                  3  Notes  -  J 
                  4  Notes  -  K 
                  5  Notes  -  L 
                  6  Notes  -  L 
                  7  Notes  -  M 
                  8  Notes  -  N 
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                  2  Notes  -  P 
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                  4  Notes  -  S 
                  5  Notes  -  T 
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                         woman" David Alman 
                  2  "Accident compensation for harbor 
                       workers urgently awaits actions 
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                  3  "Ego development among segregated 
                        children" David P. Ausbel 
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                  5  "The socioeconomic and cultural 
                        expression of race relationship in 
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131-138           6  "They can't turn back" James Baldwin 
                  7  "Influence of family life education 
                       on marriage prediction scores" 
                       Panos D. Bardis 
                  8  "Race relations in the development of 
                        Southern Africa" J.A. Barnes 
                  9  "Indian - Mesito-white relations in 
                        Spanish America" Ralph L. Beals 
                  10 "Current sacred secular - theory and 
                       its development" Howard Becker 
                  11 "Black families and white social 
                       science" Andrew Billingsley 
                  12 "Racial self-fulfillment and the rise 
                       of an all-Negro community in 
                       Oklahoma" William E. Bittle, 
                       Gilbert L. Geis 
                  13 "Work satisfaction and industrial trends 
                       in modern society" Robert Blauner 
                  14 "The circle of discrimination against 
                       Negroes" Herman D. Bloch. (note 
                       attached "Perhaps, you would care to 
                       comment on this article.  Thank you 
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                  15 "The employment status of the New York 
                       Negro in retrospect" Herman D. Bloch 
                  16 "Research trends in the study of Race 
                       Relations', Herbert Blumer 
                  17 "Colonialism and Dualism:  The economic 
                       situation of the masses in transi- 
                       tion" J.H. Boeke 
                  18 "The western impact on South and East 
                       Asia: The international aspect" 
                       J.H. Boeke 
                  19 "Family planning attitudes of Negro 
                       women in Chicago" Donald J. Bogue 
                  20 "Washington's colored society" 
                       John E. Bruce 
                  20a "I Shall Remember", H.D. Carberry/ 
                        "Ancestor on the Auction Block", 
                        Vera Bell 
                  21 "Anthropology and world planning" 
                       E.D. Chapple and C.S. Coon 
                  22 "Cultural relativism and premarital 
                       sex norms" Harold T. Christensen 
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                        James Davis 
                  28 "Thee racial philosophy of Jehuda 
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                  29 "Report on the South" Cedric Dover 
                  30 "Discrimination's Blight Edward Duff 
                  31 Introduction - E. Franklin Frazier on 
                       Race Relations - Galley proof 
                       G. Franklin Edwards 
                  32 "Social Implications of Race - Color 
                       Designations", G. Franklin Edwards 
 
                  33 "Companionship at delinquency onset" 
                       Thomas G. Eynon and Walter C. 
                       Reckless 
                  34 "Economic aspects of imperialism in 
                       Asia" Frederick V. Field 
                  35 "The traditions of the free Negro in 
                       Charleston South Carolina" 
                       E. Horace Fitchett 
                  36 "Race relations in the South 1960" 
                       L.H. Foster 
 
                  37 "Some problems concerning the Chinese 
                       in Southeast Asia" Maurice Freedman 
                  38 "The administration of racial relations 
                       in the tropical far East" J.S. 
                       Furnivalle 
                  39 "Max Weber on Ancient Judaism" 
                       translated by H.H. Gerth 
                  40 "Letter to chief of police Ernest W. 
                       Brown" Harlan E. Glazier 
                  41 "Harlem Vittles" Viola Glenn 
                  42 "Social roles and social types in 
                       race relations" Clarence E. Glick 
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                       Gosnell 
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                       of southern white and Negro 
                       children" Martin M. Grossack 
                  45 "The Israel alpha technique for          
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                  46 "The occupational achievement pro- 
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                       A.O. Haller 
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                       F.H. Hankins 
                  2  "Population problems in the U.S." 
                       Philip M. Hauser 
                  3  "The Negro in Bahia, Brazil: A 
                       problem in method" Melville J. 
                       Herskovits 
                  4  "Labor unions and the Negro" Herbert 
                       Hill (note attached"...we would 
                       appreciate any comment you may 
                       wish to make signed Roy Wilkens") 
                  5  "A critique of selected community 
                       concepts" George A. Hillery 
                  6  "A yellow man looks at a Black world 
                       within a white world" Yonezo Hiraya- 
                       Ma (note attached"...I wish to 
                       present this copy to Mr. James Weldon 
                       Johnson.  But before doing this I 
                       want you to read it first...")  
 
                  7  "The Black and the white in the 'Sweet 
                       Land of Liberty"' Yonezo Hirayama 
                  8  "The black, and the white in the Sweet 
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                  9  "Alain Leroy Locke: A sketch" 
                       Eugene C. Holmes                            
                 10  "War and the trade orientation of 
                       Haiti"  Giles A. Hubert 
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                      Stetson Kennedy 
             14      "Is the large family coming back 
                      Clyde V. Kiser 
             15     "Race relations in the Soviet Union" 
                     Walter J. Kolarz 
             16    "Theses for a social psycho analysis" 
                     Hol Kopper Smith 
             17      "A research program in inter-faith 
                     relations" Benson Y. Landis 
             18      "Success and failure in job hunting" 
                     Paul Felix Lazarsfield 
             19      "What future for the Arab refugees?" 
                      Hal Lehrman 
             20      "Comments on 'Poverty: An anthropolo- 
                     gist's view"' Hylan Lewis 
                                 21      "Outline for data 
collection and com- 
                                           pilation" Hylan Lewis 
                                 22      "Outline for data 
collection and com- 
                                           pilation" Hylan Lewis 
                                 23       "Priorities in research 
about un- 
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                                 24      "The impact of 
residential segregation 
                                           on ethnic 
assimilation" Stanley 
                                           Lieberson 
                                 25      "Interfaith marriages" 
Harvey Locke, 
                                           et.al 
                                 26      "Systemic linkage of' El 
Cerrito" 
                                           Charles P. Loomis 
 
                                 27      "Boyhood in Jamaica" 
Claude McKay 
                                 28      "White man's heaven 
Black, man's hell" 
                                           William Maloney 
                                 29      "Challenge to Negro 
leadership 
                                           Julian Mayfield 
                                 30      "Can education meet the 
challenge in 
                                           a declining 
civilization?" 
                                           Jewell Mazique 
                                 31     "To the board of the, 
league of women 
                                           voters of the District 
of Columbia" 
                                           Jewell Mazique 
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and the 
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                                           August Meier 
                                 34       "The emergence of Negro 
nationalist" 
                                           Part 1 August Meier 
                                 35      "The emergence of Negro 
nationalism" 
                                           Part 11 August Meier 
 
              131-140       1      "A scholar discoveres the 
Negro world: 
                                           Some observations on 
Richard 
                                           Bardolph's 'The Negro 
Vanguard"' 
                                           August Meier. (note 
attached ... 
                                           my comments are 
somewhat different 
                                           from most of those 
thus far 
                                           published... signed 
August Meier) 
                                  2      "The human element in 
housing" 
                                           Agnes E. Meyer 
                                  3      "Problems pose's par les 
relations 
                                           raciales et ethniques 
dans les 
                                           menages mixtes" Audree 
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                                  4      "African urbanization in 
Ndola and 
                                           Luanshya" J. Clyde 
Mitchell 
                                  5      "Labour migration and 
the tribe" 
                                           Clyde Mitchell 
                                  6      "Social change and the 
new towns   of' 
                                           Bantu Africa"  J. 
Clyde Mitchell 
                                  7      "Towns on the 
copperbelt" 
                                           Clyde Mitchell 
                                  8      "My most interesting 
experience" 
                                           Gregory Peck 
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problems Of 
                                           Negro women in New 
York City" 
                                           Emma Shields Penn 
                                 10      "Vocational adjustment 
problems of 
                                           Negro women in New 
York City" 
                                           Emma Shields Penn 
                                 11      "Women doctors in 
Washington today" 
                                           Lois Irene Platt 
                                 12      "Government use of the 
social Sciences 
                                           and humanities for 
understanding and 
                                           predicting the 
behavior of foreign 
                                           societies and states" 
Maurice T. Price 
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                                             Maurice T. Price 
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values over 
                                             three decades 
1929-1958" 
                                             Salomon Rettig and 
Benjamin 
                                             Pasamanick 
                                  15       "Teaching race 
questions in school" 
                                             Anthony H. Richmond 
                                  16    "Are Negro sociologist 
teaching a 
                                             false doctrine of 
the source 
                                             from which prejudice 
originates?" 
                                             Joseph H. Rose 
                                  17       "Social class 
correlates of old age" 
                                             Ansel P. Simpson 
                                  18       "Look and listening" 
Sam W. Small 
                                  19       Turpentine - A Folk  
Play 
                                             J.A. Smith and Peter 
Morrell 
                                  20       "Errors in the sex 
classifaction of 
                                             Negro children in 
the United States 
                                             census" T. Lynn 
Smith 
                                  21       "The problem of 
national leadership 
                                             in Nigeria" H.H. 
Smythe 
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Benjamio 
                                             Richard Teare 
                                  23       "The plantation as a, 
race-making 
                                             situation" Edgar T. 
Thompson 
                                  24       "The socioeconomic 
background of 
                                             Negro health status" 
Clarke Tibbitts 
                                  25       "Patterns in Negro - 
white differential 
                                             morality, 1930-1957" 
Richard Tomasson 
                                  26       "The approach of the 
federal government 
                                             to the occupational 
problems of 
                                             Negroes" Robert C. 
Weaver 
                                  27       "The concept of race" 
D.A. Wilkerson 
                                  28       "Can the consitution 
be enforced" 
                                             (outline) Carey 
Williams 
                                  29       "Non-violence and the 
law: The law 
                                             needs help" Earris 
Wofford 
                                  30       "Population and 
occupation trends of 
                                             the Negro" Monroe N. 
Work 
                                  31       "The concept of Anomie 
as an analytical 
                                             tool in certain 
industrial problems" 
                                             Donald E. Wray 
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E. Dorsey 
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African Negro" 
                                               No Author 
                                    35       "Do they hate 
Yemenites?" 
                                               No Author 
                                    36       "The New Horizons of 
professional 
                                               education for 
social work" 
                                               No Author 
                                    37        "Racial and 
cultural conflicts of 
                                               Indian in the 
United States" 
                                    38        A short history of 
marriage - 
                                               Book review 
                                    39       "Social Science 
statement concerning 
                                               the effects of 
racial segregation" 
                                    40       "Stay down Moses job 
discrimation in 
                                               the Nation's 
Capital" 
                                    41       "Studies in alcohol 
and alcoholism a 
                                               source book" 
                                    42       "A survey of the 
health of Negro 
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Columbia Tennessee 
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                                     5       E.F.  Frazier  
(snapshots) 
                                     6       E.F.  Frazier  and 
others (group photos) 
                                     7       E.F.  Frazier  and 
others (group photos- 
                                               snapshots) 
                                     8       E.F. Frazier  and 
other at summer 
                                               home? (group 
photos-snapshots) 
                                             Marie Brown Frazier 
                                    10       Calvin S. Brown 
                                    11       Calvin S. Brown and 
others (group 
                                               photos) 
                                    12       Calvin S. Brown - 
Reynolds Hall 
                                               Waters Institute, 
1900 (group photo) 
                                    13       Shirley Graham Du 
Bois 
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                              I  Photographs (cont'd) 
 
              Box             Folder 
 
              131-141      14       Mary E. McDonell 
                                 15       Etta Moten 
                                 16       Robert Russa Moten 
                                 17       Robert E. Parks 
                                 18       Louis White 
                                 19       Charles Winter Wood 
                                 20       Negatives 
                                 21       Placques 
                                 22       E.F. Frazier in Bahia 
                                          Bahia 
 
              131-142        1      Bahia 
                                   2      Bahia 
                                   3      Bahia 
                                   4      Bahia 
                                   5      Bahia 
                                   6     Bahia 
                                   7      Bahia 
                                   8      Bahia 
                                   9      Haiti 
                                 10       Haiti 
                                 11       Haiti 
                                 12       Haiti 
                                 13       Haiti 
                                 14       Haiti 
                                 1 5      Haiti 
                                 16       Haiti 
                                 17       Haiti 
                                 18       E.F. Frazier in Haiti. 
                                 19       Haiti - postcards 
                                 20       Trinidad 
                                 21       N. Rhodesia 10/6/40 
                                 22       Egypt 
 
                             J   Memorabilia 
 
                                 2 3      Book plates - "Ex 
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libris E.F. Frazier" 
                                 24       Musical score - 
"Finis", poem by 
                                           Andy Razaf Music by 
W.C. Handy 
                                            autographed 
                                 25       Reichsbank notes: (1) 
50,000 mark; 
                                           (1) 10,000 mark 
                                 26       Poster - "Morrison is 
untrue to the 
                                           South... vote for... 
Alvin A. Cobb" 
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                             J Memorabilia (cont'd) 
 
              Box            Folder 
 
              131-142       27     Poster - "God Makes use wise 
to 
                                           know..." 
                                  28     Poster - Wilberforce 
Dept. of sociology 
                                           presents Dr. E, 
Franklin Frazier, 
                                           Nov. 15 ... 
                                  29     Photograph of a letter 
from Richard. 
                                           Gibson to Ollie 
Harrington 
                                           March 24, 1958 
                                  30     Business cards - E. 
Franklin Frazier 
                                  31     Christmas card - E. 
Franklin & 
                                           Marie B. Frazier 
 
                             K Scrapbooks/Photo Albums 
 
              13l-114        1      Scrapbook #l newsclippings 
Re: Blacks, 
                                           education, business, 
religion. 
                                           Circa 1900-1903.  
Inscribed "from 
                                           James E. Frazier to 
his children" 
                                           (Fragile Do Not 
Circulate) 
                                  2      Scrapbook #2 
newsclippings Re: Blacks, 
                                           education, the south, 
religion. 
                                           Circa 1900-1903 
(Fragile Do Not 
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                                           Circulate) 
                                  3      Scrapbooks #3 
Newsclippings Re: Blacks, 
                                           politics, crime, 
education medicine, 
                                           religion, Circa 
1900-1903 
                                           (Fragile Do Not  
Circulate) 
 
              131-144       1      Photo Album, - 1947-l961 
                                  2      Photo Album - 1950-1958 
 
              131-145       1      Photo Album - 1953-1962 
                                  2      Photo Album covers 
 
                             L   Diplomas Awards Certifacte 
 
                                  3      Certificate of 
membership - Alpha 
                                           Phi Alpha Fraternity,   
Eta Lambda 
                                           Chapter, Atlanta, GA 
Nov. 22, 1926 
                                  4      Certificate of 
contribution - NAACP 
                                           Feb. 1929 
                                  5      Certificate of 
contribution - Wilson 
                                           Hospital, Chicago IL, 
July 1, 1929 
                                  6      Degree - Doctor of 
Philosophy Univer- 
                                           sity of Chicago, 
August 28, 1931 
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                               L Diplomas, Awards, Certificate 
(cont'd) 
 
               Box             Folder 
 
               131-145        7      Award - John Anisfield Award 
for 
                                              the book The Negro 
in the U.S., 
                                              1939 
                                     8      Award - Honor Roll of 
Race Relations, 
                                              presented by 
Schomburg 
                                              Collection, 1944 
                                     9      Award - National 
Negro Museum and 
                                              Historical 
Foundation Inc. 
                                              Feb. 18, 1945 
                                   10       Certificate - 
Delegate of U.S. to 
                                              1st General 
Assembly of the Inter- 
                                              American 
Statistical Institute, 
                                              Washington, D.C. 
1947 
                                   11       Award - Opportunity 
Magazine's Certifi- 
                                              cate of Reconition 
for Outstanding 
                                              Achievement, 1947 
                                   12       Certificate - 
American Overseas Airlines,, 
                                              acknowledging the 
flight from London 
                                              to N.Y. Dec. 17, 
l949 
                                   13       Award - Scholar of 
the Year, presented 
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                                              by the Capital 
Press Club 
                                              May 20, 1950 
                                   14       Degree - Morgan State 
College, Honoary 
                                              Degree, Doctor of 
Laws, June 6, 1955 
                                   15       Award - McIver 
Lectureship of the 
                                              American 
Sociological Soceity, for 
                                              Bourgeoisie Noire 
Sept. 8, 1956 
                                   16       Certificate - Fellow 
of the American 
                                              Sociological Assn.  
Jan. 1. 1959 
                                   17       Award - Howard 
University, in apprecia- 
                                              tion for valuable 
service rendered 
                                              to H.U. from 
1934-1960 
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               Item 
 
               131-146                 Degree - Howard University 
                                              Bachelor of Arts, 
1916 
 
                                            Degree - Clark 
University, Worchester, 
                                              MA.,  Masters of 
Arts, June 14, 1920 
 
                                            Award   Howard 
University Alumni Award 
                                              for Distinguished 
Achievement in 
                                              Sociological 
Research March 2, 1945 
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                             L Diplomas Awards   Certificates 
(cont'd) 
 
             Item 
 
             131-146                Award - Howard University 
Alumni 
                                          Club of New York      
certificate 
                                          of' Achievement, March 
4, 1951 
 
                                        Degree - University of 
Edinburgh 
                                          Doctor of Laws, l960 
(cover located 
                                          in Box 131-147) 
 
                                        Degree - Shaw University, 
to 
                                          Marie Ellen Brown, for 
comple- 
                                          tion of "Education B. 
Course" 
                                          May 10, 1917 
 
             Box 
 
             131-147                  Diploma - Public School No. 
116, 
                                          Baltimore, MD, 
completion of 
                                          Elementary School 
Course June 22, 
                                          l908 (FRAGILE DO NOT 
CIRCULATE) 
 
                                        Diploma - Colored High 
School, 
                                          Baltimore, MD., June 
21, 1912 
                                          (FRAGILE DO NO CIRCULATE) 
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                                        Certificate – Kobenhauns University 
                                          Nov. 11, 1921 (FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE) 
 
                                        Medallion – Howard University, Alumni Award for Distinguished  
    Postgraduate Achievement 
 
                                        Medallion – Princeton University Bicentennial Medal 
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                                 MANUSCRIPT DIVISION 
 
                                     Scope Note 
 
   E. Franklin Frazier was a sociologist, educator, author, 
 
lecturer, and head of the Department of Sociology at Howard 
 
University from 1934-1959.  The papers, which consist of personal 
 
and family materials, correspondence, subject files, writings by 
 
Frazier and others, research projects and notebooks, photographs, 
 
memorabilia, awards, certificates, and scrapbooks, were donated 
 
by his wife, Marie Brown Frazier, in 1977.  The materials span 
 
the years 1908-1962 and total 75 linear feet. 
 
   Subject files comprise a major portion of the Frazier Papers. 
 
Included in these files are topics pertaining to the Negro 
 
family, Negro youth and race relations.  There are files 
 
related to Dr. Frazier's books, as well as files documenting his 
 
very active career in sociology and education.  Of note are the 
 
files related to Dr. Frazier's involvement with UNESCO (United 
 
Nations Educational Social and Cultural Organization).  During 
 
Dr. Frazier's tenure with UNESCO, he served as chairman of the 
 
Committee of Social.  Scientists (1949) and as chief of the  
 
Division of Applied Sciences (1951-1953). 
 
  Also included in the subject files are materials related to 
 
the many organizations with which Dr. Frazier was affiliated.  
 
Some of the organizations documented are the African Studies 
 
Association, American Association of University Professors, and 
 
the American Sociological Society. 
 
  Another important series in the Frazier Papers is the writings 
 
of Dr. Frazier which include materials relating to the following 
 
books: 
                                       2 
 
  The Negro in Chicago, The Negro in the United States, Race and 
 
Culture Contacts, The Black Bourgeoisie, The Evolution of 
 
Religion Among American Negro, and 'The Negro Church in America.  
 
There are also unpublished manuscripts, numerous articles,  
 
chapters in books and public statements which include speeches 
 
and lectures. 
 
  There is an extensive amount of research material in the 
 
Frazier Papers.  These materials include background research, 
 
surveys, reports and notes related to the many research projects 
 
Frazier conducted.  These materials are arranged into three 
 
series: research projects, research project notebooks, and 
 
research material. 
 
  Some of the projects documented in this series are: the Negro 
 
family in the United States, an exhaustive study into the social 
 
origins of the Black family, the Negro in Harlem (the Mayor's 
 
Commission oil Conditions in Harlem), and the Negro Youth Study.  
 
There are also numerous research materials pertaining to Brazil, 
 
Haiti and the Caribbean. 
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                                     Biographical Data 
 
 
 
E. Franklin Frazier 
 
1894 Sept. 24                 Born Baltimore, MD 
 
1908                          Completed Baltimore Public 
                              Schools, Baltimore., MD 
 
1912                          Graduated, Baltimore High School, 
                              Baltimore, MD 
 
1916                          Received A.B; cum laude Howard 
                              University, Washington, D.C. 
 
1916-17                       Teacher of Mathematics, Tuskegee 
                              Institute, AL 
 
1917-18                       Teacher, English and History, St. 
                              Paul's School, Lawrenceville, VA 
 
1918-19                       Teacher, Mathematics and French, 
                              Baltimore High School, Baltimore, 
                              MD 
 
1920                          Received A.M., Sociology and Psy- 
                              chology, Clark University, 
                              Worchester, MA 
 
1920-21                       Research Fellow, New York School of 
                              Social Work, New York 
 
1921-22                       Fellow, American-Scandinavian 
                              Foundation. Studied at University 
                              of Copenhagen, Denmark 
 
1922 Sept. 14                 Married Marie Ellen Brown 
 
1922-24                       Professor of Social Sciences, 
                              Morehouse College, Atlanta, GA 
 
1922-27                       Director, Atlanta School of Social. 
                              Work, Atlanta, GA 
 
1927-29                       Research Assistant, Dept of 
                              Sociology, University of 
                              Chicago, IL 
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1931                          Received Ph.D., Philosophy, 
                              University of Chicago, IL, 
1931-34                       Research Professor, Dept of 
                              Sociology, Fisk University, 
                              Nashville, TN 
 
1934-59                       Head of Dept. of Sociology, Howard 
                              University, Washington, D.C. 
 
1935-36                       Director, Economic and Social Sur- 
                              vey of Harlem for Mayor LaGuardia's 
                              Commission on Conditions in Harlem 
 
1940-41                       Fellow, John Simon Guggenheim 
                              Foundation 
 
1942-43                       Research Fellow, Library of Con- 
                              gress, Washington, D.C. 
 
1943-44                       President, D.C. Sociological 
                              Society 
 
1944-45                       President, Eastern Sociological 
                              Society 
 
1945                          Received Alumni Achievement Award. 
                              Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
 
1948                          President, American Sociology 
                              Society 
 
1949                          Chairman, Committee of Social 
                              Scientists, UNESCO, Paris 
 
1951                          Independent research in the West 
                              Indies on race and culture contacts 
 
1951-53                       Chief, Division of the Applied 
                              Sciences at UNESCO, Paris 
 
1955                          Honorary Member, Phi Beta Kappa, 
                              Howard University: Honorary Doctor 
                              of Laws Degree, Morgan State 
                              College, Baltimore, MD 
 
1957                          Lecturer, Johns Hopkins University, 
                              School of Advanced International 
                              Studies, Washington, D.C. 
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1960                          LL.D. (Honorary) University of 
                              Edinburgh, Great Britain 
 
1962  March                   Howard University lecture series 
                              in honor of E.F. Frazier 
                              established 
 
1962 May 17                   Died, Washington, D.C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: This information was compiled from biographic (data, in 
        Dr. Frazier's personal papers. 
 
                                  Series Description 
 
 
 
 
Series A        Personal and Family Papers 
 
Box 13-1          This section contains the personal papers of 
to 131-5          E. Franklin Frazier including biographical 
                  information, commemorative materials, 
                  academic and career related materials, diaries, 
                  memorabilia, newspaper clippings, programs, 
                  legal and financial papers. Also contained 
                  here are materials concerning the dedication 
                  of the E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School 
                  in June of 1972, and the E. Franklin Frazier 
                  lecture series held at Howard University in 
                  1962. 
 
                  The family papers contain personal correspon- 
                  dence, mostly letters of condolence to his 
                  wife, Marie Brown Frazier, upon Dr. Frazier's 
                  death.  There are also articles, clippings, 
                  legal and financial papers, diaries and other 
                  memorabilia which relate to Mrs. Frazier and 
                  her husband's affairs.  Other family papers 
                  consist of personal materials of Calvin S. 
                  Brown, Mrs. Frazier's father who was founder 
                  and President of the Water's training School 
                  in Winton, North Carolina. 
 
 
Series B        Correspondence 
 
Box 131-6 
to 131-18         The correspondence series is an alphabetical 
                  listing of letters, telegrams, postal and 
                  greeting cards, announcements, bulletins, in- 
                  vitations and. messages to and from E. Franklin 
                  Frazier.  It spans the years 1917 to 1962. 
                  This series consists of general correspondence 
                  pertaining to Frazier's work as a sociologist, 
                  lecturer, professor and head of the Sociology 
                  Department at Howard University.  There are 
                  some materials in connection with his early 
                  years at Tuskegee Institute and the Atlanta 
                  School of Social Work.  Although the largest 
                  portion of correspondence is contained in this 
                  series, other correspondence may be found 
                  throughout this collection, particularly in the 
                  subject files (see Series C). 
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Series C        Subject Files 
 
Box 131-19 
to 131-56         The subject files comprise a major portion 
                  of the Frazier Papers.  The files are 
                  arranged alphabetically, and cover a broad 
                  range of subjects.  This series represents 
                  the office files of Dr. Frazier and have 
                  been maintained as close as possible to the 
                  original order.  Many of the subjects over- 
                  lap with materials in other series, particu- 
                  larly those in connection with Frazier's 
                  major publications.  The subject files also 
                  contain a significant amount of correspon- 
                  dence, that may overlap with materials in 
                  other series, particularly the correspondence 
                  series.  For example: correspondence related 
                  to speaking engagements may be found in 
                  Series B Correspondence "Cards and Invita- 
                  tions" (Box 131-17 to 131-18) as well as in 
                  Series C Subject Files "Speaking Engagements" 
                  (Box 131-50 to 131-54) and "Inquiries" (Box 
                  131-33 to 131-34). 
 
                  Some of the more important subjects high- 
                  lighted in the subject files are the numer- 
                  ous organizations for which Dr. Frazier was 
                  active such as the African Studies Associa- 
                  tion, American Association of University Pro- 
                  fessors, and the American Sociological 
                  Society.  Also highlighted in this series are 
                  files with reference to his books, including 
                  Black Bourgeoisie, Negro in the U.S. and 
                  Negro Youth at the Crossways.  Other notable 
                  subjects are Negro Youth Study, UNESCO, and 
                  the conference on Race Relations in World 
                  Perspectives, 1954 
 
 
Series D        Writings by E.F. Frazier 
 
Box 131-57        Within this series can be found writings 
to 131-81         and public statements written or made by 
                  E.F. Frazier.  This series includes arranged 
                  and unarranged materials.  The writings in- 
                  clude: books, chapters in books, articles, 
                  and book reviews.  The form of these writings 
                  vary.  In some cases an outline, a hand- 
                  written draft, a typed manuscript, as well as 
                  a copy of the published writing can be found 
                   within the collection.  In other cases Only 
                   the manuscript, the rough draft, or the pub- 
                   lished articles have survived with the collec- 
                   tion.  Another group of materials in this 
                   series are unarranged rough drafts.  No 
                   attempts have been made to impose arrangement                                        
- 8 - 
                  on these writings.  Public statements which 
                  include speeches and lectures have also been 
                  placed in this series.  Of special interest in 
                  this series are several works by Frazier that 
                  are unpublished or in some cases published but 
                  seldom mentioned in bibliographies as Fraziers' 
                  writings, A good example of this is an early 
                  Frazier pamphlet, "God and War." 
 
 
Series E        Research Projects 
 
Box 131-81        This series contains materials which docu- 
to 131-122        ment various research projects conducted or 
                  directed by E.F. Frazier.  The materials are 
                  numerous and include: case studies, family 
                  histories, census data, questionnaires, in- 
                  terviews field reports from project inves- 
                  tigators, correspondence, noted and in some 
                  cases reports on the projects. 
 
                  Within this series, the Negro family in the 
                  United States research project, is of spe- 
                  cial interest.  This extensive study into 
                  the social origins of the Black family is 
                  rich with biographical and genealogical in- 
                  formation.  It is just as rich with information 
                  documenting Black social history, family life 
                  and traditions. 
 
                  Also of note is the research project, "The 
                  Negro In Harlem," (officially titled "The 
                  Mayor's Commission on Conditions in Harlem," 
                  and sometimes referred to as the "Harlem 
                  Survey").  In conducting this sensitive pro- 
                  ject which came into being following the 
                  Harlem "riot" of 1935, Frazier received 
                  worldwide recognition as a prominent Black 
                  sociologist.  
 
 
Series F        Research Project Notebooks 
 
Box 131-123       This series consist of materials which docu- 
to 131-132        ment research conducted or directed by 
                  E.F. Frazier.  Most voluminous are the Negro 
                  Youth Study and the Harlem Survey, (The 
                  Mayor's Commission on Conditions in Harlem: 
                  Survey of Conditions in Harlem).  Items in 
 
                                           9 
 
 
 
 
                   
 
   this series duplicate in some cases mate- 
                  rials within the research projects series. 
                  Included are case studies, census data, 
                  questionnaires, interviews, field reports, 
                  correspondence, and photographs.  Some 
                  materials within the Negro Youth Study 
                  appear to have been collected originally 
                  for the Harlem Survey, and later used to 
                  complete the profile of the Negro Youth 
                  Study.  The materials in this series were 
                  originally filed in looseleaf notebooks. 
                  Folder titles with the container listing 
                  reflect the titles of the original note- 
                  books  
 
 
Series G        Research Materials 
 
Box 131-133       This series includes notes, bibliographies 
to 131-137        and some documentary materials such as 
                  reports, charts, maps, and census informa- 
                  tion.  Notes which document Frazier's 
                  interest in Brazil, Haiti, and the Carib- 
                  bean can also be found in this series. 
 
 
Series H        Writings by Others 
 
Box 131-138       This series is devoted to writings by 
to 131-140        persons other than E.F. Frazier. It in- 
                  cludes mimeographed, typed and printed 
                  articles.  Many of the items in this series 
                  were given to Frazier due to his knowledge 
                  of and interest in a particular subject. 
                  or his association with the author.  In 
                  some cases the articles are signed and in- 
                  clude notes addressed to Frazier. 
 
                  Of special interest is a typescript of an 
                  obscure 1876 pamphlet by John E. Bruce, 
                  Washington's Colored Society. 
 
 
Series I        Photographs 
 
Box 131-141       This series includes photographs of E.F. 
to 131-142        Frazier, family members, associates, and 
                  places of interest, most notably Haiti 
                  and Bahia. 
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Series J        Memorabilia 
 
Box 131-142       This is a small series consisting of: 
                  E.F. Frazier bookplates, Reichsbank 
                  notes, posters, a photograph of a 
                  letter addressed to Ollie Harrington 
                  and a musical score.  
 
 
Series K        Scrapbooks/Photo Albums 
 
Box 131-143       This series contains scrapbooks and 
to 131-145        photo albums, The scrapbooks appear 
                  to have been collected by James E. 
                  Frazier, father of E.F. Frazier.  They 
                  contain newsclippings which document 
                  American and world events circa 1900- 
                  1903.  The three photo albums in this 
                  series contain photographs of Frazier, 
                  his family, friends, and associates. 
                  The photo albums, which date from 1947- 
                  1962, also include invitations to 
                  numerous social functions. 
 
 
Series L        Diplomas, Awards, Certificates 
 
Box 131-145 
to 131-147        This series contain academic, profess- 
                  ional, civic awards, and honors, pre- 
                  sented to E.F. Frazier.  The series 
                  also contains the diploma of Marie Ellen 
                  Brown (Frazier), from Shaw University, 
                  class of 1917. 
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                                        Container List 
 
 
                              A  Personal and Family Papers 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-1             1  Biographical Sketches 
                  2  Biographical - Curriculum Vitae 
                  3  Biographical - "E. Franklin Frazier 
                       (1894-1962):    A Profile" by Arthur P. 
                       Davis 
                  4  Eulogy for E.F. Frazier by Daniel G. 
                       Hill, May, 1962 
                  5  E.F. Frazier - In Memoriam 
                  6  Academic records 
 
                     Academic Notes 
 
                  7  History of Social Theories, Dr. F. H. 
                       Hankins, 1919-1920 
                  8  Social Reconstruction - Dr. F.H. Hankins, 
                       1919-1920 
                  9  Human Behavior, Dr. Glueck, 1920 
                  10 Labor Problems, Mr. Fitch, 1920 
                  11 General Sociology, Dr. Bernard, 1923 
                  12 Crime and its Social Treatment - 
                       Dr. Burgess, 1926 
                  13 The Crowd and the Public - Dr. Park, 
                       1926 
                  14 The Growth of the City, Dr. Burgess, 
                        1926 
                  15 Human Ecology - Prof. Park, 1926 
                  16 Social Attitudes - Prof. Faris, 1926 
                  17 The Family, Dr. Eubank, 1927 
                  18 General Introduction to Anthropology 
                       Prof.  Wallis, 1927 
                  19 Sociology and Anthropology 230- Prof. 
                       Paris 
                  20 Sociology 230 - "Conclusion Concerning 
                       the Relation of Race to Culture" 
                  21 Sociology/Anthropology 280 
                  22 General, 1920-1929 
 
131-2             1  Career - Letters of Recommendation re: 
                       E. Franklin Frazier 
                  2  Career - Correspondence re: acceptance 
                       rejections, and resignations of E. 
                       Franklin Frazier 
                  3  Travel log/notebook, 1949 
                  4  Addresses and address book 
                  5  Diary – 1924 
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                              A  Personal and Family Papers 
                                   (cont'd) 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-2             6  Diary - 1950, 1956 - scattered entries 
                  7  E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School 
                       correspondence re: Dedication 
                  8  E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School 
                       Dedication - programs - June, 1972 
                  9  E. Franklin Frazier Elementary School 
                       Dedication Program - June 1972 
                       (cassette tape) 
                  10 E. Franklin Frazier Lecture Series 
                       Programs 
                  11 Medical Papers 
                  12 Newspaper clippings about Frazier 
                       general 
                  13 Newspaper clippings about Frazier 
                       Bahia, Brazil, 1940 
                  14 Newspaper clippings about Frazier 
                       Brazil (Foreign) 
 
131-3             1  Newspaper clippings about Frazier - Haiti 
                  2  Newspaper clippings - Brazil (general) 
                  3  Passports 
                  3a Programs on which his name appears 
 
                     Financial Papers 
 
                  4  General 
                  5  Invoices and receipts 
                  6  Contributions paid by E.F. Frazier 
                  7  Royalties 
                  8  Earnings statements 
                  9  Correspondence re: purchases 
                  10 Correspondence and receipts re: book 
                       purchases 
                  11 Professional organization's fees 
                  12 Re: property - general 
                  13 Re: property - Aiken and Faulkner 
                  14 Atlanta and Lowry National Bank 
                  15 Atlanta Mutual Building Loan and Savings 
                       Association 
                  16 Chatham Savings, and Loan Co., Savannah, 
                       Ga.- 1927-1930 
                  17 Chatham Savings and Loan Co., Savannah, 
                       Ga. -1931-32 
                  18 Chatham Savings and Loan Co., Savannah, 
                       Ga. - 1933-35 
                  19 Citizens Federal Savings and Loan 
                       Association 
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                              A  Personal and Family Papers 
                                   (cont'd) 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-3             20 Citizens Savings Bank and Trust Co. 
                  21 Citizens Trust Co. re: property 
                  22 Cornelius King and Son Renting Agents 
                       re: property 
                  23 Elyea, Inc., Georgia - re: property 
                  24 Industrial Realty Co., Atlanta Ga. 
                  25 Douglass National Bank, Chicago, Ill. 
                  26 Dunbar National Bank of New York 
                  27 Empire Trust Co.,  N.Y. 
                  28 Ennion G. Williams Hospital 
                  29 First National Bank of Washington 
                  30 Financial Independence Founders, N.Y.C. 
                  31 Fisk University 
                  32 George Washington University Cancer 
                       Clinic, Washington, D.C. 
 
131-4             1  Howard University 
                  2  Illinois Personal Finance Co. 
                  3  Industrial Bank of Washington 
                  4  Liberty National Bank of Washington 
                  5  Medical College of Virginia 
                  6  Morris Plan Bank of Washington 
                  7  Perpetual Building Association, 
                       Washington, D.C. 
                  8  Second National Bank of Washington 
                  9  Unpaid bills 
                  10 Financial papers of others 
                  11 Income Tax papers 
 
                     Insurance Policies 
 
                  12 American Alliance Insurance Co. 
                  13 Atlanta Title and Trust Co. 
                  14 The Baltimore American Insurance Co. 
                       of N.Y. 
                  15 Bankers Life and Casualty Co., 
                       Chicago, Ill. 
                  16 Broadway Insurance Agency 
                  17 Continental Casualty Co., Illinois 
                  18 Federal Life  Insurance Co. 
                  19 Fireman's Insurance Co. 
                  20 Gandy-McAlpin Enterprises, Inc. 
                  21 Home Indemnity Co. 
                  22 Howard University Employee's Group 
                       Life Insurance 
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                              A  Personal and Family Papers 
                                   (cont'd) 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-4             23 Insurance Co. of the State of Pennsylvania 
                  24 Mutual Life Insurance Co., N.Y. 
                  25 National Benefit Life Insurance Co. 
                  26 National Retired Teachers Association, 
                       D.C. 
                  27 Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., MD 
                  28 New York Casualty Co. 
                  29 North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
                  30 Postal Life Insurance Co. 
                  31 Provident Life and Accident Insurance 
                       Co., Tennessee 
                  32 Royal Indemnity Co., N.Y. 
                  33 St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance 
                  34 Standard Life Insurance Co. 
                  35 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Associa- 
                       tion of America 
 
                     Legal Papers 
 
                  36 Re: property 
                  37 Re: Automobile 
                  38 Free paper of 21 year old (signed by 
                       Elliott Whitehead, 1830) 
                  39 Subpoena to appear before Internal 
                       Security Subcommittee of the U.S. 
                       Senate, March 29, 1955 
                  40 Estate of Stuart Frazier 
                  41 Loyalty Case re: E. Franklin Frazier 
                  42 General 
 
131-5                Family Papers - Marie Brown Frazier 
 
                  1  Correspondence -  A - D 
                  2  Correspondence -  E - F 
                  3  Correspondence -  Frazier, E. Franklin 
                  4  Correspondence -  G - H 
                  5  Correspondence -  I - L 
                  6  Correspondence -  M - P 
                  7  Correspondence -  Q - T 
                  8  Correspondence -  U - Z 
                  9  Correspondence -  Incomplete names 
                  10 Correspondence -  Illegible and no 
                       signature 
                  11 Correspondence -  Letters of Condolence 
                       A-L 
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                              A  Personal and Family Papers 
                                   (cont'd) 
 
                     Family Papers - Marie Brown Frazier 
 
Box               Folder 
 
131-5            12  Correspondence - Letters of Condolence - 
                       M-Z 
                 13  Letters of Condolence - Incomplete names 
                 14  Letters of Condolence - Illegible 
                       signatures 
                 15  Telegrams  of Condolence - A-Z 
                 16  Announcements 
                 17  Envelopes 
                 18  Poetry - Christmas Card w/verse by 
                       M.B. Frazier 
                 19  Articles re: E. Franklin Frazier 
                 20  Newspaper clippings re: E. F. Frazier 
                 21  Newspaper clippings re: Dr. Frederick 
                       Funderbung 
                 22  Royalty Statements 
                 23  Receipts 
                 24  E.F. Frazier Library. University of 
                       Ghana, Legon 
 
                     Family Papers - Calvin S. Brown 
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                  5  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  6  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  7  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  8  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  9  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  10 Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
 
                     The Evolution of Religion Among American 
                       Negroes 
 
131-73            1  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  2  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  3  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  4  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  5  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
                  6  Manuscript - Unarranged   rough    draft 
 
                     Negro Church in America 
 
                  7  Book reviews 
                  8  Galley proof 
                  9  Galley proof 
                  10 Manuscript - Unarranged rough draft 
                  11 Manuscript - Unarranged rough draft 
                  12 References on the Negro Church - rough 
                       draft 
 
                  13 "Memorandum submitted to Dr. Guy B. 
                       Johnson embodying stories of 
                       experiences with whites particularly 
                       in the South" (unpublished) 
                  14 "Harlem De wheel widin a wheel" 
                         (unpublished) 
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131-74            1  Manuscript 
                  2  Correspondence 
                  3  Note  cards 
                  4  Note  cards 
                  5  Note  cards 
                  6  Note  cards 
                  7  Note  cards 
                  8  Note  cards 
                  9  Note  cards 
                  10 Note  cards 
                  11 Research materials 
 
                     Articles & Chapters in Books 
 
131-75            1  "Adequacy of Income in Negro Families 
                       in Selected Cities" 
                  2  "An Analysis of Statistics on Negro 
                       Illegitimacy in the United States" 
                  3  "Anti-Semitism Among Negroes" 
                  4  "Areas of Research in Race Relations" 
                  5  "Attitudes of Negroes toward Post 
                       War-World Organizations" 
                  6  "Attitudes of Negroes toward Post 
                       War-World Organizations" 
                  7  "Black and Red" 
                  8  "The Booker T. Washington Papers" 
                  9  "Certain Aspects of Conflict in the 
                       Negro Family" 
                  10 "Children in Black and Mulattoes 
                       Families" 
                  11 "A Comparison of Negro White Relations 
                       in Brazil and in the United States" 
                  12 "Condition of Negroes in American Cities" 
                  13 "In Defense of John Henry" 
                  14 "Desegregation as an Object of 
                        Sociological Study" 
                  15 "The Development of Creole Cultures in 
                       Plantation areas" 
                  16 "Du Bois' Program for the Negro in the 
                        Present Crisis" 
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131-75            17 "The Economic Subordination of the 
                       Negro" 
                  18 "Enfant Terrible" 
                  19 "En Quoi Les Noirs D'Amerique Peuvent 
                       ils Contribuer Au Development 
                       Social De L'Afrique? 
                  20 "The Evolving Class Structure in 
                       Kingston" 
                  21 "Frazier urges Public Campaign to 
                       Implement Court Decisions" 
                  22 "The "Funny" Mental Facts of Raze 
                        Prejudice" 
                  23 "The Future of the Negro in American 
                       Civilization" - outline 
                  24 "God and War" 
                  25 "Graduate Education in Negro Colleges 
                        and Universities" 
                  26 "Human, All Too Human" 
                  27 "Impact of Colonialism on African 
                       Social Forms and Personality" 
                  28 "Impact of Colonialism on African 
                       Social Forms and Personality" 
 
131-76            1  "Integration and the Assimilation of 
                       the Negro in American Society" 
                  2  The Integration of the Negro into 
                        American Life 
                  3  Introduction and Forward to Army Life 
                       in a Black Regiment 
                  4  Introduction, Caribbean Studies: A 
                       Symposium 
                  5  Text - Caribbean Studies A Symposium 
                  6  "Labor" for The Encyclopedia of Labor 
                  7  "My Relation with the Atlanta School of 
                       Social Works" 
                  8  "The Negro American" (Chapter for 
                       Roucek) Twentieth Century America 
                  9  "The Negro and Birth Control" 
                  10 "The Negro Community a Cultural Phenomenon" 
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131-76            11 "The Negro Family" 
                  12 "The Negro Family" in Anshen's, The Family 
                       in Modern Society 
                  13 "The Negro Family in Chicago" Research 
                       Contributions to Urban Sociology 
                  14 "Negro Harlem: An Ecological Study" 
                  15 "The Negro in America" Grolier Encyclopedia 
                  16 "The Negro in the United States" 
                  17 Revision for Ruth Anshen on "The Family" 
                       Chapter from The Negro in the U.S. 
                  18 "A Negro Industrial (group) 
                  19 "The Negro Slave Family" 
                  20 "Negro Youth" American Youth After the War 
                  21 "The Negro's Struggle to Find His Soul" 
 
131-77            1  "The New Role of the Negro Woman" 
                  2  "A Note for Racialists" 
                  3  "Occupational Classes Among Negroes 
                       in Cities" 
                  4  "On the Death of Louis Wirth" 
                  5  "The Pathology of Race Prejudice" 
                  6  "The Present State of Sociological 
                       Knowledge Concerning Race Relations" 
                  7  "The Present State of Sociological 
                       Knowledge Concerning Race Relations" 
                  8  "The Present Status of the Negro Family 
                       in the United States" 
                  9  "Problems and Needs of Negro Children 
                       and Youth Resulting from Family Dis- 
                       organization" Journal of Negro Edu- 
                       cation Yearbook 1950 
                  10 "Professional Education for Negro Social 
                       Workers"  
                  11 "The Putting Away of 'Sister Jones'" 
                  12 "Race Contacts and the Social Structure" 
                  13 "Race Problems in World Society" 
                  14 "Race Relations in World Perspective" 
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131-77            15 "Race Relations in World Perspective" 
                  16 Race Tensions a Radio Discussion 
                       E.F. Frazier et al 
                  17 "Recent Developments in the Race Problem 
                       in the United States" 
                  18 "Rejoinder to Herskovits" 
                  19 "Seize Negro Second Door from the Dean of 
                       Women of Fisk and Lynch Him" 
                  20 "Sex Life of the American and African 
                       Negro":  Encyclopedia of Sexual Behavior 
                  21 "Sex Life of the American and African 
                       Negro."  Encyclopedia of Sexual Behavior 
                       rough draft 
                  22 "Sex Life of the American and African 
                       Negro."  Encyclopedia of Sexual Behavior 
                  23 "Sex Morality Among Negroes" 
                  24 "A Short Excerpt from the Charter Day 
                       Address" 
 
                  25 "Sociologic Factors in the Formation of 
                       Sex Attitudes" 
                  26 "Sociologic Theory and Race Relations" 
                  27 "Some Aspects of Family Disorganization 
                       Among Negroes" 
                  28 "Some Aspects of Race Relations in Brazil" 
                  29 "Some Aspects of Race Relations in Brazil" 
                  30 "Southern Scenes?" 
                  31 "Theoretical Structure of Sociology and 
                       Sociological Research" 
                  32 "Tightening of the Bonds About the Negro 
                       Community" 
 
131-78            1  "Urbanization and its Effects Upon the 
                       Task of Nation-Building in Africa 
                       South of the Sahara" 
                  2  "Urbanization and its Effects upon the 
                       Task of Nation-Building in Africa 
                       South of the Sahara                         
                  3  "Urbanization and Social Change in 
                       Africa" 
                  4  "Urbanization and Social Change in 
                       Africa" 
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131-78            5  "Urbanization and Social Change in Africa" 
                  6  "Urbanization and Social Change in Africa" 
                  7  "Urbanization and Social Change in Africa" 
                  8  "What is Social Equality? 
                  9  "What the Inter-Racial Movement Should  
                        Accomplish" 
                  10 "Where are the Negro Radicals?" 
                  11 A World Community and a Moral Order 
 
                                                                   
                     Book Reviews 
 
                  12 1928-1933 
                  13 1934-1939 
                  14 1940-1943 
                  15 1944-1946 
                  16 1947-1956 
                  17 Book Reviews, Comments and Proposed books 
                       1960-1961 
                  18 "Africa is Dead! Long Live Africa" 
                  19 "An American Dilemma" 
                  20 "Black Metropolis" 1945 
                  21 "The Free Negro in North Carolina" 
                  22 "Negroes in Brazil" 
 
131-79            1  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  2  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  3  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  4  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  5  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  6  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  7  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  8  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  9  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  10 Unarranged rough drafts 
                  11 Unarranged rough drafts 
                  12 Unarranged rough drafts 
                  13 Unarranged rough drafts 
                  14 Unarranged rough drafts 
                  15 Unarranged rough drafts 
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131-80            1  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  2  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  3  Unarranged rough drafts 
                  4  Unarranged rough drafts 
 
                     Lectures & Public Statements 
 
                  5  Black Bourgeoisie 
                  6  Comments on Acceptance of the Achieve- 
                       ment Award.  Howard University Alumni 
                       of New York 
                  7  "Condition of Negroes in American 
                       Cities" Outline 
                  8  "Effects of New Deal on the Negro Farmer" 
                  9  "L'Evolution Recente Du Problem Racial 
                       Aux Etats - Unis" 
                  10 Howard Fast's Freedom Road 
                  11 "The Importance of Anthropology for 
                       Guidance Workers" 
                  12 Introduction of the Honorable Norman 
                       W. Manley 
                  13 "The Problem of Intercultural Relations" 
                  14 "The Role of the Family in the Assimila- 
                       tion Process" 
                  15 "Some Problems of Africa" 
                  16 Smith College Address 
                  17 Theoretical Structure of Sociology 
 
                  18 Research Methods in Studies of Minorities 
                  19 Sociological Approach to Racial & 
                       Cultural Problems 
                  20 Speaking Engagements Jan. 1, - Dec. 31, 
                       1961 
                  21 The U.S. Negro Problem a Talk with 
                       Professor Frazier, E. Breuer 
                  22 Sports Illustrated March 21, 1960 
 
 
131-81                        E Research Projects 
 
                     The Negro in the United States General 
 
                  1  A Study of the Negro Family - Tentative 
                       Outline 
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131-81            2  Research Project for the Continuation 
                       of the Study of the Negro Family 
                  3  "Family Trees and the Negro" 
                  4  Proposal - The Negro in the Urban 
                       Environment 
                  5  Newsclippings 
                  6  Notes for Course Work 
                  7  Notes on Migration 
                  8  "Tradition and Patterns of Negro 
                       Family Life in the United States" 
                       E.F. Frazier 
 
                     NFUS - Case Studies Chicago 
 
                  9  Criminal Court Proceedings 
                  10 Delinquency Cases 
                  11 Documents from Court of Domestic 
                       Relations 
                  12 Documents of Families coming to 
                       the Urban League 
                  13 Documents on Higher Class Families in 
                       Chicago 
 
131-82            1  Incidents and Characters in Chicago 
                       Community 
                  2  Illegitimate births 
                  3  Illegitimate births 
                  4  Report on the Angelus Relief Guild 
 
                     NFUS - Cases Studies Tennessee 
 
                  5  Community Documents 
                  6  Negro Juvenile Cases Nashville, 
                       1925-1929 
                  7  Negro Juvenile Cases Nashville, 
                       1925-1929 
                  8  Negro Juvenile Cases Nashville, 
                       1925-1929 
                  9  Miscellaneous Family Histories of 
                       Different Parts of Tennessee 
                  10 Mr. Hunter's Documents on Families in 
                       South Nashville, Miss Savage's 
                       Document on "Malloy's Alley" 
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l31-82            11 Student documents on "Choice of Mate" 
                       Etc. 
                  12 The "Hobo" - Interview with Earl Cart- 
                        wright 
 
                     NFUS - Case Studies Other 
 
                  13 What the Tenement Family Has and What it 
                       Pays For It. Carey Batchelor 
                  14 Red Cross Family Service Birmingham, 
                       Alabama 
                  15 Proposal - A Social and Economic Study 
                       of Negro Families In the District 
                       of  Columbia... 
 
                     NFUS  - Statistics, Graphs Charts 
 
131-83            1  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  2  Data  on illegitimate birth 
                  3  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  4  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  5  Data  on illegitimate births 
                  6  Code  for punch card 
                  7  Employment and profession charts 
                  8  Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  9  Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  10 Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  11 Rough tables from census cards 
                  12 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
 
131-84            1  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  2  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  3  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  4  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  5  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  6  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  7  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  8  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  9  Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  10 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  11 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
                  12 Statistics,  graphs, charts 
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131-34            13 Statistics, graphs, charts 
                  14 Statistics, graphs, charts 
 
                     NFUS - Family Histories 
 
131-85            1  Mamie Adams 
                  2  Geraldine B. Alves 
                  3  Eloise F. Anderson 
                  4  Sarah L. Anderson 
                  5  William G. Anderson 
                  6  Dorothy Ernestine Austin 
                  7  Muriel Avery 
                  8  Dorothy Baker 
                  9  James G. Banks 
                  10 Lula V. Battle 
                  11 Cris L. Beane 
                  12 Jennie Mae Beatly 
                  13 Louis Berry 
                  14 Constance Berryman 
                  15 James Blow 
                  16 Constance R. Bolling 
                  17 Hortense Booth 
                  18 Julia W. Boulding 
                  19 Jane Bowlas 
                  20 Carrie Brady 
                  21 Mildred Frances Bray 
                  22 Robert Brown 
                  23 Raymond A. Brownbow 
                  24 Wilma Jean Burton 
                  25 Violet B. Cates 
                  26 Helen R. Calloway 
                  27 Mary Cannaday 
                  28 Lily R. Carmely 
                  29 Kathryn Chapman 
                  30 Anthony Driver Chase 
 
131-86            1  Julie Spain Cheevers 
                  2  Gloria Chevers 
                  3  Lewis Clymer 
                  4  Marcelyn R. Cobbs 
                  5  Dorcas C. Cofer 
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131-86            6  Margaret Coleman 
                  7  Mary  Ethel Coleman 
                  8  Anna  Cook 
                  9  Mary  Wheeler Crowley 
                  10 Dora  R. Curtis 
                  11 Thelma M. Dale 
                  12 Harrietta Davenport 
                  13 Alberta H. Davis 
                  14 Florence Davis 
                  15 Marguery Davis 
                  16 R. Davis 
                  17 Day Family 
                  18 Olive Ann Dellaud 
                  19 Mary Jane Dickerson 
                  20 Phyllis Downing 
                  21 Lottie L. Drew 
                  22 Pauline L. Ellis 
                  23 Ella Louise English 
                  24 Hazel Fitzgerald Lee 
                  25 June L. Flippen 
                  26 Pearle Forman 
                  27 Lydia E. Gilmore 
                  28 Carrie B. Glover 
                  29 Leona Glover 
                  30 Dena T. Goodman 
                  31 Dewreatha V. Green 
                  32 Helen R. Green 
                  33 Martha H. Green 
                  34 M.F. Hainsworth 
 
131-87            1  Agnes Hardie 
                  2  Malcolm B. Harwood 
                  3  Alma S. Hastie 
                  4  Gracie L. Hawkins 
                  5  Lula Mae Haynesworth 
                  6  Geraldin B. Herndon 
                  7  Edna M. Henry 
                  8  Oscar Herron 
                  9  Daisy T. Hicks 
                  10 Anti M. Hines 
                  11 Valors Deraughn Hines 
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131-87            12 Esther S. Holloway 
                  13 Gertha L. Howell 
                  14 John M. Hubbard 
                  15 Josephine Hubbard 
                  16 Doris L. Hughes 
                  17 Katherine Irving 
                  18 Mildred Jackson 
                  19 Alice May James 
                  20 Juanita C. James 
                  21 Betsy R. Johnson 
                  22 Edith Johnson 
                  23 Elaine E. Johnson 
                  24 Eunice Johnson 
                  25 Gwendolyn Z. Johnson 
                  26 Jessye Johnson 
                  27 Lois P. Johnson 
                  28 Mildred V. Johnson 
                  29 Mignon P. Johnson 
                  30 William J. Johnson 
                  31 Isham Jones 
                  32 Grace Law Jover 
 
131-88            1  Katherine V. Kearney 
                  2  Jean M. Kemp 
                  3  Constance Kennedy 
                  4  Josephine E. King 
                  5  V. Hortense King 
                  6  Patricia A. Lacey 
                  7  Patricia A. Lacey 
                  8  Eustace G. Landers 
                  9  Essie J. Lark 
                  10 Dorothy B. Lee 
                  11 Mary King Lee 
                  12 The Lewis Family 
                  13 Emile Lewis 
                  14 Charles Ira Liburd 
                  15 Harrison Lightfoot 
                  16 E. Emily Lippman 
                  17 Beatrice Wright Lochard 
                  18 Jeanne Mallette 
                  19 Loretta Marchman 
                  20 Novella Markham 
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131-88            21 Maria W. Martin 
                  22 Majorie Maynard 
                  23 Bertha W. Miller 
                  24 Corinne Mitchell 
                  25 Doris Morrison 
                  26 Maelyn McClain 
                  27 Flora B. McClarty 
                  28 Alice L. McCoo 
                  29 Wendell L. McCowwell 
                  30 Patricia McGrew 
                  31 Katherine Nelson 
                  32 Susie L. Newman 
                  33 Elaine Pace 
                  34 Ernest Parkes Jr. 
                  35 Joseph Lenard Parker 
                  36 Sarah E. Parker 
 
131-89            1  Grace E. Payne 
                  2  Bessie E. Peterson 
                  3  Edward Plummer 
                  4  Mary L. Pitts 
                  5  Ona Polk 
                  6  Esther G. Pollard 
                  7  Juanita M. Ponder 
                  8  B. Ruth Powell 
                  9  Ardelle Quarles 
                  10 Alfonso J. Radford 
                  11 Myrtle E. Redd 
                  12 Creola Dwin Reed 
                  13 Lilian M. Reynolds 
                  14 Lilias C. Rivera 
                  15 Lawrence E. Roberts 
                  16 Grace L. Robinson 
                  17 Juanita Robinson 
                  18 Velvalea H. Rogers 
                  19 Velvalea-H. Rogers 
                  20 Charles W. Roman 
                  21 Catherine R. Rowe 
                  22 Mildred Rowland 
                  23 Doris C. Sawyer 
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131-89            24 Alama J. Scott 
                  25 Jean LaFonde Scott 
                  26 Martha Settle 
                  27 Jenne Shields 
                  28 Elvena M. Shorter 
                  29 Louise Sills 
                  30 Alfredo M. Smith 
                  31 Constance Smith 
                  32 Ed Rose Smith 
 
131-90            1  Maye Smith 
                  2  Nadine Smith 
                  3  Nelson J. Smith 
                  4  Shirley M. Smith 
                  5  Phyllis Simons 
                  6  The Smiths 
                  7  Thelma Spencer 
                  8  Catherine Darden Spruill 
                  9  Louella M. Stantan 
                  10 William M. Steen 
                  11 Martina Street 
                  12 Ruby L. Sullivan 
                  13 Edith M. Surff 
                  14 M. Alexine Tanner 
                  15 Fredrick Tate 
                  16 Madeline William Tate 
                  17 Kathyrn R. Taylor 
                  18 Sara D. Taylor 
                  19 Gene Thompson 
                  20 Lucille L. Thompson 
                  21 Evelyn C. Till 
                  22 Lucimarian Tolliver 
                  23 Percy W. Tucker 
                  24 Dorothy Urback 
                  25 Helen Vanderhoop 
                  26 Patricia Ruth Vines 
                  27 Gloria Vinson 
                  28 Lauretta Julia Wallace 
                  29 Mary Alice Ward 
                  30 John Wesley Washington 
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131-91            1  Eva Lorraine Weeks 
                  2  Alma Francis West 
                  3  Majorie A. West 
                  4  Elizabeth Ann White 
                  5  Williene White 
                  6  Emma L. Wilkens 
                  7  Carmen Willette 
                  8  Emma J. Williams 
                  9  Grayer Williams 
                  10 Heloise West Williams 
                  11 Joaquine Williams 
                  12 Joshua Sloan Williams 
                  13 Peggy Ann Williams 
                  14 Ward Williams 
                  15 Mabel Wilson 
                  16 William E. Wilson 
                  17 Harvey Woods 
                  18 Anna Wrenn 
                  19 Lucille Young 
                  20 Ruby F. Young 
                  21 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  22 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  23 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  24 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  25 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  26 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  27 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  28 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  29 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  30 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  31 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  32 Family  Histories  -  No name 
                  33 Family  Histories  -  No name 
 
131-92            1  The History of the Afro-American 
                  2  The Hill Family 
                  3  The Moorland Family 
                  4  Mr. Moses' document 
                  5  Alabama 
                  6  The Jackson-Whites of New York State 
                  7  North Carolina 
                  8  Ohio 
                  9  Ohio 
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131-92            10 Unarranged family histories 
                  11 Unarranged family histories 
 
131-93            1  Unarranged family histories 
                  2  Unarranged family histories 
                  3  Unarranged family histories 
                  4  Unarranged family histories 
                  5  Unarranged family histories 
                  6  Unarranged family histories 
                  7  Ex Slave Autobiographies 
                  8  Copies of printed documents from The 
                       Journal of Negro History 
                  9  Family histories of classes and miscellan- 
                       eous documents 
                  10 Interruptions in the Family by Lillian 
                       Nesbit 
 
                     NFUS - Correspondence 
 
131-94            1  Correspondence - field workers 
                  2  Expense vouchers 
                  3  Expense vouchers 
                  4  Suggested mailing list for question- 
                       nairs - business cards 
                  5  Suggested mailing list 
                  6  Family information from Who's Who in 
                       Colored America 
                  7  Correspondence  - A-B 
                  8  Correspondence  - C-D 
                  9  Correspondence  - E-F 
                  10 Correspondence  - G 
                  11 Correspondence  - H 
                  12 Correspondence  - I-L 
                  13 Correspondence  - M 
                  14 Correspondence  - N-Q 
                  15 Correspondence  - R 
 
131-95            1  Correspondence  - S 
                  2  Correspondence  - T 
                  3  Correspondence  - V-Z 
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131-95            4  Correspondence to City and State Departments 
                       of Vital Statistics A-L 
                  5  Correspondence to City and State Departments 
                       of Vital Statistics M-Z 
                  6  Correspondence from, City and State 
                       Departments of Vital Statistics A-N 
                  7  Correspondence from City and State 
                       Departments of Vital Statistics 0-Z 
                  8  Correspondence, Frank Notestein, Re:  
                       Census Data 
 
                                                                   
                     NFUS - Family History Questionnaires 
 
131-96            1 Blank questionnaires 
                  2 Information concerning distribution of 
                      family questionnaires 
                  3 Family questionnaires suggested for further 
                      investigation 
                  4 1 - 104 
                  5 105 - 199 
                  6 200 - 299 
                  7 300 - 400 
                  8 401 - 499 
                  9 500 - 599 
 
  131-97          1 600 - 699 
                  2 670 - 699 
                  3 700 - 750 
                  4 751 - 799 
                  5 800 - 850 
                  6 851 - 899 
                  7 900 - 950 
 
  131-98          1 951 - 999 
                  2 1000 - 1050 
                  3 1051 - 1099 
                  4 1100 - 1150 
                  5 1151 - 1199 
                  6 1200 - 1250 
                  7 1251 - 1299 
 
  131-99          1  1300 - 1350 
                  2  1351 - 1399 
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131-99            3  1400  -  1450 
                  4  1451  -  1499 
                  5  1500  -  1550 
                  6  1551  -  1599 
                  7  1600  -  1650 
                  8  1651  -  1699 
 
131-100           1  1700  -  1750 
                  2  1751  -  1799 
                  3  1800  -  1850 
                  4  1851  -  1899 
                  5  1900  -  1950 
                  6  1951  -  1999 
                  7  2000  -  2050 
                  8  2051  -  2099 
 
131-101           1  2100 -  2150 
                  2  2151 -  2199 
                  3  2200 -  2250 
                  4  2251 -  2299 
                  5  2300 -  2350 
                  6  2351 -  2399 
                  7  2400  - 2450 
                  8  2451 -  2499 
 
131-102           1  2500 -   2550 
                  2  2551 -   2599 
                  3  2600 -   2650 
                  4  2651 -   2699 
                  5  2700 -   2750 
                  6  Unnumbered 
 
 
                     NFUS - Questionnaire Cards 
 
131-103           1  Hainsworth - Harris 
                  2  Harrison - Haynes 
                  3  Haywood - Hill 
                  4  Hilliard - Houston 
                  5  Howard - Hylton 
                  6  I 
                  7  Jackson 
                  8  Jacobs - Jewel 
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131-103           9  Johnson 
                  10 Jones - Julks 
                  11 K 
                  12 La Brauche - Lester 
                  13 Levy - Lytle 
                  14 McAdams - McCullough 
                  15 McCurry - McWilliams 
                  16 Mable - Martin 
                  17 Mason - Miller 
                  18 Milton - Moore 
                  19 Moreland - Myrich 
                  20 N 
                  21 O 
                  22 Face - Peacock 
                  23 Pearson - Pinkett 
                  24 Pinkston - Pyle 
                  25 Q 
 
                     Negro Youth Study 
 
131-l04           1  "Status of Negro Youth" Robert Southland 
                  2  "On Being a Negro Youth" 
                  3  Memorandum concerning the Manuscript 
                       submitted by Dr. Frazier 
                  4  Racial Factor in the Personality of 
                       Negro Youth Middle States Area. 
                       E. Franklin Frazier 
                  5  Youth Study carbon of lst copy (rejected) 
                  6  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  7  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  8  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  9  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  10 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  11 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  12 Unarranged  rough  draft 
 
131-105           1  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  2  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  3  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  4  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  5  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  6  Unarranged  rough  draft 
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131-105           7  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  8  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  9  Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  10 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  11 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  12 Unarranged  rough  draft 
                  13 Unarranged  rough  draft 
 
131-l06           1  A tentative outline of the scope, 
                       organization, and budget of A 
                       Study of the Effect of the Minority 
                       Status of the Negro on the Person- 
                       ality Development of Negro Youth 
                  2  Outline of approach to the study of the 
                       Negro community 
                  3  Criticism of study 
                  4  Agenda of meeting to discuss study 
                  5  Methods of study 
                  6  Report forms - Blank 
                  7  American Youth Commission forms 
                       being used 
                  8  Weekly work chart folders 
                  9  Expenses 
                  10 Memorandum to advisory committee 
                  11 Memorandum to Directors of the Negro 
                       Youth Study 
                  12 An Introductory Definition of the 
                       Research Problem, in the Chicago area. 
                  13 Methodology - Southern Rural area 
                  14 American Youth Commission printed 
                       material 
                  15 American Youth Council Bulletin 
                       June 1938 - Dec. l939 (issues missing) 
                  16 Press Release:  Mrs. Roosevelt's talk 
                       before second National Conference on 
                       the problem of the Negro and Negro 
                       Youth -                                     
                  18 Guided interviews 
 
131-107           1  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
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131-107           2  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  3  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  4  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  5  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  6  National Committee on Segregation in 
                       the Nation's Capital - Report 
                  7  Untitled manuscript, author unknown 
                  8  Social Pathology, crime and delinquency 
                  9  Conference on the needs of Negro Youth 
                       1940 
                  10 The Negro Domestic Worker by Helen Levi 
                  11 Bernreuter's "Personality Inventory", 
                       completed test 
                  12 Bernreuter's "Personality Inventory", 
                       completed test 
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                       Philip M. Hauser 
                  3  "The Negro in Bahia, Brazil: A 
                       problem in method" Melville J. 
                       Herskovits 
                  4  "Labor unions and the Negro" Herbert 
                       Hill (note attached"...we would 
                       appreciate any comment you may 
                       wish to make signed Roy Wilkens") 
                  5  "A critique of selected community 
                       concepts" George A. Hillery 
                  6  "A yellow man looks at a Black world 
                       within a white world" Yonezo Hiraya- 
                       Ma (note attached"...I wish to 
                       present this copy to Mr. James Weldon 
                       Johnson.  But before doing this I 
                       want you to read it first...")  
 
                  7  "The Black and the white in the 'Sweet 
                       Land of Liberty"' Yonezo Hirayama 
                  8  "The black, and the white in the Sweet 
                       Land of Liberty" Yonezo Hirayama 
                  9  "Alain Leroy Locke: A sketch" 
                       Eugene C. Holmes                            
                 10  "War and the trade orientation of 
                       Haiti"  Giles A. Hubert 
                 11  "World affairs and U.S. race relation- 
                       ships: A note on Little Rock" 
                       Harold R. Issacs 
 
                                       - 97 - 
 
 
 
 
                             H Writings by Others (cont'd) 
 
 
Box              Folder 
 
 
131-139      12      "Negro leadership in integration 
                      activities" Carla Joye 
             l3       "Voting is white folk's business" 
                      Stetson Kennedy 
             14      "Is the large family coming back 
                      Clyde V. Kiser 
             15     "Race relations in the Soviet Union" 
                     Walter J. Kolarz 
             16    "Theses for a social psycho analysis" 
                     Hol Kopper Smith 
             17      "A research program in inter-faith 
                     relations" Benson Y. Landis 
             18      "Success and failure in job hunting" 
                     Paul Felix Lazarsfield 
             19      "What future for the Arab refugees?" 
                      Hal Lehrman 
             20      "Comments on 'Poverty: An anthropolo- 
                     gist's view"' Hylan Lewis 
                                 21      "Outline for data 
collection and com- 
                                           pilation" Hylan Lewis 
                                 22      "Outline for data 
collection and com- 
                                           pilation" Hylan Lewis 
                                 23       "Priorities in research 
about un- 
                                           married mothers" 
Elizabeth Herzog 
                                           and Hyland Lewis 
                                 24      "The impact of 
residential segregation 
                                           on ethnic 
assimilation" Stanley 
                                           Lieberson 
                                 25      "Interfaith marriages" 
Harvey Locke, 
                                           et.al 
                                 26      "Systemic linkage of' El 
Cerrito" 
                                           Charles P. Loomis 
 
                                 27      "Boyhood in Jamaica" 
Claude McKay 
                                 28      "White man's heaven 
Black, man's hell" 
                                           William Maloney 
                                 29      "Challenge to Negro 
leadership 
                                           Julian Mayfield 
                                 30      "Can education meet the 
challenge in 
                                           a declining 
civilization?" 
                                           Jewell Mazique 
                                 31     "To the board of the, 
league of women 
                                           voters of the District 
of Columbia" 
                                           Jewell Mazique 
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                              H Writings by Others (cont'd) 
 
              Box             Folder 
 
              131-139      32      "Booker T. Washington and the 
                                           rise of the 
N.A.A.C.P." 
                                           August Meier 
                                 33      "Booker T. Washington 
and the 
                                           town of Mound Bayon" 
                                           August Meier 
                                 34       "The emergence of Negro 
nationalist" 
                                           Part 1 August Meier 
                                 35      "The emergence of Negro 
nationalism" 
                                           Part 11 August Meier 
 
              131-140       1      "A scholar discoveres the 
Negro world: 
                                           Some observations on 
Richard 
                                           Bardolph's 'The Negro 
Vanguard"' 
                                           August Meier. (note 
attached ... 
                                           my comments are 
somewhat different 
                                           from most of those 
thus far 
                                           published... signed 
August Meier) 
                                  2      "The human element in 
housing" 
                                           Agnes E. Meyer 
                                  3      "Problems pose's par les 
relations 
                                           raciales et ethniques 
dans les 
                                           menages mixtes" Audree 
Michel 
                                  4      "African urbanization in 
Ndola and 
                                           Luanshya" J. Clyde 
Mitchell 
                                  5      "Labour migration and 
the tribe" 
                                           Clyde Mitchell 
                                  6      "Social change and the 
new towns   of' 
                                           Bantu Africa"  J. 
Clyde Mitchell 
                                  7      "Towns on the 
copperbelt" 
                                           Clyde Mitchell 
                                  8      "My most interesting 
experience" 
                                           Gregory Peck 
                                  9      "Vocational adjustment 
problems Of 
                                           Negro women in New 
York City" 
                                           Emma Shields Penn 
                                 10      "Vocational adjustment 
problems of 
                                           Negro women in New 
York City" 
                                           Emma Shields Penn 
                                 11      "Women doctors in 
Washington today" 
                                           Lois Irene Platt 
                                 12      "Government use of the 
social Sciences 
                                           and humanities for 
understanding and 
                                           predicting the 
behavior of foreign 
                                           societies and states" 
Maurice T. Price 
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                              H Writings by Others (cont'd) 
 
              Box             Folder 
 
              131-140       13       "Wargaming the cold war" 
                                             Maurice T. Price 
                                  14       "Changes in moral 
values over 
                                             three decades 
1929-1958" 
                                             Salomon Rettig and 
Benjamin 
                                             Pasamanick 
                                  15       "Teaching race 
questions in school" 
                                             Anthony H. Richmond 
                                  16    "Are Negro sociologist 
teaching a 
                                             false doctrine of 
the source 
                                             from which prejudice 
originates?" 
                                             Joseph H. Rose 
                                  17       "Social class 
correlates of old age" 
                                             Ansel P. Simpson 
                                  18       "Look and listening" 
Sam W. Small 
                                  19       Turpentine - A Folk  
Play 
                                             J.A. Smith and Peter 
Morrell 
                                  20       "Errors in the sex 
classifaction of 
                                             Negro children in 
the United States 
                                             census" T. Lynn 
Smith 
                                  21       "The problem of 
national leadership 
                                             in Nigeria" H.H. 
Smythe 
                                  22       "Graduate programs and 
research 
                                             engineering colleges 
in the United 
                                             States of America" 
Benjamio 
                                             Richard Teare 
                                  23       "The plantation as a, 
race-making 
                                             situation" Edgar T. 
Thompson 
                                  24       "The socioeconomic 
background of 
                                             Negro health status" 
Clarke Tibbitts 
                                  25       "Patterns in Negro - 
white differential 
                                             morality, 1930-1957" 
Richard Tomasson 
                                  26       "The approach of the 
federal government 
                                             to the occupational 
problems of 
                                             Negroes" Robert C. 
Weaver 
                                  27       "The concept of race" 
D.A. Wilkerson 
                                  28       "Can the consitution 
be enforced" 
                                             (outline) Carey 
Williams 
                                  29       "Non-violence and the 
law: The law 
                                             needs help" Earris 
Wofford 
                                  30       "Population and 
occupation trends of 
                                             the Negro" Monroe N. 
Work 
                                  31       "The concept of Anomie 
as an analytical 
                                             tool in certain 
industrial problems" 
                                             Donald E. Wray 
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                                H Writings by Others (cont'd) 
 
               Box              Fo1der 
 
               131-140        32       "Age heaping in the United 
States 
                                               census, 1880-1950" 
Melvin Zelnik 
                                    33       Book reviews - Emmet 
E. Dorsey 
                                    34      "The American and 
African Negro" 
                                               No Author 
                                    35       "Do they hate 
Yemenites?" 
                                               No Author 
                                    36       "The New Horizons of 
professional 
                                               education for 
social work" 
                                               No Author 
                                    37        "Racial and 
cultural conflicts of 
                                               Indian in the 
United States" 
                                    38        A short history of 
marriage - 
                                               Book review 
                                    39       "Social Science 
statement concerning 
                                               the effects of 
racial segregation" 
                                    40       "Stay down Moses job 
discrimation in 
                                               the Nation's 
Capital" 
                                    41       "Studies in alcohol 
and alcoholism a 
                                               source book" 
                                    42       "A survey of the 
health of Negro 
                                               school children in 
Tuskegee, ALA.. 
                                    43       "The truth about 
Columbia Tennessee 
                                               case 
 
 
                                I  Photographs 
 
               131-141         1       E.F.  Frazier  (childhood 
photo) 
                                     2       E.F.  Frazier 
                                     3       E.F.  Frazier 
                                     4       E.F.  Frazier  - May 
Day 1937 
                                     5       E.F.  Frazier  
(snapshots) 
                                     6       E.F.  Frazier  and 
others (group photos) 
                                     7       E.F.  Frazier  and 
others (group photos- 
                                               snapshots) 
                                     8       E.F. Frazier  and 
other at summer 
                                               home? (group 
photos-snapshots) 
                                             Marie Brown Frazier 
                                    10       Calvin S. Brown 
                                    11       Calvin S. Brown and 
others (group 
                                               photos) 
                                    12       Calvin S. Brown - 
Reynolds Hall 
                                               Waters Institute, 
1900 (group photo) 
                                    13       Shirley Graham Du 
Bois 
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                              I  Photographs (cont'd) 
 
              Box             Folder 
 
              131-141      14       Mary E. McDonell 
                                 15       Etta Moten 
                                 16       Robert Russa Moten 
                                 17       Robert E. Parks 
                                 18       Louis White 
                                 19       Charles Winter Wood 
                                 20       Negatives 
                                 21       Placques 
                                 22       E.F. Frazier in Bahia 
                                          Bahia 
 
              131-142        1      Bahia 
                                   2      Bahia 
                                   3      Bahia 
                                   4      Bahia 
                                   5      Bahia 
                                   6     Bahia 
                                   7      Bahia 
                                   8      Bahia 
                                   9      Haiti 
                                 10       Haiti 
                                 11       Haiti 
                                 12       Haiti 
                                 13       Haiti 
                                 14       Haiti 
                                 1 5      Haiti 
                                 16       Haiti 
                                 17       Haiti 
                                 18       E.F. Frazier in Haiti. 
                                 19       Haiti - postcards 
                                 20       Trinidad 
                                 21       N. Rhodesia 10/6/40 
                                 22       Egypt 
 
                             J   Memorabilia 
 
                                 2 3      Book plates - "Ex 
libris E.F. Frazier" 
                                 24       Musical score - 
"Finis", poem by 
                                           Andy Razaf Music by 
W.C. Handy 
                                            autographed 
                                 25       Reichsbank notes: (1) 
50,000 mark; 
                                           (1) 10,000 mark 
                                 26       Poster - "Morrison is 
untrue to the 
                                           South... vote for... 
Alvin A. Cobb" 
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                             J Memorabilia (cont'd) 
 
              Box            Folder 
 
              131-142       27     Poster - "God Makes use wise 
to 
                                           know..." 
                                  28     Poster - Wilberforce 
Dept. of sociology 
                                           presents Dr. E, 
Franklin Frazier, 
                                           Nov. 15 ... 
                                  29     Photograph of a letter 
from Richard. 
                                           Gibson to Ollie 
Harrington 
                                           March 24, 1958 
                                  30     Business cards - E. 
Franklin Frazier 
                                  31     Christmas card - E. 
Franklin & 
                                           Marie B. Frazier 
 
                             K Scrapbooks/Photo Albums 
 
              13l-114        1      Scrapbook #l newsclippings 
Re: Blacks, 
                                           education, business, 
religion. 
                                           Circa 1900-1903.  
Inscribed "from 
                                           James E. Frazier to 
his children" 
                                           (Fragile Do Not 
Circulate) 
                                  2      Scrapbook #2 
newsclippings Re: Blacks, 
                                           education, the south, 
religion. 
                                           Circa 1900-1903 
(Fragile Do Not 
                                           Circulate) 
                                  3      Scrapbooks #3 
Newsclippings Re: Blacks, 
                                           politics, crime, 
education medicine, 
                                           religion, Circa 
1900-1903 
                                           (Fragile Do Not  
Circulate) 
 
              131-144       1      Photo Album, - 1947-l961 
                                  2      Photo Album - 1950-1958 
 
              131-145       1      Photo Album - 1953-1962 
                                  2      Photo Album covers 
 
                             L   Diplomas Awards Certifacte 
 
                                  3      Certificate of 
membership - Alpha 
                                           Phi Alpha Fraternity,   
Eta Lambda 
                                           Chapter, Atlanta, GA 
Nov. 22, 1926 
                                  4      Certificate of 
contribution - NAACP 
                                           Feb. 1929 
                                  5      Certificate of 
contribution - Wilson 
                                           Hospital, Chicago IL, 
July 1, 1929 
                                  6      Degree - Doctor of 
Philosophy Univer- 
                                           sity of Chicago, 
August 28, 1931 
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                               L Diplomas, Awards, Certificate 
(cont'd) 
 
               Box             Folder 
 
               131-145        7      Award - John Anisfield Award 
for 
                                              the book The Negro 
in the U.S., 
                                              1939 
                                     8      Award - Honor Roll of 
Race Relations, 
                                              presented by 
Schomburg 
                                              Collection, 1944 
                                     9      Award - National 
Negro Museum and 
                                              Historical 
Foundation Inc. 
                                              Feb. 18, 1945 
                                   10       Certificate - 
Delegate of U.S. to 
                                              1st General 
Assembly of the Inter- 
                                              American 
Statistical Institute, 
                                              Washington, D.C. 
1947 
                                   11       Award - Opportunity 
Magazine's Certifi- 
                                              cate of Reconition 
for Outstanding 
                                              Achievement, 1947 
                                   12       Certificate - 
American Overseas Airlines,, 
                                              acknowledging the 
flight from London 
                                              to N.Y. Dec. 17, 
l949 
                                   13       Award - Scholar of 
the Year, presented 
                                              by the Capital 
Press Club 
                                              May 20, 1950 
                                   14       Degree - Morgan State 
College, Honoary 
                                              Degree, Doctor of 
Laws, June 6, 1955 
                                   15       Award - McIver 
Lectureship of the 
                                              American 
Sociological Soceity, for 
                                              Bourgeoisie Noire 
Sept. 8, 1956 
                                   16       Certificate - Fellow 
of the American 
                                              Sociological Assn.  
Jan. 1. 1959 
                                   17       Award - Howard 
University, in apprecia- 
                                              tion for valuable 
service rendered 
                                              to H.U. from 
1934-1960 
 
           
               Item 
 
               131-146                 Degree - Howard University 
                                              Bachelor of Arts, 
1916 
 
                                            Degree - Clark 
University, Worchester, 
                                              MA.,  Masters of 
Arts, June 14, 1920 
 
                                            Award   Howard 
University Alumni Award 
                                              for Distinguished 
Achievement in 
                                              Sociological 
Research March 2, 1945 
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                             L Diplomas Awards   Certificates 
(cont'd) 
 
             Item 
 
             131-146                Award - Howard University 
Alumni 
                                          Club of New York      
certificate 
                                          of' Achievement, March 
4, 1951 
 
                                        Degree - University of 
Edinburgh 
                                          Doctor of Laws, l960 
(cover located 
                                          in Box 131-147) 
 
                                        Degree - Shaw University, 
to 
                                          Marie Ellen Brown, for 
comple- 
                                          tion of "Education B. 
Course" 
                                          May 10, 1917 
 
             Box 
 
             131-147                  Diploma - Public School No. 
116, 
                                          Baltimore, MD, 
completion of 
                                          Elementary School 
Course June 22, 
                                          l908 (FRAGILE DO NOT 
CIRCULATE) 
 
                                        Diploma - Colored High 
School, 
                                          Baltimore, MD., June 
21, 1912 
                                          (FRAGILE DO NO 
CIRCULATE) 
 
                                        Certificate - Kobenhauns 
University 
                                          Nov. 11, 1921 (FRAGILE 
DO NOT 
                                          CIRCULATE) 
 
                                        Medallion - Howard 
University, Alumni 
                                          Award for Distinguished 
Postgraduate 
                                          Achievement 
 
                                        Medallion - Princeton 
University 
                                          Bicentennial Medal 
 
                                    February 21, 1991  
  
  
  
  
                                 E. Franklin Frazier Papers  
  
                                  Alphabetical Name Index  
                                             to  
  
                               Family History Questionnaires  
                                   Box 131-96  to 131-102  
  
  
  
                 This listing is  arranged  alphabetically  by  
last  name.  The questionnaires  are  arranged  numerically  (as  
 
maintained  by   E. Franklin Frazier.) To access  specific  questionnaires  
 
cross  check the file number with the container list in the register  
 
to  the  E. Franklin  Frazier Papers.    The register  will  give  
 
the  box  and folder  number    where  the  questionnaire  is    
 
located  in   the collection.  
  
                 Please  note  there  are  some  forms  in  which  
 
there  is  no signature  or  the  signature  is  illegible.      
 
There  are   also questionnaires  where  only  the  last name  is  
 
listed other information  in    the  questionnaire  may  provide   
 
specifics   to identify the particular family.  
  
                 There  are  some  missing  numbers  within  the   
 
sequence   of  questionnaires.   All of  the  questionnaires  which  
 
were  received with the E. Franklin  Papers are included in the 
collection.      No forms were removed by MSRC staff.  
  
  
  
  
                                                     Karen L.Jefferson  
                                                     Curator  
                                                     February 1991  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
                         
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
                                  FRAZIER FAMILY QUESTIONNAIRE  
                                  ANONYMOUS  AND ILLEGIBLE NAMES  
  
  
  
  
              #21                            #1479                         #2342  
              #66                            #1514                         #2362  
              #179                           #1517                    #2388     
              #216                           #1521                         #2397  
              #221                           #1527                         #2405  
              #257                           #1684                         #2409  
              #337                           #1685                         #2428  
              #375                           #1686                         #2431  
              #379                           #1729                         #2463 
              #386                           #1732                         #2467  
              #394                           #1753                         #2140  
              #399                           #1774                         #2160  
              #406                           #1812                         #2490  
              #448                           #1842                         #2510  
              #462                           #1846                         #2525  
              #523                           #1853                         #2532  
              #546                           #1857                         #2535  
              #583                           #1862                         #2537  
              #592                           #1868                         #2546  
              #600                           #1895                         #2558  
              #634                           #1924                         #2581  
              #641                           #1927                         #2583  
              #650                           #1932                         #2618  
              #703                           #1935                         #2688  
              #723                           #1936 
               #748                           #1938  
              #769                           #1940  
              #784                          #1942  
              #1314                          #1945  
              #1319                          #1947  
              #1323                          #1948  
              #1331                          #1949  
              #1333                          #1950  
              #1337                          #1951  
              #1346                          #1957  
              #1347                          #1958  
              #1362                          #1965  
              #1373                          #1968  
              #1381                          #1980  
              #1413                          #1982  
              #1419                          #1983  
              #1420                          #1988  
              #1432                          #1989  
              #1447                          #1995  
              #1448                          #2022  
              #1460                          #2049  
              #1475                          #2075  
              #1477                          #2313  
              #1478                          #2331  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
                                FRAZIER FAMILY QUESTIONNAIRE  
  
  
          Able, Bertha  -  #1161  
          Adams,  (no first name given)  -  #1401  
          Adams,  Aaron A.  -  #2248  
          Adams,  Alton Augustus  -  #2600  
          Adams,  Eliza    -    #62  
          Adams,  16fEliza  -  #1092  
          Adams,  Frankie V.  -  #651  
          Adams,  Grayce       #2678  
          Adams,  James B.       #2625  
          Adams,  LaDresta       #1466  
          Adams,  Ogarita E.  -  #353  
          Adams,  W.J.    -    #835  
          Addison,  Beatrice   -   #2735  
          Aiken,  Eloise   -   #1139  
          Alexander,  (no first name given)        #1864  
          Alexander,  Addie      #903  
          Alexander,  E.L.       #809  
          Alexander,  Esther L.  -  #509  
          Alexander,  Fannie   -   #2664  
          Alexander,  Fritz W.  -  #2301  
          Alexander,  George   -   #1170  
          Alexander,  Mary E.  -  #1418  
          Alexander,  Sadie  M.  -   #98  
          Alexander,  Tiny       #1237  
          Allen,  Allene       #1163  
          Allen,  Charlie       #936  
          Allen,  Elsie  Dalores  -  #810  
          Allen,  Irma  10 C-  #2308  
          Allen,  J.W.  -  #821  
          Allen,  Lily  -  #1234  
          Allen,  Lucy  -  #1911  
          Allen,  M.P.  -  #1520  
          Allen,  Ollie  -  #2238  
          Allen,  Otto   M.  -    #1754  
          Allen,  Maude  -    #922  
          Allen,  N.B.    -  #611  
          Allen,  S.M.    -  #917  
          Allen,  William  -    #2364  
          Allison, (no first name given)        #1627  
          Allison; H.L.  -  #605  
          Allison,  J.H.   -   #2539  
          Alston,  Ella  Mae  King  -  #1682  
          Amos,  Susie  I.  -   #2726  
          Anderson,  E. Louis  -  #2569  
          Anderson,  Elijah  -  #1028  
          Anderson,  Forrest B.  -  #2582  
          Anderson,  Lanade  -  #1512  
          Anderson,  Mabel  -  #1404  
          Anderson,  Martha  -  #1667  
          Anderson,  Ollie B.  -  #2068  
          Anderson,  Vestina  -  #2053  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Anderson, Wesley A.  -  2665  
         Andrews,  (no first name given)  -  #781  
         Andrews,  Alice       #1016  
         Andrews,  Collie       #866  
         Andrews,  Fannie      #1065  
         Anthony,  Earl      #1167  
         Anthony,  Lucie Bragg       #51  
         Aplin,  Julia   -   #1116  
         Appleby,  Nannie   Louise     #2323  
         Arline,  Cleveland   -   #959  
         Arline, L.S.  -  #958  
         Armstead, Laura  -  #1303  
         Armead,  Mary  N.  -  #1909  
         Armstrong, Lilly  -  #972  
         Arnold,  (no   first  name given)    #1971  
         Arnold,  Augustus   -  #633  
         Arnold,  Calton   -   #1141  
         Arnold,  Lydia      #16253800`  
         Arnold,  Mary      #1121  
         Arnold,  Monroe   -   #875  
         Arnold,  Nettie,  D.  -  #2689  
         Arnold,  Pauline   -   #891  
         Arnold,  Ruth      #700  
         Arnold,  Willie       #901  
         Arrington, (no first name given)        #1955  
         Ashworth, Lattie  -  2116  
         Asken, Belle       #1232  
         Askew, Texana       #2505  
         Atkins,  James  A.  -   #2135  
         Atkins,  W.  Oscar  -   #2380  
         Atkinson,  W.C.   -   #2406  
         Augustus,  Blanche   -   #1749  
         Augustus, E.       #2186  
         Austin, Alice       #2011  
         Austin,  Genevieve   -   #2046  
         Austin, Maggie M. Pryor  -  #1579  
         Austin,  Selena   -   #1557  
         Avery,  J.M.  -   #19  
         Archiv,  S.H.  -   #2  
         Aylor, E.M.  -  #278  
         Bacon, H.C.  -  #2311  
         Bacon,  Pearlie  E.  -   #1619  
         Bager,  James   -   #1680  
         Bailey,  Catherine   -   #1742  
         Bailey, Clara L.K.  -  #1856  
         Bailey,  F.D.   -   #1183  
         Baker,  Abney  -    #1769  
         Baker,  Annie   -    #1365  
         Baker,  B.K.  -  #2270  
         Baker,  Blanchard A.  -  #382  
         Baker,  G.P.     #2037  
         Baker,  H.      #2242  
         Baker,  48fHazel   E.   #2121  
         Baker,  Rebecca  A.   -   #1423  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
          Baker, T.J.  -  2144  
          Ballard,  Erlynna   -   #910  
          Ballard, William H. Jr.  -  #2596  
          Banks, J.M.        #1435  
          Banks, Lillie       #823  
          Babks,  Mary  Sue  -   #1220  
          Barbaur,  Carl  J.   -   #2613  
          Barbee,  Maggie  L.   -   #1334  
          Barber,  Annie  D.   -   41783  
          Barber,  Minnie   -   #913  
          Barksdale,   Hattie   -   #2127  
          Barnes,  (no first name given)  
          Barnes,  A.B.   -   #590  
          Barnes,  Charlatte   -    #1244  
          Barnes,  Easter  A.   -   #1926  
          Barnett, Hattie  -  #970  
          Barnum,  G.M.   -   #780  
          Barnum,  Lilla  M.   -   #2454  
          Barnwell, Henry S. (Rev.)  -  #2631  
          Barr,  Mannie  M.      #1758  
          Barrell, Mary       #898  
          Barton,  A.  Leola   -   #2062  
          BaRu,  Benjamin  F.   -   #1326  
          Baskerville, Samuel J.  -  #2303  
          Bass, A.G.  -  #1991  
          Batchman,  J.M.   -   #151  
          Battle,  Robert  E.   -   #123  
          Battle,  Viola   -   #1216  
          Baurs, W.R.  -  #34  
          Bausfield,  M.O.   -   #11  
          Baxter, Pollie  -  #2024  
          1068fBeam, T.C.       #1712  
          Bean, Wenena       #1408  
          Beane, (no first name given)         #1897  
          Beath,  A.E.   -   #2307  
          Beavers,  Willie   -   #1137  
          Becket,  L.D.   -  #2002  
          Beene,   Tennessee   -   #2092  
          Bell,  Lenora  T.  -   #2589  
          Bell, Lucy A.       #860  
          Bell,  Maggie   -  #1540  
          Bentley,  Julia  E.   -   #180  
          Benton,  Emma   -  #3002  
          Benton,  L.G.   -  #2009  
          Bernard, Mildred V.  -  #2161 
         Berthal, Martin L.  -  #2531  
          Bettis,  Carrie  T.   -   #1345  
          Bettis,  Mamye  L.  -    #1563  
          Beverly,  Dora  D.  -    #1845  
          Beverly,  M.M.   -  #1925  
          Bill,  William  Y.  -  #10  
          Billings,   Matti0`  -    #2669  
          Benson,  Pharaoh  H.   -   #165  
          Bianchi,  B.A.   -  #547  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Bill, John H.  -  #572  
          Bishop,  Lucil  B.  -   #738  
          Bishop,  Maggie  -   #673  
          Black,  James  L.  -   #289  
          Black, Odel  -  #1066  
          Blackshear,  D.T.   -   #807  
          Blackshear,  David  R.  -   #2207  
          Blackwell,  Cleopatica   -   #879  
          CBlair, Ora  -  #1149  
          Blake, (no first name given)  -  #1854  
          Blake,  Charlie  -   #927  
          Blake, Mamie  -  #657  
          Blakely,  Carrie   -   #1290  
          Bland, (no first name given)  -  #1903  
          Blanding,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1532  
          Blasingame,  0.   -   #1782  
          Blauton, J.E.  -  #8  
          Bledsoe,  Ethel   -   #1555  
          Blodgett,  S.A.   -   #2212  
          Bloodworth,  Annabelle   -   #385  
          Bloodworth,  Annabelle   -   #385  
          Blount,   Fearsome    #1266  
          Blount, Joseph J.  -  #663  
          Blowe,  Marinda   -   #1507  
          Boatright, O.H.        #182  
          Boddie,  Arthur  #1213  
          Bohannan,  R.B.  -   #762  
          Bohannan,  R.B.  -   #763  
          Bolden,  Nina  B.  -   #1621  
          Bonds, Della      #1054  
          Bonds, Lula      #1262  
          Bonner,  Frederick  D.  -   #2337  
          Bonner,  Minnie   -   #2729  
          Bonner, Rosalean G.  -  #2164  
          Bonner,  Susie  -   #2262  
          Bonnette, Verna E.  -  #1470  
          Booker,  Portia       #1494  
          Boon,  Hersey  S.  -   #2493  
          Bostick, Vernetta  -  41724  
          Boswell,  Erma  -   #1386  
          Bottoms, G.A.  -  #566  
          Bottoms,  Wilbur   -   #567  
          Boulding, Ruffin P.  -  #2434  
          Boulware, Lemuel Ross  -  #1693  
          Bousfield, Maudellee  -  #5  
          Bowels, Daniel W.  -  #2356  
          Bowens,  Cherry       #2475  
         Bowler,  H.  Price    #1863  
          Bowles, M.H.  -  #2166  
          Boyd, (no first name given)  #2420  
          Boyd, Clara      #1569  
          Boyd, Ernest      #2548  
          Boyd, Herbert William  -  #2575  
          Boyd,  Lottie  L.  -   #1492  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Boyer,  Madell   -   #783  
         Boykis, Annie L.  -  #1549  
         Brabham,  Alice   -   #1755  
         Bradford,  N.R.   -   #267  
         Bradley,  R.B.   -   #861  
         Branch,  (no  first  name   given)  #1928  
         Branch, W. Harold  -  2315  
         Brandon, Mary Ella Thomason  -  #732  
         Branham,  Alice   -   #2136  
         Bray,  E.L.  -   #1341  
         Brazeal,  B.R.   -   #1173  
         Brazeal,  C.  -   #938  
         Brazeal,  Carrie   -   #973  
         Brazeal,  Della   -   #937  
         Brent, Albert L. (Rev.)  -  #2442  
         Brett,  Arthur   -   #2496  
         Bridgeforth, Datie M.  -  #1848  
         Briggs, William L.  -  #2338  
         Bright, Harry A.  -  #2335  
         Bright,   Ralph  -  #1820  
         Brimdle, Alice   V.  -  #1726  
         Brinkly,  Hutch   -   #2154  
         Brinson,  Clara   -   #990  
         Britt,   Hattie  -  #2471  
         Britton,   J.A.  -  #1179  
         Broady,   Agnes  -  #1977  
         Brock,   Thelma  -  #1256  
         Brockman,   G.   -  #1778  
         Brookins, Lottie  -  #1260  
         Brooks, (no first name given)        #1956  
         Brooks,  Marie  R.  -  #2120  
         Brooks,  Pearl   -  #2187  
         Brooks, Ulysses S.  -  #2378  
         Broughton,    E.E.   #733  
         Broughton,   Lenora     #847  
         Broughthon,   Emma     #950  
         Brown,  (no   first  name given)  -  #2180  
         Brown,  (no   first  name given)  -  #2178  
         Brown,  (no   first  name given)  -  #2169  
         Brown,  (no   first  name given)  -  #782  
         Brown,  ssie      #2192  
         Brown,  Chestine     #2464  
         Brown,  Clara    B.  #1245  
         Brown,  Della     -  #946  
         Brown,  Dorothea R.  -  #141  
         Brown,  Elmira      #1558  
         Brown,  Evans  C.   -   #747  
         Brown,  Foster M.  -  #7306  
         Brown,  George M.  -  #2334  
         Brown,  George W.  -  #2333  
         Brown,  Gertrude   -   #1416  
         Brown,  I.      #1791  
         Brown,  Ida      #1271  
         Brown,  Irene  - #985 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Brown,  John N.  -  #2477  
         Brown,  Johnnie M.  -  #955  
         Brown,  L.  -  #2076  
         Brown,  Lester  A.  -   #407  
         Brown,  Lillian  -  #1189  
         Brown,  Lizzie   -   #998  
         Brown,  Lonnie   -   #1068  
         Brown,  Marie  S.  -   #2066  
         Brown,  Maude  E.  -   #2610  
         Brown,  Myrtle Z.  -  #2163  
         Brown,  Nancy   -   #1019  
         Brown,  Sally   -   #1277  
         Brown,  Sedalia Marion  #770  
         Brown,  Virginia  M.  -   #1581  
         Brown,  Willie       #2215  
         Brown,  Wyatt   -   #677  
         Browne,  Edna  0.  -   #1870  
         Bryant, Fannie        #969  
         Bryson,  Blanche  B.  -   #1567  
         Buckner, Athony William  - #2326  
         Bucknis, J.E.        #2322  
         Bundy, W.O.        #2365  
         Burdine, 0.        #2064  
         Burleson,  Addie  M.  -   #2104  
         Burnelle, (no first name given)        #2345  
         Burnett,  E.E-     #694  
      Burney,  L.R.   -   #2680  
         Burrus,  Daisy   -   #2605  
         Bush, A.E.  -  #96  
         Buster,  Robert   -   #900  
         Butler,  Abraham   -   #2545  
         Butler,  Ada   -   #2034  
         Butler,  Benjamin  Jr.  -  #587  
         Butler,  Gertrude   -   #956  
         Butler,  H.R.   -  #2526  
         Butler,  James V.  -  #1998  
         Butler,  L.C.   -  #2138  
         Butler,  R.W.   -  #2310  
         Butler,  William  N.  -   #2339  
         Butts, Madelyn  -  #1001  
         Bynum,  (no first  name  given)     #1916  
         Bynum,  Laura  G.  -   #1622  
         Byrd, Cleo  -  #1008  
         Byrd, Lucy  -  #1118  
         Bywaters, Jean LeRoy  -  #2536  
         Cade,  John  B.  -   #287  
         Cade, Nannie Franke  -  #1354  
         Caldwell, Dana P.  -  #1668  
         Caldwell,  Margaret   -   #1671  
         Caldwell,   Zelma      #l707  
         Calhoun, Della       #1269  
         Calhoun, J.B.        #521  
         Calhoun, Nora Mae  -  #515  
         Callaway, Myrtle  - #1410 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Calloway, E.A.   -    #2407  
         Calloway,  Ida   -   #2256  
         Calton, Ira  -  #1146  
         Calvin,  Floyd  J.  -   #44  
         Cambrick,  Gussie   -   #2295  
         Cameron, S. Whyte  -  #2452  
         Camp,  William   -   #1074  
         Campbell,  Bessie   -   #918  
         Campbell,  Bettie S.  -  #2105  
         Campbell,  Gladys   -   #1500  
         Campbell,  Margaret   -   #2702  
         Campbell,  Nonie       #2667  
         Campbell,  Rasine   -   #2266  
         Cannon, Luella        #2279  
         Capate,  Romietta   -   #2730  
         Cardwell,  Mattie   -   #1708  
         Carlton,   Luther      #1257  
         Carlton,   Luther      #1257  
         Carmichael,  Mack  P.  -   #499  
         Carrington, Ernestine Jessie  -  #90  
         Carroll,   A.G.  -   #568  
         Carroll,   A.G.  -   #569  
         Carroll,   J.C.  -   #167  
         Carson,  Carrie  Lee   -   #1740  
         Carson,  Julia  -   #844  
         Carter,  (no first name given)  -  #2721  
         Carter,  (no first name given)  -  #1402  
         Carter,  Bertha Howard -  #652  
         Carter,  Daisy   -   #1196  
         Carter,  Emma      #2718  
         Carter,  Ernest       #1270  
         Carter,  Ethel  -   #850  
         Carter,  Ezelba  Mathis  -   #1  
         Carter,  Standly  L.  -   #1861  
         Carter,  William  Justin  -   #87  
         Caruthers,  Mattie  A.  -   #2107  
         Carwell,  Lizzie   -   #1089  
         Cary,  Lillie  R.  -   #1819  
         Casa Calvo, Lolita R.  -  #2174  
         Cash, Christine Benton4724`  
         Casselle, S.      #535  
         Catus,   Mallie      #2476  
         Caulter, Naomi Gilkey  -  #1390  
         Cave,  Grace  Louise  -   #1751  
         Cayton,  H.R.  -   #2518  
         Cephas, (no first name given)        #1587  
         Cephers, (no  first  name  given)     #2203  
         Chambers,  Lela   -   #1677  
         Chambliss,  Loretta   -   #1259  
         Chappell,  Frances  E.  -   #1851  
         Chance,  Geneva  L.  -   #776  
         Charleston, Eddie  -  #1101  
         Charlton,  Charles  B.  -   #2366  
         Chase,  Robert  S.  -   #2320  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Chavis,  C.E.   -   #2483  
         Chavis,  John  R.  -   #2491  
         Cheeks,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #2585  
         Cherrie,  Dr.  E.  -   #2309  
         Cherry, D.K.  -  #320  
         Childress,  R.C.   -   #262  
         Chivers,  W.H.   -   #103  
         Christian,  Allie   -   #1953  
         Chumley, Ruth Lucille  -  #1890  
         Chunn, J.C.  -  #802  
         Clack,  Lelia  E.  -   #2118  
         Claiborne, M. Compton  -  #249  
         Clark, Irma  -  #1608  
         Clark,  Lanells  M.  -   #1585  
         Clark,  Thomas  A.  -   #2139  
         Clarke,  (no  first  name  given)   -   
         Clarke,  (no  first  name  given)   -   #1969  
         Clarke,  (no  first  name  given)   -   #1984  
         Clarke,  Maggie Mae  -   #2099  
         Clarke,  Thomas  H.R.  -   #434  
         Clarke,  Welford S.  -#1878  
         Clarks,  Joseph   -   #1688  
         Clayton,  Charles  M.  -   #3  
         Clemmons, Elizabeth A.  -  #1371  
         Clemmons, Idell        #1768  
         Clemmons, Rachel        #965  
         Clinch, V. Clinel       #2639  
         Cloud, Charlie        #1049  
         Cochran,  H.B.   -   #828  
         Code, (no first name given)  -  #1543  
         Coffage,  J.E.   -   #1626  
         Coffey,  Thelma  Y.  -   #2717  
         Coffin,  Alfred  0.  -   #726  
         Cofield,  William   -   #2507  
         Cole, Hayrs      #713  
         Cole, Rosa      #1044  
         Coleman,  (no first name given)  -  #1930  
         Coleman,  (no first name given)  -  #1974  
         Coleman,  Alberta       #2264  
         Coleman,  Dallie       #670  
         Coleman,  Ed Gladys  -  #730  
         Coleman,  Thelma  A.  -   #2357  
         Coles, (no  first  name  given)    #1981  
         Collier,  Alice  B.  -   #2006  
         Collier,  Mary   -   #1197  
         Collins,  (no first name given)      #2715  
         Collins,  Addie   -   #2480  
         Collins,  Alberta   -   #2G84  
         Collins,  B.  -  #2086  
         Collins,  Hattie Walker  -  #447  
         Colson,  Edna   -   #2512  
         Colzie,  Lou  Anne  -   1107  
         Colquitt,  Hattie   -   #1037  
         Combs, H.C.  - #2 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------
   
  
  
  
  
         Conley,  Georgia   -   #1012  
         Conley, Paul      #1096  
         Connor,  Eva  C.     #2612  
         Connor, M.W.      #2713  
         Cook, Hugh  -  #2328  
         Cook, P.J.  -  #755  
         Cook,  William  -   #1208  
         Cooke,  Frederick  C.  -   #2330  
         Cooke, Lillian B.  -  #1576  
         Cooke,  Lucy  M.  -  #1899  
         Cooly, (no first name given)       #613  
         Cooper,  (no first  name  given)    #1912  
         Cooper,  Emma  C.  -   #1723  
         Cooper,  George W.  -  #1584  
         Cooper,  Lillian   -   #2693  
         Cooper,  T.E.     #485  
         Cooper,  Tyrone      #2470  
         Coopr,  Nannie  J.  -  #2511  
         Copeland, James        #2334  
         Corbett, (no first name given)        #2565  
         Corbin, Charlotte  -  #2329  
         Corliran,  Myron  -   #198  
         Cornett,   Ramon  -   #1209  
         Cosby,  Emma   -  #1039  
         Cothron,   Sarah  -   #2031  
         Cotton,  Carol  B.  -  #2527  
         Cotton,   Eunice  -   #1599  
        Cotton,   Nillie  -   #1979  
         Covington, RosaLee  -  #2255  
         Cowan, Joseph Franklin  -  12341  
         Cowes,  Robert  -   #3005  
         Cox,  Cora     #684  
         Cox, Emmett      #266  
         Cox,   LeRoy    #2304  
         Cox,  Llyod  H.  -  #2427  
         Cox,  W.D.  Sr.  -  #61  
         Craddock,  Arabella  -  #2552  
         Craddock,  Harry Burton Sr.  -  #2553  
         Crawford,  (no first name given)  -  #559  
         Crawford,  Aredell  Edith  -  #2050  
         Crawford,  D.D.  -   #845  
         Crawford,  Jerusha  L.  -  #2247  
         Crawford,  Joseph  -   #2644  
         Crawford,  Kathryn  L.  -  #1338  
         Crawford,  Louise  -   #1488  
         Crawford,  Martin  L.  -   #2302  
         Crawford,  Nanie   -   #2675  
         Crawford,  Navey   -   #3019  
         Crenshaw,  Mable   -   #2550  
         Crockett,  William  F.  -   #588  
         Croft,  H.K.     #2707  
         Cross, Lizzie      #696  
         Crowder,  Annie  -   #996  
         Culberson,  Michael  -  #67 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Cullins,   Elizabeth   -   #995  
          Cullwell, J.S.       #892  
          Cunigam, J.D.       #1045  
          Cunningham, C.R.A.  -  #2074  
          Cunningham,  P.   -   #1692  
          Cunningham, Lillie C.  -  #1744  
          Curry, (no first name given)  -  #1541  
          Curry, Almetta Johnson  -  #2249  
          Curtis, H.T.       #1407  
          Curtis, Hattis        #1249  
          Cuthbert,   Lucille   -   #647  
          Dake, Annie        #2668  
          Daly, R.A.       #1518  
          Dancy,  John  C.  -   #48  
          Daniel,  Catherine   -    #953  
          Daniel,  D.      #911  
          Daniel,  Ida       #1276  
          Daniel,  Lillian   -   #2666  
          Daniel,  Mamie   -   #908  
          Daniel,  Pearl   -   #834  
          Daniel,  V.E.   -   #606  
          Daniels,  Annie  B.   -   #1336  
          Daniels, Audrey H.  -  #1316  
          Daniels,  Dora  E.   -   12543  
          Daniels,  Julia   -   #1221  
          Daniels,  Sarah  Z.   -   #1831  
          Danley,  Samuel B.   -    4102  
          1836`  Theresa   -   #2607  
          Danner,  Myrtle       42108  
          Dansby,  C.B.      #1174  
          Dansby,  C.B.      #836  
          Dartis,  Vella       #64  
          Daugherty, Jennie C.  -  #2131  
          Davenport, (no first name given)  -  #1830  
          Davenport, (no first name given)  -  #1896  
          Davenport,  W.J.   -   #2147  
          Davenput, Lawrence J.  -  #2314  
          Davidson, Hassie       #1126  
          Davidson, Henry        #243  
          Davis,  (no first name given)  -  #1537  
          Davis,  Anna   -    #2282  
          Davis,  Aretha Randolf  -  3478  
          Davis,  E.L.   -    #1026  
          Davis,  Emma  E.   -   #2244  
          Davis,  Garland   C.   -   #1360  
          Davis,  George Joseph  -  #2321  
          Davis,  Harold   C.   -   #1797  
          Davis,  Helen Naomi  -  #1444  
          Davis,  Laura   -    #2284  
          Davis,  Llewellyn Wilbert  -  #2324  
          Davis,  Luvenia   -    #105          
          Davis,  Mary  T.   -  #2143  
          Davis,  Owena Hunter  -  #193  
          Davis,  Patience   -    12258  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Davis, T.E.    -  #173  
         Dawson, B.G.   (Rev.)  -  #2658  
         Dawson,  V.S.   -  #1717  
         Day, Jaunita   M.  -   #1681  
         Dean, Elaine   J.  -   #2416  
         Deans, Ellis   R.  -   #1687  
         De  Arman,  Maggie  L.  -  #1524  
         Deberry, Amanda McKissach  -  #486  
         Dejournett,  A.L.   -   #526  
         Demon, Susie  -  #902  
         Dennis, Clara  -  #1002  
         Dennis, Ella  -  #890  
         Derrick,  G.W.   -   #893  
         te, Juliette A.  -  #616  
         DeVelle, (no first name given)  -  #1363  
         Dickerson, J.A.  -  #643  
         Dickerson, Robert H.  -  #2662  
         Diggs,  Elder  W.  -   #2456  
         Dinkins, (no first name given)  -  #1888  
         Dinkins, Almedia B.  -  #722  
         Dinkins, J.J. (Rev.)  -  #2269  
         Dinson,Lilly  -  #1166  
         Dismuke, Laura  -  #827  
         Dix, Bessie      #975  
         Dix, D.M.       1279  
         Dixon,  Anna  Bell  -   #812  
         Dixon,  Charlotte   -   #944  
         Dixon, Clarence  -  #904  
         Dixon,  Nancy   -   #1281  
         Dobbin,  Bernice  G.  -  #1697  
         Dolton,  Fred      #1014  
         Donald,  Thelma  -  #1560  
         Dorsen,  Classie   -   #1055  
         Dorsey,  George  -  #2632  
         Dotson,  Alporta   -   #2167  
         Douglas, Alta Sawyer  -  #2556  
         Downing, L. Junius  -  #2473  
         Downing,  Luella   -    #1007  
         Downs, Sallie  M.  Jones     #296  
         Dozier, James      #2036  
         Dozier, Lucy       #910  
         Drains, Exie       #1038  
         Drake,  Annie  Sue  -   #692  
         Drake, W.D.  -  #1795  
         Drake, William  -  #1143  
         Draper, Rachel  -  #1561  
         Dreer,  Herman   -   #612  
         Dreph, Ivy      #2373  
         Drewry, B.B.       537  
      Driskell, Charles W.  -  #517  
         Driver, W.B.  -  503  
         Dudley, Lillian  -  #624  
         Dudley,  Winfield   -   #625  
         Duhe,  Merthilda  C.  -  #2534  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Dumas, Inez       #1306  
         Dumas, Leona       #2172  
         Dunbar, H.S.       #75  
         Duncan, Edward T.  -  #614  
         Duncan,  Rosa  L.  -  #970  
         Dunkin,  Fannie  L.  -  #1542  
         Dunklis,  Eddie  M.  -  #1556  
         Dunlap,  Carrie  -   #1148  
         Dunn, Anna  -  #1105  
         Dunn, Ernestine I.C.  -  #2162  
         Dye, Ophelia  -  #1053  
         Dyson, Esther Pinkard  -  #2560  
         Dyson, Phyllis Wheatley  -  #527  
         Early,  Mary  -   #1509  
         Eastivly,  Ida  Lee  -  #2080  
         Eaton, L.  -  #1727  
         Ebito,  Fred  L.  -  #2375  
         Echols,  Melvin  -   #1263  
         Echols,  R.H.  -   #923  
         Edinburah, Rebecca  -  #1452  
         Edmondson,  R.C.  -   #189  
         Edward, Henry Ciceo  -  #2312  
         Edwards, Martha Wilson  -  #618  
         Edwards, Olivia M.  -  #1513  
         Eichelberger,  Lula  -   #976  
         Elders,  Belle  -  #2008  
         Elders,  Henry  -  #2005  
         Eley, John  W.  -  #2474  
         Elley, George    -  11079  
         Elliot, Frank  G.  -  #2624  
         Elliott, Joseph R.  -  #2305  
         Ellis, G.       #575  
         Ellis, J.T.  -  #610  
         Ellis, Laura  -  #2300  
         Ellis,  M.A.  -   #1483  
         Ellis, Margaret  -  #2285  
         Ellison,  Lilla  -   #863  
         Ellison, Sylvia  -  #1075  
         Elsberry,  Mary  -   #840  
         Emerson,  J.A.  -   #2615  
         Emerson,  Louis  -   #931  
         Emmerson,  Olive  -   #831  
         Epps, Fannie L.  -  #1906  
         Epps,  John  D.  -  #2408  
         Ervin,  E.J.   -   #2073  
         Evans,  A.B.   -   #1997  
         Evans,  Geneva   -   #1023  
         Evans,  Lucille   -   #1545  
         Evans,  M.L.  -  #775  
         Evans,  Marguerite   -   #1020  
         Evans,  Martha  Mai  -   #1750  
         Evans,  Sara Frances  -  #2052  
         Evans,  William  L.  -   #2602  
         Everette, Callie  - #1285 
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
-------------------
   
  
  
  
  
         Everette, Lillian  -  #2464  
         Eyck, Sadiela  -  #449  
         Ezell, (no first name given)  -  #1321  
         Fabb,  T.H.   -   #765  
         Fagg, Lucy  -  #1185  
         Falls,  Angelica   -   #635  
         Farr,  Pinkie  B.  -   #1770  
         Farrell, Grace Gordon A.  -  #2436  
         Faucette, (no first name given)  -  #1652  
         Filder, (no first name given)  -  #1796  
         Felton, Ivone        #2047  
         Felton, Sallie       #1317  
         Ferguson, T.J.       #854  
         Fernandez, (no first name given)        #2190  
         Ferrell,  M.M.   -   #2701  
         Fields,  Irene  M.  -   #1409  
         Filmore,  Rosa  A.  -   #1498  
         Fingal, Wallace Adolphus  -  #331  
         Fisher,  C.L.   -   #282  
         Fisher,  Ellen  L.  -   #2462  
         Fisher,  W.F.F.   -   #577  
         Fitch,  Collins   -   #2736  
         Fitch,  E.D.   -   #1728  
         Fitch,  Lulu  S.  -   #2737  
         Fitzpatrick,  Lelia   -   #2017  
         Flake,  E.D.   -   #1315  
         Flanagan,  Willie   -   #1177  
         Fleming,  S.G.   -   #1785  
         Flemister, Rachael   C.  -  #2646  
         Fletcher, Theodore   R.  -  #1917  
         Fletcher,  Thomas  -   #2683  
         Flewood,  Robert  L.  -   #2038  
         Flipper, Pansy  -    #2676  
         Flood, William W.    -  #2506  
         Foster,  Rev.  Louis  -   #2695  
         Flournoy, Bertha J.  -  #1880  
         Flowe, Ruth L.  -    #1731  
         Floyd,  M.R.   -   #1335  
         Folls,  Louise,J.   -   #1616  
         Fonkins,  Mary   -   #1676  
         Fonvielle, Bessie C.  -  #1458  
         Fonvielle  J.E.   -   #2316  
         Forbes,  Evangeline   -   #1838  
         Formie, Julie Harding  -  #232  
         Forrest, Edna Mae  -  #2371  
         Forrest, J.H.  -  #384  
         Forte,  Hattie  L.  -   #1515  
         Forte, Vera H.       #638  
         Foster,  Alice  A.  -   #2361  
         Foster,  Jonathan   -   #1300  
         Foster, Mary E.        #1536  
         Foster,  Virginia   -   #604  
         Foushie, Alma Carter  -  1725  
         Fowler,  Dorothy   -  #17 
  -------------------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Francis, Jeanne        #1597  
         Fraser,  Bertha   0.     #1802  
         Frazier, Grace Elizabeth  -  #1025  
         Frazier,  Louise   -   #2223  
         Freeland, (no first name given)  -  #1324  
         Freeman,  Elizabeth   -   #962  
         Freeman,  J.N.  Jr.  -   #2540  
         Freeman,  Justin   -   #1255  
         Freeman,  Minnie   -   #1098  
         Freeman, Ruth  -  #2653  
         Fritzpatrick,  Vera   -   #65  
         Fulford, Walter C.  -  #2432  
         Fuller,  Dean  O.A.  -   #116  
         Fuller, Marie  -  #2090  
         Fulton, Carmealette  -  #1372  
         Gaddy, (no first name given)  #1653  
         Gaffney,  Lottie   -   #1614  
         Gaines, Mary Emma Mack  -  #2325  
         Gaines,  Mildred   -   #1467  
         Galloway, J.A.        #1994  
         Gamble, R.S.       #2327  
         Gamlin, Gertrude M.  -  #470  
         Ganauay, George H.P.  -  #2318  
         Gardon,  Lily  Bill  -   #708  
         Gartrell,  John   -   #2694  
         Garnett, (no first name given)  -  #1975  
         Garrett, (no first name given)  -  #1482  
         Garnett, Pauline       #948  
         Garrett,    Beatrice     #2097  
         Garnett, York D. Jr.  -  #2317  
         Gary, Cathine       #849  
         Gary, Jennie       #1612  
         Gathe, (no first name given)        #1495  
         Gettis, C.A.       #1344  
         Gibbs, C.A.        #2246  
         Gibson,  (no first name given)       #1393  
         Gibson,  Annie L.      #2633  
         Gibson,  Bessie       #1169  
         Gibson,  Charles  H.  -   #607  
         Gibson,  Lillie  M.  -   #2113  
         Gibson,  T.K.  -  431  
         Gilberlt,  E.A.   -   #2404  
         Gilbert,  R.   -   #1000  
         Gilbert,  Ruth  M.  -   #2349  
         Giles,  Robert  E.  -   #520  
         Gill,  Minnie  L.  -   #1522  
         Gilmer Piclay  -  #2353  
         Gladden,  Martha   -   #907  
         Glass,  Maude   -   #947  
         Glass,  Robert   -   #886  
         Glass, Tom  -  #1261  
         Glaze, Arthur  -  #1129  
         Glover,  T.S.  Jr.  -   #767  
         Goin,  Edward  F.  -   #2733  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
         Goin,  Viola  White   -   #2734  
         Goin,  Viola  White  -   #79  
         Golden, Estelle Dillion  -  #1892  
         Goldston,  Martha   -   #1719  
         Goodin, E.B.        #688  
         Goodin, D.       #1757  
         Goodin,  Montez  H.   -   #1756  
         Goodlet, Suddy  -  #1187  
         Goodwin, (no first name given)         #1364  
         Gordan,  Beatrice E.  -  #2055  
         Gordon,  A.H.   -   #628  
         Gordon,  Lucille   -   #1294  
         Gordon,  Marcus  H.   -   #2044  
         Gordon,  Nilbur  C.   -   #2381  
         Gordon,  R.D.      #2021  
         Gordon,  Taylor       #340  
         Granger,  Lester   -   #13  
         Grant,  E.E.   -   #1598  
         Grant,  Ernest  A.  -   #2529  
         Grant,  Thomas   -   #2627  
         Graves, A.  -  #2645  
         Graves,  Pauline   -   #1659  
         Graves,  Willis  M.   -   #2559  
         Gray, (no first name given)  -  #1872  
         Gray, Earle H.       #2344  
         Gray, William        #2725  
         Graye,  Charlie  A.   -   #1491  
         Grayson, Lessie Helen  -  #1580  
         Green, (no first name given)  -  #1375  
         Green,  Bertraud   -   #2458  
         Green,  Jeanette   -   #2171  
         Green,  Lee  -  #811  
         Green,  Lilly   -   #942  
         Green,  Sim  -  #884  
         Greene, Andrew  -  #1027  
         Greene,  Isaac   -   #1289  
         Greene,  Mabel  L.  -   #1962  
         Greene,  Marion   -   #701  
         Greene,  Mary  T.  -   #1765  
         Greenfield, William R.  -  #2124  
         Greenwell, Smma Lillian  -  #779  
         Greenwood, Mildred Phillips  -  #2514  
         Gregory, Montgomery  -  #719  
         Gresham, C.J.        #1119  
         Gresham, Dennis        #1264  
         Grier,  Mattie  B.  -   #2671  
         Griff,  Roosevelt   -   #2241  
         Griffen,  Rosa  L.  -   #1077  
         Griffin,  Ann  -  #2015  
         Griffin,  Charles  A.   -   #18  
         Griffin,  Charlie   -   #2638  
         Griffin,  J.L.   -   #2025  
         Griffin,  Louise V.  -  #1900  
         Griffin,  Wylie  -  #2468  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Grimes,  Eugenia  S.  -   #2057  
         Grimes,  Lillian   -   #2508  
         Guess, Eugene  -  #2150  
         Guess,  H.A.   -   #2319  
         Guinn,  Elvis  E.  -   #752  
         Guinn,  Verna  M.  -   #659  
         Gulliford, Evelyn Hatchel  -  #744  
         Gunner,  Frances   -   #522  
         Gurst, Georgia A.  -  #1384  
         Guywnn, Bessie, T.  -  #194  
         Hager, Emma J.        #1669  
         Hainston, Daisy        #1689  
         Hainsworth,  Hazel   -   #582  
         Hairston, Mary Pearl  -  #1706  
         Hairston,  Sallie   -   #1699  
         Haith,  M.  O'Neal  -   #1596  
         Hale, W.S.  -  #1573  
         Haliburton,  E.   -   #2094  
         Hall,  (no first name given)  -  #1952  
         Hall,  Abrams Thompson  -  #615  
         Hall,  Alice  D.  -   #1675  
         Hall,  Carrie   -   #2060  
         Hall,  Esthma  T.  -   #216`  
         Hall,  Eugene       #1181  
         Hall,  Frank       #2191  
         Hall,  Saluda  M.  -   #2486  
         Halliway,  Lizzie   -   #1131  
         Hallman,  R.   -   #1793  
         Halsy,  Clarence   -   #2098  
         Hamilton,  (no first name given)       #3008  
         Hamilton,  Alex D. Jr.  -  #2630  
         Hamilton,  Henry   -   #2192  
         Hamilton,  Irene   -   #1502  
         Hamilton,  Julia  M.  -   #2077  
         Hamilton,  Mary  E.     #881  
         Hammond,  Jessye   -   #1762  
         Hampton,  M.  Fay  -   #1837  
         Hampton,  Myrtis   -    #1605  
         Hampton,  Olivia  M.   -   #2253  
         Hanna, Walter S.       #2384  
         Hardwick,  A.E.   -   #2706  
         Hardy, Cornilia        #404  
         Hardy,  Roberta   -   #1229  
         Hardy,  William  C.  -   #518  
         Hargrove, Bessie N.  -  #1500  
         Hargrove,  J.   -   #1679  
         Harper,  Elianor  I.  -   #2437  
         Harper,  Mary   -   #1156  
         Harper,  Mary  E.  -   #1710  
         Harrey,  Rochelle  -    #983  
         Harris,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1406  
         Harris,  (no  first  name  given)   -   #1592  
         Harris,  (no  first  name  given)   -   #1964  
         Harris,  (no  first  name  given)   -  #1972 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
-------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Harris,  Annie   -   #858  
         Harris,  Annie   -   #1084  
         Harris,  Annie  L.   -   #1205  
         Harris,  B.M.   -   #1937  
         Harris,  C.W.   -   #1650  
         Harris,  Carrie   -   #824  
         Harris,  Gertrude   -    #1351  
         Harris,  I.  James   -   #1247  
         Harris,  Julia Wyatt  -  #1810  
         Harris,  L.M.   -   #1396  
         Harris,  Lee Bertha  -  #1539  
         Harris,  M.R.   -   #2165  
         Harris,  Mary  E.   -   #1505  
         Harris,  Melene   -    #1022  
         Harris,  Nathaniel S.  -  #2367  
         Harris,  Nola   -   #1191  
         Harris,  P.M.   -   #1801  
         Harris,  Richard H.  -  #276  
         Harris,  Ruth Miriam  -  #2517  
         Harris,  W.J.   -   #2177  
         Harris,  William Warren  -  #2577  
         Harrison,  Ada  H.  -   #170  
         Harrison,  Maude   -   #1691  
         Harrison,  Violet   -   #2971  
         Hart, Rosa  -  #981  
         Harvey,  Mac  Wynne  -   #883  
         Harvey, Williams J. Jr.  -  #2417  
         Harwell,  Ida   -   #997  
         Hatch, (no first name given)  -  #1302  
         Hatchet, Elizabeth  -  41059  
         Hatchett, Joseph L.  -  #1832  
         Hatshes,  Mattie   -   #2142  
         Hawkins,  A.     #497  
         Hawkins,  M.C.  -   #2433  
         Hawkins,  Mamie   -   #2281  
         Hawkins,  Mary  -   #2232  
         Hawkins,  W.   -   #1610  
         Hawkins,  W.D.   -   #22  
         Hawkins,  William Ashbie  -  #2413  
         Hayes, Acelia Watkins  -  #283  
        Hayes,  Lilly  -   #1227  
         Haynes, Jessie Mal  -  #1764  
         Heard,  Effie  -   #1223  
         Heard,  Elba   -   #2641  
         Heard,  Francis   -   #2649  
         Helvey,  E.M.   -   #749  
         Henderson, Dennis  -  #2360  
         Henderson,  Ioni   -   #1730  
         Henderson,  L.C.   -   #2626  
         Henderson,  Sally   -   #1265  
         Hendrick,  Sidney   -   #1405  
         Henry, (no first name given)  -  #1934  
         Henry, Carrie L.       #1655  
         Henry, Frank W.        #734  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Herb, B.F.  -  #3018  
          Herman,  Olive  B.  -   #1330  
          Hernandez, (firstname illegible)        #405  
          Herndon, Bernice V.  -  #1394  
          Herndon, Wiley  -  #846  
          Herrinatin,  Beriba   -   #45  
          Hester, Minnie  -  #876  
          Heywood, Eddie  -  #1293  
          Hicks,  Marion  M.  -   #1378  
          Hidgon, Joe      #2272  
          Hill,  Ben     #1140  
          Hill,  J.E.     #705  
          Hill,  Jessie M.  -  #2214  
          Hill,  Letchen  A.   -   #2447  
          Hill,  Lillian B.  -  #721  
          Hill,  Lizzie M.  -  #949  
          Hill,  Mattie M.  -  #1348  
          Hill,  P.W.     #2352  
          Hill,  Willie     #2698  
          Hilliard,  Redmond   -   #391  
          Hilton, Charles Joseph  -  #510  
          Hines, Edward      #1606  
          Hixon, Annie      #1547  
          Hobday, (no first name given)  -  #1811  
          Hobson, (no first name given)  -  #1881  
          Hodge, (no first name given)  -  #649  
          Hodge, Adolph  -  #2448  
          Hodges, name given)  -  #1746  
          Hoffman, G.  -  #2146  
          Holland, George A.  -  #1809  
          Holland, Lillie  -  #2106  
          Holliday, Florence  -  #874  
          Hollins, Grace Beatrice Broyles        #358  
          Holly, Katharine B.  -  #1451  
          Holmes, (no first name given)       #1905  
          Holmes, Edna G.  -  #1884  
          Holmes, M.L.  -  #1721  
          Holsey, A.L.  -  #661  
          Holt, Addie  -  #1204  
          Holtzclau, W.H.  -  #426  
          Hood, R.E.  -  #1207  
          Hooks, Salina  -  #1318  
          Hooks, Virginia  - #1552  
          Hopson, B.L.  -  #2151  
         Hopkins, (no first name given)       #1960  
          Horn, Cleveland  -  #2252  
          Horton, Mattie  -  #999  
          Horton, O.H.  -  #819  
          Hoursey, Alphonso W.  -  #226  
          Houston, Virginia T.  -  #2528  
          Howard, (no first name given)       #1446  
          Howard, Annie  -  #1113  
          Howard, Annie  -  #919  
          Howard, C.  -  #16 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------
   
  
  
  
  
          Howard,   Eva E.  -  #2720  
          Howard,   George  -  #2472  
          Howard,   J.H.  -  #2271  
          Howard,   James R.  -  #2716  
          Howard,   Sallie  -  #868  
          Howard,   William A.  -  #2719  
          Howell,   R.     #2574  
          Howell,   Edna     #897  
          Howell,   Lucinda  -   #1110  
          Howell,   Rosa     #945  
          Howestt, W.H.  -  #1611  
          Howze, Agnes E.    1312  
          Hubbard, C.C.  -  #549  
          Hubert,   C.D.  -  #837  
          Hubert,   Ola Mae  -   #1069  
          Hudson,   Beatrice  Brown  -  #768  
          Hudson,   Lizzie  -  #943  
          Hudson,   92fMaggie  -  #1072  
          Hudson,   Rosa  -  #1231  
          Huff, Susie  -     #1011  
          Huggins, H.Howell  -  #2445  
          Hughes, L.  -  #1440  
          Humphrey, William Al.  -  #2429  
          Hundle, E.V.  -  #1933  
          Hundley, E.F.  -  #1865  
          Hundy,  E.S.   -   #1582  
          Hunt, H.  -  #2603  
          Hunte,  Frank  S.  -   #2568  
          Hunter,  C.O.   -   #212  
          Hunter,  Lena  Mae  -   #691  
          Hunter, Mamie       #1242  
          Hunter, Mary       #1533  
          Huntington, Zadye L.  -  #1489  
          Huntt, (no first name given)  -  #1913  
          Hurt, (no first name given)  -  #1411  
          Hutchicon, Rossie Lee  -  #1095  
          Hylton, Clarence E.  -  #2710  
          Imes, William Lloyd  -  #264  
          Inborden, T.S.  -  #2609  
          Ingram, Emily       #2227  
          Ingram, Zola       #1111  
          Irwin, Lula      #829  
          Isaac, Josie       #667  
          Isaiah, Marie V.  -  #1473  
          Ivey, Nellie  -  #1200  
          Jackson,  (no first name given)  -  #1883  
          Jackson,  (no first name given)  -  #1920  
          Jackson,  (no first name given)  -  #1588  
          Jackson,  Addie L.  -  #882  
          Jackson,  E.Aldawa   -   #39  
          Jackson,  Alma J.  -  #2G59  
          Jackson,  Anne  -  #1190  
          Jackson,  Benjamin M.  -  #2132  
          Jackson,  Beulah Helen  - #1824 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------
          Jackson,  Georgia   -    #1083  
          Jackson,  Georgia L.  -  #1526  
          Jackson,  Henry  Randolf   -   #2348  
          Jackson,  Hershel       #1013  
          Jackson,  Jennie       #1060  
          Jackson,  Lattie  B.   -   #2220  
          Jackson,  Laura  A.   -   #1421  
          Jackson,  Lillian G.  -  #1651  
          Jackson,  Madalyne   -    #1519  
          Jackson,  J.A.C.   -    #2351  
          Jackson,  Ora Murray  -  #2083  
          Jackson  T.S.   -   #1497  
          Jackson,  Timothy   -    #940  
          Jacob,  Mabel  R.  -  #449  
          James,  Hortense  E.  -   #2095  
          James,  John  H.  Jr.  -  #2636  
          James, Mabel C.       #630  
          James, Willie B.        #2152  
          Jammell, Lilly       #1102  
          Jarrett,  Curra  B.  #2093  
          Jasper,  Connie  -   #188  
          Jefferson,  (no first name given)  #1313  
          Jefferson,  Alfreda   -   #2217  
          Jefferson,  Grace       #3015  
          Jefferson,  Jessie       #1029  
          Jefferson,  O.B.       #2423  
          Jefferson,  William   -   #3001  
          Jeffress, J. Murray (Rev.)  -  #2424  
          Jeffrey,  Ruby  E.  -   #758  
          Jeffries, (no first name given)  -  #1919  
          Jeffry, Ollie Mae        #1340  
          Jenkins,  (no  first  name  given)  -   #1943  
          Jenkins,  (no  first  name  given)  -   #1528  
          Jenkins,  Estella   -    #2085  
          Jenkins,  Estelle   -    #1429  
          Jenkins,  Grace   -   #1115  
          Jenkins Martin   -    32564  
          Jenkins,  Mary   -   #3017  
          Jenkins,  Nancy   -   #1085  
          Jennings, Alice Gertrude  -  #2387  
          Jeray,  Marguite  L.  -   #2542  
          Jewel, Perry  -  #984  
          Johnson,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1733  
          Johnson,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1815  
          Johnson,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1891  
       Johnson,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1921  
          Johnson,  (no  first  name  given)  --  #1978  
          Johnson,  (no  1 Cfirst  name  given)  -  #1350  
          Johnson,  A.W.   -   #2209  
          Johnson,  Anne  M.   -   #2218  
          Johnson,  Annie   -   #1004  
          Johnson,  Annie   -   #1252  
          Johnson,  Australia   -    #2156  
          Johnson,  Benjamin   -    #666  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Johnson,  Dewitt   -   #1380  
          Johnson,  E.A.   -   #2572  
          Johnson,  Elnora   -   #2288  
          Johnson,  Evelyn A.  -  #185  
          Johnson,  Elizabeth  -  #2001  
          Johnson,  Fannie  Belle   -   #1442  
          Johnson,  Frederick  D.   -   #2458  
          Johnson,  G.  -  #54  
          Johnson,  Georgia   -   #1073  
          Johnson,  H.D.      #1320  
          Johnson,  Helen       #2700  
          Johnson,  Henderson A.  -  #42  
          Johnson,  Inez   -  #1164  
          Johnson,  James   -   #1142  
          Johnson,  John   -  #2410  
          Johnson,  Laura S.  -  #1702  
          Johnson,  Leah  D.  -   #2392  
          Johnson,  Lula   -  #2027  
          Johnson,  M.B.   -  #873  
          Johnson,  M.L.   -  #1716  
          Johnson,  Mary   -  #2299  
          Johnson,  Mary   -  #833  
          Johnson,  Marie       #328  
          Johnson,  Mattie       #2205  
          Johnson,  Nonie  P.  -  #1673  
          Johnson,  Orlando  Henry  -  #2332  
          Johnson,  R.  Earl  -   #53  
          Johnson,  Ruth  E.  -   #1698  
          Johnson,  W.E.      #687  
          Johnson,  Weldon       #475  
          Johnson,  William  Elwood   -   #2421  
          Johnson,  Zeda   -   #1158  
          Jones,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1882  
          Jones,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1889  
          Jones,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1914  
          Jones,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1904  
          Jones,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1954  
          Jones,  (no  first  name  given)  -  #1620  
          Jones,  Bertha   -   #1103  
          Jones,  Carrie   -   #1088  
          Jones,  Doris S.  -    #2230  
          Jones,  Elnora   -   #896  
          Jones,  Gorden  H.  -   #2594  
          Jones,  Grace E.  -    #3020  
          Jones,  Harold   -   #1211  
          Jones,  Jeannette   -   #2519  
          Jones,  L.B.  -  #791  
          Jones,  Louise  D.  -   #1525  
          Jones,  Mattie  C.  -   #957  
          Jones,  Mattie  L.  -   #1391  
          Jones,  Mozelle   -   #1268  
          Jones,  Nellie   -  #2503  
          Jones,  Nellie  B.  -   #1946  
          Jones, Octavia   -   #817  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Jones,  Palsy  -   #1005  
          Jones,  Paul  E.  -   #2513  
          Jones,  R.C.   -  #2340  
          Jones,  Ruby   -  #1134  
          Jones,  Warren  T.  -   #2494  
          Jordan,  Birdie  -   #2263  
          Jordan,  Calvin  -   #1828  
          Jordan,  Elizabeth  H.   -   #2398  
          Jordan,  Florentine   -    #1876  
          Jordan,  Margaret  W.   -   #388  
          Jordan,  Nelson  R.  -   #2426  
          Joseph,  (no first name given)      #785  
          Joseph,  D.Velo   -   #1332  
          Julks,  E.  -   #2219  
          Junes,  Mattie  -   #2501  
          Kallock,  Juanita   -   #1738  
          Keaton, Henry E.  -  #862  
          Keemer,  M.  Harper  -  #1996  
          Keene,  John  .-  #2448  
          Keller,  Clarence   -   #2381  
          Kelly, (no first name given)  -  #1574  
          Kelly,  Ethel  -   #672  
          Kelsey, A.Z.  -  #20  
          Kelsey,  Pontia  H.  -  #1589  
          Kemp,  Lucy  -   #979  
          Kendrick,  J.T.  -   #885  
          Kennedy,  (no  first  name  given)   #1898  
          Kennedy,  Booker      #421  
          Kennedy,  Ella A.  
          Kennedy,  Ethel     #2033  
          Kennedy,  Hawana  P.   -   #2418  
          Kennedy,  Katie     #1086  
          Kidd, Carrie       #1219  
          Kiel, Lillie       #1339  
          Kiene, Lewis       #2497  
          Kinchen, O.M.       #1021  
          King,  Agnes     #2251  
          King,  Blanche  B.   -   #1700  
          King,  Cora  E. - #528  
          King,  Elizabeth   -   #698  
          King,  Georgia   -   #702  
          King,  Gordon   -   #403  
          King,  Hazel  0.  -   #1813  
          King,  Ida  -  #967  
          King,  Sylvia   -   #1814  
          Kirk,  Eula  -  #2659  
          Kirk,  Mary  Katharine   -   #2530  
          Kirkland,  Mary  C.  -  #2286  
          Kizer,  Connie  -   #2039  
          Kleenon,  Mattie  Dell  -   #1565  
          Knight, Laurence E.  -  #2412  
          Knight,  Magie  -   #852  
          Knight,  Virginia  E.  -   #157  
          Knighton,  Annie  P.  -  #1472 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------------
   
  
  
  
  
          Knowles, Nina         #2660  
          Knox, Nettie       #1222  
          Koonce, E.N.       #2134  
          Kyte,  Olivia   B.   -   #2069  
          LaBrauche,   Yvonne   -   #2196  
          LaCour,  Marion  E.   -   #2391  
          LaCour,  Rosa  M.   -   #2200  
          LaCrouch,  Rosa  Lee   -   #982  
          Lafoe, (no first name given)  -  #644  
          Lafoe, (no first name given)  -  #645  
          Laidler, Charlie         #1090  
          Lamb, Macedonia         #656  
          Lancaster, (no first name given)  -  #1874  
          Lancaster, Minnie B.  -  #1711  
          Landers, M.B.  -  #826  
          Lane, Elvira  -  #678  
          Lane, F.T.  -  #636  
          Lane, J.F.  -  #29  
          Laneuville,   A.F.   -   #2194  
          Langford,   M.C.   -   #2430  
          Langston, N.  -  #36  
          Lark,  Sumner  H.   -   #2393  
          Lassiter,   Eleanor   -   #2495  
          Latson,   George   -   #1018  
          Law, Thelma Patten  -  #2566  
          Lawrence,  Addie L.  -  #2482  
          Lawrence,  Bertha   -    #1097  
          Lawrence,  Charles   -    #966  
          Laurence,  Lilly   -    #1117  
          Lawrence,  M.      #1775  
          Lawrence,  Ida        #2481  
          Laurence,  Jacob L.  -  #2465  
          Lawton,  Maria  C.   -   #550  
          Leach,   Estella   -   #1570  
          Leak,  Sadie  M.   -   #1664  
          Leamous,  Annie  M.   -   #1564  
          Lee, (no  first  name  given)     #1976  
          Lee,  Annie  -  #915  
          Lee,  Della  Cowan   -   #1735  
          Lee,  Edith  M.   -   #1886  
          Lee,  F.C.  -  #1551  
          Lee,  Julia  -  #803  
          Lee,  Morris  0.   -   #2415  
          Lee,  S.H.  -  #339  
          Leftwich,   H.C.   -   #2042  
          Leggett,   E.R.   -   #1366  
          Le  Gier,  W.M.   -   #3003  
          Legins, L.L.  -  #2277  
          Lennard,   Williams   -   #1428  
          Lester,   Annie   -   #1186  
          Leu, W.E.  -  #524  
          Lewis, (no first name given)  -  #1967  
          Lewis, (no first name given)  -  #2422  
          Lewis,  Carrie  C.   -   #2228  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Lewis,  Claude  DeMond   -   #2712  
          Lewis,  J.H.   -   #2267  
          Lewis,  S.L.   -   #2623  
          Lightfoot, James  -  #2461  
          Lindley,  Clara   -   #2648  
          Lindsay,  (no first name given)  -  #540  
          Lindsay,  (no first name given)  -  #1894  
          Lindsay,  Anna Laura  -  #160  
          Lindsey,  Annie Louise  -  #1369  
          Lindsay,  Richard W.  -  #2679  
          Lindsay,  Roberta   -    #761  
          Lindsay,  Ruth  Rynette   -   #541  
          Lindsey,  L.B.       #1427  
          Lindsey,  M.E.L.        #1493  
          Livingston, Rosa Anna  -  #1571  
          Locke, Alain Leroy  -  #2604  
          Lockett,  J.R.   -    #1433  
          Lockert,  A.E.   -   #2081  
          Lockhart,   Mayme   -   #2704  
          Lofton, (no first name gven)  -  #2435  
          Lofton, Catherine  -  #2674  
          Logan,  Alvin  E.  -   #717  
          Lognen, Elizabeth Howard  -  #2516  
          Lognen,  James   William    #2515  
          Log, Allie W.  -  #288  
          Long,  Arthur   Theodore      #724  
          Long, J.C.  -  #888  
          Love,  Mary  E.  -   #2438  
          Love,  Rossie   -   #804  
          Lovejoy, Mary Cummings  -  #2629  
          Lovejoy, Susie A.       #1370  
          Lovell,  Dr.  J.B.     #2455  
          Lowe,  Blanche  W.     #1704  
          Lowery,   Clarence     #2019  
          Loyd,  Carrie  A.   -   #2206  
          Lupo, Hester  -  #1003  
          Lykes,  Hattie  B.  -   #1511  
          Lyle,  E.H.     #525  
          Lyons,  Annie     #2656  
          Lytle,  Cora  M.   -   #1556  
          Lytle,  Clarence    -    #1594  
         Mable,  Myra  L.   -   #1353  
          Mabra,  Burtis  N.   -   #2634  
          Mabry,  Gertrude    -    #1374  
          McAdams, J.L.  -  #218  
          McAfee,  Mary  L.   -   #2642  
          McAlpin,  P.J.   -   #1322  
          Macbeth,  Hugh  E.  -   #2523  
          McBroon,  Erma  G.  -   #1672  
          McCain, James Price  -  #2395  
          McCallum,  Fannie   -   #1674  
          McCane, Charles A.  -  #534  
          McCann,  Thomas   -   #2278  
          McCarrell,   Leora   -  #735 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------
   
  
  
  
  
          McCaslin,  Annie   -   #1295  
          McCaskill,  B.S.   -   #1305  
          McCauley, Mattye L.  -  #1464  
          McClain, Eloyieze (Eloise)  -  #1078  
          McClaren,  Lovell   -   #1036  
          McClaren,  Thomas   -   #1282  
          McClure,  Nellar   -   #899  
          McCoo, Lillian White  -  #2554  
          McCool Willie A.        #1803  
          McCoy,   Charles      #2233  
          McCoy,  Kate  D.      #2677  
          McCrany, Pearl B.  -  #1523  
          McCrary, (no first name given)         #1398  
          McCrary,  Adella   -   #1127  
          McCree, Paul        #202  
          McCurry,   Grace      #2239  
          McCullough,  F.B.   -   #2088  
          McCuy,  Wittonia   -   #1609  
          McDaniel,  Hazel   -   #2619  
          McDanold,  Lattie   -   #1794  
          McDonald,  Kathryn   -   #798  
          McDonald,  S.M.   -   #1327  
          McDowell,  Afue   -   #2563  
          McDowell,  Katherine  -  3402  
          McFodden,  L.C.   -   #2210  
          McGee,  Mamie   -   #1847  
          McGill,  M.V.   -   #112  
          McGee, Rosa  -  #951  
          McGhee,  Ada   -   #1033  
          McGintu,  J.A.   -   #851  
          McHenry,  William   -   #685  
          McHinly, Christine  -  #1309  
          McKimey,  George   -   #1133  
          McKinney,  Flora   -   #2684  
          McKinney, Williette E.  -  #601  
          McKissark, Ella Bille Wilson  -  #120  
          McMullan, Camilla  -  #2289  
          McNeal, (no first name given)        #658  
          McNiull,  Howard   -   #2401  
          Macon,  Elizabeth   -   #1931  
          McRae,  Clara  M.  -   #1777  
          Maddox, A.M.        #867  
          Madison, L.B.      #2254  
          Madlock, J.B. Turman  -  #2056  
          Maize, Frances Arlene  -  #2450  
          Majors,  Clara  -  #1821  
          Majors,  S.S.  -  #93  
          Malone,  John  -    #963  
          Malone,  Maude   -    #855  
          Malone,  R.E.  -    #2599  
          Mangum,  Sara.  -    #1246  
          Manly, Carrie  S.   -   #219  
          Mapp,  Henry   -   #1132  
          Marcell, Emma  -  #2185  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
         Marchmon,  Mary  F.   -   #960  
         Mark, Oliver       #838  
         Marks, Fellie       #1199  
         Marsh, Sara J.       #1358  
         Marshall,George A.  -  #543  
         Marshall, Lorena         #1283  
         Marshall, Lucy D.         #544  
         Marshall, Valeria V.  -  #1572  
         Martin,  Daisy      #1568  
         Martin,  E.H.      #2587  
         Martin,  Harry  M.   -   #2453  
         Martin,  J.F.  -  #2376  
         Martin,  Mary   
         Martin,  Robert  -  #2443  
         Martin,  Hazel Y.  -  4683  
         Martin,  Mary E.  -  #467  
         Martin,  S.M.  -  #1236  
         Martin,  Vesta  0.   -   #2129  
         Mason,  (no first name given)       #1885  
         Mason,  A.G. (Dr.)      #2372  
         Mason,  Edward  R.   -   #2576  
         Mason,  L.  -  #2193  
         Mason,  M.  -  #2183  
         Mason,  Margaret E.      #2078  
         Massey, N.L.  -  #1593  
         Mathes, J.H.  -  #201  
         Mathews, Alberta D.  -  #1504  
         Mathews, Carrie B.  -  #869  
         Mathews, M.E.  -  #2013  
         Mattews, John  -  #1805  
         Mattis, Minor  -  #1286  
         Mattie, Reedy Katie  -  #2061  
         Mattox, Kiffie       #1150  
         Mawbray, Paul       #593  
         Maxwell, Cassandra E.  -  #2544  
         Maxwell, Emma  -  #2025  
         Maxy, C.L.  -  #1841  
         Mayo, (no first name given)  -  #1658  
         Mays, Lula  -  #1214  
         Mays, S. Gray  -  #629  
         Meadows, Alice  -  #1438  
         Mells, Mary  -  #1188  
         Menefee, Essie  -  #1062  
         Merideth, J.H.  -  #952  
         Meriwether,   Ethel   -   #895  
         Merriman, John  -  #3012  
         Merritt, RnN., Mary E.  -  #2383  
         Merry, H.R.  -  #204  
         Middlebrooks, Fannie  -  #2663  
         Miller, (no first name given)  -  #1907  
         Miller, Ava L.  -  #1722  
         Miller, Henrietta  -  #1225  
         Miller, Joseph Owen  -  #682  
         Miller, Kelly Jr.  -  #2402  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Miller, Kenneth  -  #401  
          Miller, Lena  -  #1748  
          Miller,  Paul   R.   -   #1829  
          Miller,  Ralph   W.   -   #2400  
          Milton, J.C.  -  #1212  
          Mimms,  Bessie   L.   -   #1877  
          Minatee,   Elizabeth   -    #820  
          Minton, Russell F.  -  #2449  
          Mitchell,   Angie   -    #2293  
          Mitchell,   Anna  D.   -   #1434  
          Mitchell,   Bessie        #1122  
          Mitchell,   Blanche   -    #1531  
          Mitchell,   Brady   -    #1071  
          Mitchell,   Clarence   -    #939  
          Mitchell,   James        #2509  
          Mitchell,   Mildred   -    #912  
          Mitchell,   Odilee        #707  
          Mitchell,   Rubivda V.  -  3035  
          Mitchell,   S.B.  -  #1840  
          Modeste, Alfrd E.  -  #30007  
          Modeste  L.,   Craig   -   #1359  
          Modeste, Minnie Brown  -  #3011  
          Moffett, Ollie  -  #2195  
          Molette,   Stella   -    #1325  
          Mollison,   I.C.   -   #184  
          Monroe,  George   E.   -   #2368  
          Montana,   Manuel   -    #2240  
          Montogomery, (no first name given)           #676  
          Montgomery,   Dewey   -    #2250  
          Montgomery, Quinn F.  -  #2460  
          Monty,   J.E.     #2276  
          Moon, A.M.       #859  
          Moon,   Phillip   -   #1123  
          Moore,  (no first name given)        #1683  
          Moore,  A.   Maurice   -   #2343  
          Moore,  Essie      #1485  
          Moore,  G.A.      #934  
          Moore,  Joseph        #1999  
          Moore,  Luther   W.   -   #336  
          Moore,  Maggie   Mae   -   #2100  
          Moore,  Manie      #1178  
          Moore,  Mary      #68  
          Moore,  R.J.      #1228  
          Moore,  Salona   -    #1747  
          Moore,  Sam   -  #1278  
          Moore,  Zelfia   -    #2502  
          Moreland, Mary  -  #1046  
          Moreland,   Riza   -   #968  
          Morgan,  Aepha   -  #617  
          Morgan,  C.      #1051  
          Morgan,  Jim      #1128  
          Morgan,  Lincolnia C.  -  #286  
          Morgan,  Robert  W.        #2350  
          Morgan,  Viola Banks      #1559 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Morgan,   William   -   #786  
         Morman,   Florence Corbiss  -  #376  
         Morris,   (no first  name given)  -  #1867  
         Morris,   Bertha   -   #2696  
         Morris,   Edward  P.   -   #2363  
         Morris,   Eda E.       #1850  
         Morris,   James M.        #2358  
         Morris,   Mahala  E.   -   #1471  
         Morrison,   M.A.   -   #2386  
         Moseley,    Bessie      #1455  
         Moses, (no first name given)  -  #1534  
         Moses,  Carol  B. #1490  
         Moses,   Earl  R.  -   #2520  
         Moses,   Will       #1151  
         Moss, Emma       #961  
         Moten,  Effie  G.   -   #1399  
         Moton, Viola  -  #816  
         Murdock, Jessie L.  -  #1538  
         Murph, Ruth  -  #1752  
         Murphy,   Floretta   -   #736  
         Murphy,   Gertrude   -    #1147  
         Murphy,   George  C.   -   #737  
         Murray,   (no first  name given)       #832  
         Murray,   Adline   -   #1080  
         Murray,   George  T.   -   #2724  
         Murray,   Grant S.   -    #2616  
         Murray J.E. (Rev.)  -  #2655  
         Murray, Samuel   C.   -    #2451  
         Murrell, B.R.  -     #2010  
         Muse,   Cordelia   -   #2280  
         Musgrove,   Emma   -   #3004  
         Myers, E.L.  -      #2283  
         Myers, I.M.A.    -  #536  
         Myrick, H.  -    #2469  
         Nall,  Martha P. (McDuffie)  -  #1397  
         Nash,  Grace  R.   -   #2457  
         Nash,  H.E.   (Dr.)   -   #2573  
         Nash,  W.      #2149  
         Neal,  E.J.      #2048  
         Neal,  P.S.      #2425  
         Neal,  R.P.      #321  
         Nelson,  Helen   Mae   -   #2202  
         Nelson, J.L.  -  #813  
         Nelson,  Myrtle   D.   - #2079 
         Nelson, W.E.  -  #1383  
         Nelson, Willie  -  #757  
         Newsome,  Annie   M.   -   #1902  
         Nichols, Mary  -  #639  
         Nichols,   Venetia   -    #2686  
         Nite,   John   -   #2235  
         Nixon,  L.  Elaine   -   #298  
         Nixon,  Maria  B.   -   #236  
         Nolen,  Clyde  E.   -   #2028  
         Northington, (no first name given)          #1963  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Norwood, Johnny  -  #1034  
         Norton, Clara Langrum  -  #742  
         Norwood, Martha       #2231  
         Nubia, Lillian        #1990  
         Nunn,  Ruth  0.     #759  
         Oberdorfer, Pauline R.  -  #2570  
         Ogletree,  Annie   -   #974  
         O'Hara,  E.H.   -   #1760  
         Oliver,  Eloise       #1215  
         Oliver,  Sally      #2222  
         O'Neal,  E.J.   -   #200  
         O'Neal,  Laura      #1414  
         Orange,  Allen  Jr.  - 73  
         Osborne,  D.   -   #1743  
         Oslin,  Lemetta   -   #1201  
         Oubre,  Jacob   -   #2168  
         Oubre,  Ursin   -   #2181  
         Ousleu, Benjamin F.  -  #270  
         Ousley, Henrietta Bailey  -  #268  
         Ouerton, A.  -  #56  
         Overton, William  Norman  -  #2478  
         Owens,  Lucille   -   #1087  
         Owens,  Mattie  E.  -   #1839  
         Owens,  O.L.   -   #2211  
         Owens,  S.N.   -   #2237  
         Owens, T. Edwards  -    #43  
         Page,  Aurelia   -   #1056  
         Page,  Eddie   -   #1058  
         Page,  Edwin  R.  -   #2390  
         Page, R.D.  -  #1908  
         Paige, (no first name given)         #1915  
         Paine,  Lujanne   -   #928  
         Palmer,  Carina   -   #1767  
         Palmer,  R.N.   -   #1923  
         Panion,  Mary   -   #1241  
         Parham,  James  M.  -   #2681  
         Paris, Mudge        #609  
         Park, Mamie L.        #822  
         Parker, Carrie White  -  #333  
         Parker,  Geneva   -   #1093  
         Parks, E.L.        #1195  
         Parks,   Odessa     #1171  
         Parrish, Gertrude  -  #2673  
         Partee,  Bessie   -   #1385  
         Partee,  Marion   -   #1176  
         Past,  J.T.  -  #1157  
         Patrick, (no first name given)         #1987  
         Patrick,  W.L.   -   #909  
         Patterson, Anthony  -  #560  
         Patterson, Bennie  -  #1235  
         Patterson, Mable C.  -  #2070  
         Patterson,  Nancy   -   #2268  
         Patterson, Nathaniel J.  -  #2179  
         Pattilla,  W.A.   -   #564  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
         Patton, Annie Dee  -  #1422  
         Patton,   Mable     #1106  
         Patton, I.H.        #2072  
         Patton, Regina Hannon  -  #1623  
         Payne,  Bessie A.  -  #2547  
         Payne,  Elizabeth  -  #187  
         Payne,  Lee   -   #1301  
         Payne,  Leroy A.  -  #2346  
         Payne,  Mary  J.   -   #1577  
         Payton,   (illegible)  
         Peace,  Alberta   -   #1736  
         Pearson, Lillie Mae  -  #2373  
         Peck, A.  -  #2699  
         Pennington,  J.   -   #1510  
         Pennington, J.W.  -  #2620  
         Penson, Stella B.  -  #1866  
         Peoples, Francis  -  #1206  
         Peppers, (no first name given)        #2041  
         Perdue,  Mary  -   #38  
         Perdue, Walter B.  -  #1454  
         Perkins, Walter  -  #1052  
         Perry,  C.R.  -   #789  
         Perry, Charlotte C.  -  #2591  
         Perry, Eugene E.  -  #2579  
         Perry,  N.L.  -  #235  
         Perry  Romie  -  #2652  
         Perry,  Ruby  -  #2224  
         Perry,  S.A.  -  #455  
         Perry, Victor K.  -  #2621  
         Perry,  W.G.  -  #760  
         Perry  W.H.,  Jr.  #2601  
         Peter,  Essie  -   #1400  
         Peters, S.A. (Dr.)  -  #2522  
         Petioni, Charles Augustin  -  #2598  
         Pettigen,  Enolia Virginia  -  #2580  
         Phillips,  George  -  #2128  
         Phillips,  George  A.  -   #2183  
         Phillips,  Homer G.  -  #2584  
         Phillips,  Mabel   -   #2723  
         Phillips,  Myrtle  A.  -   #2112  
         Pickens,  Joe  -   #1030  
         Pickett, Maggie  B.  -  #1661  
         Pierce, J.W.     #2403  
         Pierce,  Walter     #3000  
         Pieters,  Chas.     #584  
         Pinckney,  L.E.     #1772  
         Pinkard, I.Y.       #2110  
         Pinkard, Mamie B.  -  #2354  
         Pinkett,  H.J.  -   #2347  
         Pinckny,  Daisy  L.D.  -  #1437  
         Pinkston,  Albert  L.  -  #2030  
         Pinn,  Ernest  L.  -  #2608  
         Pinntsan, A.     #14  
         Pitt, S.L.      #1739  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Pitts, (no first name given)  -  #2020  
          Pitts,  Annie   -   #921  
          Pitts,  W.E.   -   #1591  
          Plant,  Sally   -   #1114  
          Polk,  Bertha  L.   -   #1382  
          Polk,  Leola  S.   -   #443  
          Pompey,  Pansylee  S.   -   #1786  
          Poole,   Dimpie   -   #2640  
          Poole,  Samuel  W.   -   #674  
          Pope,  H.   -   #646  
          Pope,  Minnie   -   #1430  
          Porch, (no first name given)         #1312  
          Porter,  D.  -  #2500  
          Porter,  Florence   -    #704  
          Porter,  Henrietta C.  -  #2690  
          Porter,  Jennie   -   #28  
          Porter,  L.  Katharine   -   #420  
          Porter,  Mattie A. Myers  -  #2533  
          Powell,  Alice        #1233  
          Powell,  C.W.      #2578  
          Powell,  Mar      #993  
          Powell,  Willie B.  -  #1017  
          Prather, J.B.F.    -    #2682  
          Prather, Willie    -    #848  
          Pratt, Addie  -    #1064  
          Prestwood, Catherine  -  #1426  
          Prestwood, Marolee  -  #1499  
          fPride,  Armistead  S.   -   #2102  
          Pritchett,  Julia  E.   -   #1855  
          Pruden,   Mennie   -   #2499  
          Prunty, Carrie Daniel  -  #2415  
          Puckett, Mary        #801  
          Purkette, Emma         #1516  
          Puttman, Lula D.  -  #1799  
          Putton, Jim        #1124  
          Queen, Robert         #2389  
          Rainly,   Octave   -   #2173  
          Ramon,  Fred  R.   -   #2414  
          Ramos,  Diego  E.   -   #2440  
          Ramseun,   Esther   -   #1618  
          Ramsey,   Eloise   -   #1112  
          Ramsey,  J.C.   -   #2399  
          Randall,  P.  Clyde   -   #2385  
          Randle,  (no  first  name  given)     #2199  
          Randolf, Janie         #1887  
          Randolf, Mary D.       #653  
          Ransome, (no first name given)         #3014  
          Rase,  Carrie   -   #2260  
          Rass,  Evelyn  M.   -   #2184  
          Rau,  H.C.  -   #124  
          Ray, J.H.  -  #1463  
          Rayfield,   W.A.   -   #2369  
          Raymas,   Leona   -   #1292  
          Raynes, Sally Lee  - #1267 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Reaves,  Hattie  B.  -   #729  
          Reaves, W.H.        #728  
          Reddick,   A.B.     #2229  
          Redd, Eliza A.        #228  
          Reed,  (no  first  name given)  -  #1859  
          Reed, Susie  -    #1041  
          Reel,  J.  Arthur  -   #2290  
          Reese,  Connie  M.  -   #774  
          Reese, Eliza        #680  
          Reese, Ophelia        #1690  
          Reid,  (no first  name  given)      #727  
          Reid,  H.C.   -  #556  
          Reid,  Maurice  -    #2571  
          Reid,  Norma   -   #1773  
          Reid,  Violet L.   -   #1929  
          Reid,  W.E.   -  #1817  
          Reid,  W.T.   -  #119  
          Remburt,   S.L.  -  #830  
          Rendes,  Willie   -   #1238  
          Renfro,  C.A.   -   #209  
          Renies,  Addie  G.  -   #1605  
          Reynolds, I.M.    -   #2692  
          Reynolds,  William   Crockett     #2489  
          Sally, Wallicia E.       #731  
          Sampson,  Sarah  I.      #1806  
          Samuels,  Majorie   Thompson     #1546  
          Sanders,  E.E.      #1822  
          Sanders,  L.      #1761  
          Sanders,  Lucille   -   #1379  
          Sanders,  Rosella   -   #2216  
          Sanford,  May  Ola  -   #1299  
          Sanford,  Rufus   -   #2018  
          Sapp, Robert  -  #1288  
          Saunders,  Lenna   -   #3009  
          Saunders,  William   -   #2593  
          Savery, Marguerite  -  #1042  
          Sawyer,  A.L.   -   #483  
          Sawyer,  James  B.  -   #1586  
          Scales,  Mary  J.  -   #1715  
          Scheper,  Helen  P.  -   #1780  
          Schomburg,  Arthur   -   #2597  
          Scott,  Addie  -  #1165  
          Scott,  Anna  Belle   -   #2054  
          Scott,  B.C.   -    #1787  
          Scott,  CGwendolyn   -    #1816  
          Scott,  Henry       #992  
          Scott,  Howard      #2130  
          Scott,  Mattie      #1243  
          Scott,  Naomi  S.   -   #2611  
          Scott,  Vivian Clarkson  -  #743  
          Scriven, (no first name given)         #1776  
          Scruggs, M.D., I.L.  -  #2396  
          Scurlock,  D.P.   -   #1590  
          Seals, (no first name given)        #1966  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Seals, Charles H.  -  #2370  
          Sears,  Edwin   -   #2484  
          Seay,  Thelma   -   #1529  
          Sellers,  Amanda   -   #2003  
          Sessom,  Lou  W.  -   #2125  
          Shanks, H.  -  #2691  
          Shannell,  Sallie   -   #865  
          Shaw,  Charles  -  #57  
          Shaw,  Dick    -  #841  
          Shaw,  Estella  -    #1272  
          Shaw,  Harvey  B.   -   #642  
          Shaw,  J.H.    -  #2265  
          Shaw,  W.J.    -  #2637  
          Shears,  Virginia   -   #623  
          Shelton, Pearl A.  -  #1468  
          Sheppard,  Ella   -   #916  
          Sheppheard,  Eva  L.  -   #2590  
          Sheppard,  Lula   -   #1136  
          Sheppard,  Willie  A.  -   #878  
          Sherman,  W.M.   -   #989  
          Shipman, Marie Davis  -  #1583  
          Shivers,     #1457  
          Shivers, Octavia C.  -  #1441  
          Shivery,  Alma   -   #1218  
          Shockley, (no first name given)        #1445  
          Shockley,   E.R.      #2141  
          Shockley,   Mattie      #1480  
          Shoffner, Margaretha  -  #1741  
          Shorpe,  Alvin  H.  -   #2045  
          Shortridge,  W.E.   -   #2446  
          Showers,  Suvera   -   #941  
          Shuler, (no first name given)        #1789  
          Sigman,  Mary  E.  -   #631  
          Silver, R.L.        #2614  
          Simmons,   Edith      #1804  
          Simmons, Mattie  E.   -   #1465  
          Simpson, Lillie  M.   -   #1453  
          Simpson,   Pearl  -    #1082  
          Sims,  Allen  S.  -    #603  
          Sims, Carol      #1099  
          Sims, Martha        #1048  
          Sinclair, Sarah  Ja718  
          Singleton, Johnnie G.  -  #1766  
          Singleton,  Lillian   -   #1759  
          Slack, Ruby  -  #1076  
          Slaughter,  Edna   -   #712  
          Slayton,-Jeff  A.   -   #1352  
          Slith,  Mae  I.  -   #190l  
          Sloss,  margie   -   #1578  
          Sly, Sara  -  #1258  
          Smalley,  Harry   -   #400  
          Smiley,  Floy  Lee  -   #1503  
          Smith, (first name illegible) Van        #608  
          Smith,  Alberta   -  #924 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
         Smith,  Alice  -  #697  
         Smith,  Annie L.  -  #1566  
         Smith,  Annie M.  -  #856  
         Smith,  Bertha Taylor  -  #1836  
         Smith,  Blanche  -  #196  
         Smith,  Charles B.  -  #2592  
         Smith,  Charles E.  -  #2355  
         Smith,  Charlie  -  #815  
         Smith,  Charlotte B.  -  #1601  
         Smith,  Dora  -  #622  
         Smith,  E.O.  -  #231  
         Smith,  Eddis       #1067  
         Smith,  Ernest      #621  
         Smith,  Howard      #1063  
         Smith,  Jannie      #987  
         Smith,  Lucille      #932  
         Smith,  Maggie      #932  
         Smith,  Magnolia  -  #1544  
         Smith,  Mamie  -  #699  
         Smith,  Mae Stewart  -  #1368  
         Smith,  Naomi Shocklin  -  #935  
         Smith,  Nettie  -  #2297  
         Smith,  Pally       #2122  
         Smith, R.T.      #1193  
         Smith,  Robert  -  #2731  
         Smith,  Robert  -  #2732  
         Smith,  Rosa V.  -  #1709  
         Smith,  T.M.  -  #1298  
         Smith,  William H. Sr.  -  #2487  
         Smith,  Willie Samuel  -  #17  
         Sneid,  (no first name given)  -  #754  
         Snelson, S.  -  #2379  
         Snow, Fannie E.  -  #2549  
         Sorrels, Maggie  -  #1006  
         Southall, Mary A.  -  #172  
         Sparks, Lyda J.  -  #361  
         Speer, Clove  -  #994  
         Spencer, (no first name given)        10 C#1973  
         Spiers, Clara B.  -  #1825  
         Spivey, Mattie  -  #1135  
         Springer, Edna D.  -  #1310  
         Stafford, (no first name given)        #1826  
         Stafford, Pearl  -  #1224  
         Staley, F. Marcillus  -  #514  
         Stallworth, (illegible)  -  #1562  
         Stalnaker, Calvin K.  -  #105  
         Staples, Robert -  #63  
         Starkes, Lilly  -  #1239  
         Staton, (no first name given)        #1834  
         Stejchen, (no first name given)        #1554  
         Stephen, Allen      #889  
         Stevens, Aliece       #1307  
         Stevens, W.S.      #2275  
         Stevens, Bessie A.  -  #1395  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Stevenson, Annie E.  -  #1734  
          Stevenson,  J.G.   -   #808  
          Stevenson,  W.M.   -   #773  
          Stewart,  (no first name given)  -  #1910  
          Stewart,  J.R.        #2562  
          Stewart,  James       #3006  
          Stewart,  Minnie      #1922  
          Stewart,  Nannie       #740  
          Stewart,  W.Ellis      #52  
          Still, Beulah Mitchell  -  #437  
          Stinson,  Alvin   -   #1144  
          Stokes,   Annie   -   #1713  
          Stone, Hugh  -  #2647  
          Stone, Marjorie  -  #1356  
          Stone,  Ray  W.   -   #1377  
          Stoxall,  J.  Elwood  -   #580  
          Strickland,  Lilly   -   #1040  
          Strickland, W.M.  -  #872  
          Stright, Myrtle B.  -  #2103  
          Strong, Blanche Bell  -  #632  
          Strong, H.H.  -  #169  
          Strong,  Lady  Marie  -   #806  
          Stroud, (no first name given)  -  #1595  
          Strozier,  Carrie   -   #1155  
          Stuart,  S.R.  -   #2521  
          Stubbs, (firstname illegible)  -  #1226  
          Stubbs,  Lizzie   -   #1553  
          Stubbs, Olvetta  -  #1800  
          Suple,  Ethel  -   #1425  
          Sutton,  Mattie   -   #1109  
          Swails, Florence J.  -  #1807  
          Swan, C.L.  -  #1032  
          Swanson, William P.  -  #681  
          Sweat, Fred      #2014  
          Sweeney, P.O.         #2622  
          Swoniager,  Mattie   -   #2157  
          Sykes, (no first name given)  -  #1575  
          Sykes,  Alice  -   #2189  
          Sykes, Emmaline L.  -  #1535  
          Syms,   William   -   #3010  
          Talley,  (no first name given)       #1484  
          Talley,  Mildred Grant  -  #2096  
          Tanner,  Edmonia  -  #1705  
          Tanner,  Minerva   -   #1284  
          Taylor,  Annie    -    #1108  
          Taylor,  B.  -  #2225  
          Taylor,  Beatrice   -    #1624  
          Taylor,  Brunetta   -    #1355  
          Taylor,  Haron Fred       #753  
          Taylor,  Marie  W.   -   #2628  
          Taylor,  Olivia G.     #1771  
          Taylor,  Onilda Alma  -  #271  
          Taylor,  R.W.       #1459  
          Temple,  John  H.   -   #870  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Tharp,  Vera   -   #1009  
          Thomas,  (no first name given)  -  #1718  
          Thomas,  Alice  H.   -   #586  
          Thomas,  Clifford  -  #1273  
          Thomas,  E.  Louise   -   #1818  
          Thomas,  H.H.  -   #1297  
          Thomas,  James   -   #574  
          Thomas,  Katie   -   #926  
          Thomas,  M.A.   -   #2557  
          Thomas,  M.G.   -   #1798  
          Thomas,  Naomi  V.  -  #2555  
          Thomas,  R.W.   -   #864  
          Thomas,  Spencer   -    #1600  
          Thomas,  Susie  Mae   -   #1548  
          Thompson,  (firstname illegible)  #1070  
          Thompson,  Ada  -  #2016  
          Thompson,  Clara  A.   -   #529  
          Thompson,  Eliza Elijah  -  #1808  
          Thompson,  Ella   -   #1061  
          Thompson,  Frank  F.   -   #345  
          Thompson,  George      #2058  
          Thompson,    Hazel     #2051  
          Thompson,  Joseph W.  -  #714  
          Thompson,  Lillian R.  -  #1860  
          Thompson,  Lula   -   #1180  
          Thompson,  Prisilla J.  -  #533  
          Thompson,  Stephen   -    #2101  
          Thornton,  (no first name given)        #690  
          Thornton,  Giss   -   #1251  
          Thornton,  S.B.   -   #2043  
          Threlkeld,   W.L.   -   #2137  
          Tigner,   Will      #1291  
          Tillery, Annie Mae  -  #2158  
          Tillman, L.E.  -  #1417  
          Tilly, Cileste  -  #772  
          Todd, J.S.      #1506  
          Todd,   Maggie      #2236  
          Tolbert,  Annie   -   #1357  
          Tolbert, Willie L.  - #1349  
          Tolliver,  C.   -   #l696  
          Tomlin,   Charlie       #1120  
          Tompkins, Ella F.       #871  
          Tompkins, Minnie       #843  
          Toney, Charles E.       #86  
          Tonsler, Daisy H.       #1392  
          Trent, W.J.  -  #359  
          Tribbett,   Charles   -   #2728  
          Trotter,   Bessie   -   #1469  
          Tucker, Katy M. Perry  -  #295  
          Tucker,  Olivia  D.   -   #2439  
          Tribbett,   Charles   -   #2728  
          Trotter,   Bessie   -   #1469  
          Trucker, Katy M. Perry  -  #295  
          Tucker,  Olivia  D.   -   #2439  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Tumor,  (no  first  name  given)     #2188  
          Turner,  (no first name given)         #679  
          Turner,  Eliza   -    #880  
          Turner,  James  Arthur   -   #76  
          Turner,  Johnnie  E.   -   #1450  
          Turner,  L.D.   -    #2588  
          Turner,  Laura  J.   -   #1703  
          Turnstall,   V.J.   -   #1376  
          Twiggs,   A.0.   -   #1763  
          Twitty,   J.Wilbur   -   #506  
          Tyson,  N.E.   -   #797  
          Umble,   Armelda   -   #2026  
          Upshaw,   Howard   -   #2661  
          Vann,  Hugh   -   #2485  
          Vashon,  Frances  C.   -   #2711  
          Vaughter,   Sadie   -   #710  
          Verdel,   Gabrilla   -   #2635  
          Vertrees,   Bertha   -   #2159  
          Vick,  S.H.   -   #565  
          Vincent,   Richetta   -   #1678  
          Vinson, Pearl  -  #1253  
          Voorhees,  Mau -   #2133  
          Wade, Senra       #1296  
          Wade, W.M.        #2091  
          Wade,  William  Jr.   -   #1604  
          Wagstaff,   Creola   -   #1694  
          Waid, Henry  -  #1168  
          Walden,  H.R.  Jr.   -   #2595  
          Walden,  U.L.      #2213  
          Walder,  H.       #471  
          Walker,  (no first name given)  -  #3016  
          Walker,  (no first name given)  -  #1873  
          Walker,  Abraham  M.   -   #539  
          Walker,  Carrie  E.   -   #2109  
          Walker,  Eliza      #1192  
          Walker,  H.H.      #2023  
          Walker,  J.W.      #1015  
          Walker,  Johnetta  E.   -   #297  
          Walker,  Odie G.   -    #2651  
          Walker,  W.W.      #1602  
          Wallace,   Addie   -   #1607  
          Wallace,   Alzada   -   #2065  
          Walley,   Sussie   -   #1031  
          Walls,  Ellie  Alma   -   #654  
          Walls, Josephine L.  -  #1843  
          Walls,  R.   -   #1670  
          Walton,  Mamie  F.   -   #2063  
          Wancex,  Richard  J.  -    #2708  
          Ward,  (no  first  name   given)  
          Ward,  H.      #2567  
          Ward,  Joe       #1125  
          Ward,  Launa   L.   -   #1361  
          Ward,  Lenora  -  #977  
          Ward,  Ruth   -   #1184 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Wardlan, Chas. H.  -  #825  
          Ware, (no first name given)  
          Ware, William Parker  -  #2111  
          Warner, Howard       #208  
          Warren, Jean       #1162  
          Warrick, Lela Ewing  -  #2709  
          Washington, (no first name given)          #1871  
          Washington, E.D.  -  #1388  
          Washington, Georgia  -  #481  
          Water  S.  Nora  -  #1474  
          Watkins,  A.K.   -  #790  
          Watkins,  C.E.   -  #2089  
          Watkins,  G.A.   -  #980  
          Watkins,  Ruby   - # 
          Watkins,  William      #1198  
          Watson, Annie Dacus  -  #1530  
          Watson, E.L.  -  #2040  
          Watson,  Florence I.  -  #2032  
          Watson,  Rufus   S.     #432  
          Watts, John E.        #2605  
          Weaver,    Eugenia     #25G4  
          Weaver, Jessie R.  -  #2479  
          Weaver,  Louise   -    #2703  
          Weaves,  Sallie   -    #2492  
          Webb, L.A.  -  #2175  
          Webster, (no first name given)         #1941  
          Webster, Leola -  #1153  
          Weed, Marshall E.  -  #2123  
          Weems,  Annie  M.  -   #1043  
          Weldon, (no first name given)         #1961  
          Weil, A.M.  -  #1456  
          Wells, Lehman V.  -  #2087  
          West,  Alphia  F.  -   #1835  
          West,  Donnie  M.  -   #929  
          West, H.S.  -  #1403  
          West, Irene E.  -  #877  
          Westmoreland, Willie Mae Holley         #1617  
          Whaley, (no first name given)         #2538  
          Whaley, Hattie        #1790           
         Whartey,  Pauline -  #1439  
          Wharton,  (no first name given)        #1986  
          Wheeler,  (no first name given)        #1486  
          Wheeler,  (no first name given)        #1487  
          Wheeler,  Cecelia  #796  
          Wheeler,  J.H.  -  #2687  
          Wheelis,  Fannie A.  -  #1436  
          White,  Dora  -  #930  
          White,  J.S.  -  #715  
          White,  Lillie B.  -  #2672  
          White,  Mattie  -  #693  
          White,  Pearl Wooten  -  #1662  
          White,  Sallie  -  #1104  
          Whiteheads, Lula B.  -  #2617  
          Whiting, Elmer J.  - #505 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Whiting, G.W.  -  #229  
          Whitlaw, Tommie Ardella  -  #1424  
          Whittaker, Julia William Evans  -  #284  
          Whittaker,   Robert   -   #771  
          Whitted, L.H.       #627  
          Whitted, Roy       #1657  
          Whittfield,  Bessie  -   #905  
          Whittington, Lillian Ross  -  #3013  
          Whyte,  Violet  Hill   -   #2524  
          Wiggins, Lula  -  #2298  
          Wilborn,   Sanders   -   #1145  
          Wilburn, E.R.  -  #1462  
          Wiley,  Ethel  L.  -   #1879  
          Wiley, L.E.  -  #1442  
          Wiley,  Lucille   -   #1287  
          Wiley, Viola  -  #1250  
          Wilkins, Adeline E.  -  #1833  
          William, E. Dickerson  -  #709  
          Williams,  (no first name given)        #1918  
          Williams,  A.L.   -   #2012  
          Williams,  Alyce  B.   -   #1714  
          Williams,  Anna   -   #1057  
          Williams,  C.G.   -   #2221  
          Williams,  C.W.   -   #2291  
          Williams,  Carrie        #2654  
          Williams,  Charity   -    #1047  
          Williams,  Clarence    -  #1613  
          Williams,    Cora  L.  -    #1389  
          Williams,  Dan Ella        #1308  
          Williams,  Emma  F.  -    #2541  
          Williams,  Estella   -    #2294  
          Williams,  Ethel       #1154  
          Williams,  Florence   -    #2257  
          Williams,  Francis   -    #2261  
          Williams,  Irene   -   #1695  
          Williams,  Janie Key  -  #1823  
          Williams,  L.S.   -   #1784  
          Williams,  L.W.   -   #2245  
          Williams,  Lucille   -    #602  
          Williams,  Maggie   -   #805  
          Williams,  Maggie   -    #1240  
          Williams,  Mary  A.   -   #1615  
          Williams,  Mary Ellen  -  #1304  
          Williams,  Odessa   -    #1081  
          Williams,  P.E.   -   #1720  
          Williams,  Pearl  M.   -   #1329  
          Williams,  Pierce   -    #1160  
          Williams,  Veatrice   -    #1970  
          Williamson, Mattie Ford  -  #2650  
          Williamson,   Sara   -   #1094  
          Willingham,   Eunice   -   #1230  
          Willis, (no first name given)  -  #2204  
          Willis, C.J.      #1024  
          Willis, Frank      #1476  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
          Willis,  Marion   -   #1248  
          Williamson,  Morris   -   #756  
          Wilmer,  Elsie  J.  -   #1665  
          Wilmer,  Louis   -   #1666  
          Wilson,  (no first name given)  -  #2714  
          Wilson,  (no first name given)  -  #2198  
          Wilson,  (first name illegible) S.  -  #1342  
          Wilson,  A.S., Jr.      #390  
          Wilson,  Alfred W.      #387  
          Wilson,  Almeda       #2007  
          Wilson,  Atwoods       #244  
          Wilson,  Beatrice       #408  
          Wilson,  Wilson,  Carrie   West    #126  
          Wilson,  Eunice  -    #1788  
          Wilson,  J.R.   -   #1182  
          Wilson,  Juno   -   #2243  
          Wilson,  Lee   -  #2004  
          Wilson,  Lorena  -    #933  
          Wilson,  Ophelia   -   #1210  
          Wilson,  Robert  -    #671  
          Wilson,  Sally   -   #1203  
          Wilson,  Viola  C.  -   #2697  
          Wimberly,  Janie   -   #2685  
          Wimbish,  Louise   -   #1202  
          Wingfield, Bessie       #2657  
          Winston,  George  W.  -   #792  
          Winston, Joseph        #1217  
          Winston, Mary E.        #2551  
          Wise, Mamie Vandavell  -  #778  
          Withers,  Sarah  E.  -   #163  
          Womack, Mary Coffin  -  #360  
          Wooden,  J.D.   -   #2274  
          Woods, E.  -  #1496  
          Woods,  Jessie  L.  -   #1367  
          Woods, John  -  #2287  
          Woodson,  George  F.  -   #495  
          Woolfolk,  Katie   -   #2670  
          Word,  Rev.  G.L.  -   #2643  
          Wright,  Cecil   -   #668  
          Wright,  Fred  E.  -   #814  
          Wright,  Inez   -   #2296  
          Wright, Richard R., Jr.  -  #265  
          Wright, Wendell Phillip  -  #795  
          Wyatt, (no first name given)  -  #1893  
          Wylie, Ruth Elizabeth  -  #2067  
          Wynne, Mary  -  #1254  
          Yancey,  Helen  L.  -   #2705  
          Yancey,  Robert  L.  -   #166  
          Yarbrough, (no first name given)  -  #1431  
          Yarbrough,  Rosa   -   #2176  
          Yarbrough,  W.F.   -   #2197  
          Yeates, Charles S.  -  #2498  
          York, Tilda -  #1274  
          Young,  Darthuls   -   #1387  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
        Zanders, Hatlie  -  #1100  
        Zanders, Nona  -  #1311  
        Zella, Emmie D.  -  #991  
        Zilner, Gertie  -  #706  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------
   
